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Chapter I 

The Big Picture  

Born into a world in which birth, pedigree, and status defined one‘s station in life, 

Benjamin Franklin had none of these assets.  If he were to become a man of significance 

in the eighteenth century, he would have to forge an identity built not on heredity but on 

accomplishment.  Franklin eventually fashioned for himself an Atlantic identity based 

upon his success and not his class.  In doing so, he forged a path for a new group of 

leaders of ignoble birth and set the stage for a major distinction between what it meant to 

be British and what it meant to be American.  Franklin was able to find success as a 

printer, as a scientist, as a politician. Franklin‘s newfound success brought him 

worldwide fame, international influence, and the ability to travel with ease across the 

Atlantic world, all the while reinforcing in his own mind his belief that he had become a 

respected member of a transatlantic gentry class and that this status made him the equal 

to the men who ruled Britain‘s eighteenth-century empire. 

Franklin‘s identity was tied to his accomplishments; reciprocally his failures 

devastated him and threatened to destroy the identity he had created for himself over 

several decades.  His greatest failure was his inability to alter the hearts and mind of the 

British crown or British Parliament in regards to the American colonies.  Franklin‘s 

colossal, public, and embarrassing failure at the hands of the Privy Council in 1774 

damaged Franklin‘s identity as an Atlantic figure so much that it unhinged his belief that 

the American Colonies and Great Britain could reconcile their differences and drove him 

fervently into the American Revolutionary camp where his Atlantic identity could be 

reborn.     
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By 1774, Franklin had lived in England intermittently for twenty years.  In that 

time, he had developed an idea of the British Atlantic world as one in which the 

American colonies were equal partners with the English crown and equal participants in 

the greater British Empire.  Franklin developed this ideology of equality through his 

scientific correspondences, his extensive travel, and a political fight with Pennsylvania‘s 

colonial proprietor Thomas Penn.  The fight with Thomas Penn helped Franklin solidify 

his belief that the American colonies and England should be as equal partners under the 

Crown.  The fight originated from Penn‘s refusal to allow his family‘s property to be 

taxed in order to raise money for the militia during the French and Indian war.  Franklin, 

who was in charge of procuring funding, saw this as an egregious abuse of power that 

only the king could correct.  Being the colony‘s proprietor meant two important things. 

First, the Penn family was the largest landowner in Pennsylvania and second the 

proprietorship was a royally appointed position and only the crown could depose Penn 

from that position.  Franklin understood that Penn was using his position as proprietor for 

personal gain and not for the benefit of the Empire.  This realization offended Franklin‘s 

sense of equality and his belief in his own importance to the British Empire.  His beloved 

colony of Pennsylvania would not be treated as a door mat or a second class citizen while 

he had anything to say about it.  In 1764, Franklin petitioned the King‘s Privy Council to 

establish a royal government in Pennsylvania.  The petition was extremely unpopular in 

both Pennsylvania and the royal court.  As any good politician knows, timing is 

everything.  At the time Franklin was proposing greater royal involvement in the 

governing of Pennsylvania, the British government issued the damaging Proclamation of 

1763, the Sugar Act, the Currency Act, and soon the despised Stamp Act.  This was not a 
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good political climate to suggest that Pennsylvania relinquish full political authority 

directly to the crown. The suggestion cost Franklin his election to the Philadelphia 

Assembly by a narrow margin.
1
   

 One would think this defeat would purge Franklin of the idea that the crown 

should have direct control over the colony of Pennsylvania, but it did not.  Franklin 

simply felt that his target, Thomas Penn, was incorrect, not his ultimate goal.  Franklin 

then turned his attention toward a new political enemy, the royally appointed governor of 

Massachusetts, Thomas Hutchinson and Lieutenant Governor, Andrew Oliver.  Franklin 

believed, as did many colonists, both Hutchinson and Oliver were abusing their royally 

appointed power and were treating His Majesties subjects in a subservient manner in 

much the same way Thomas Penn had done.  In order to prove his hypothesis, Franklin 

secretly procured damning letters written by both Hutchinson and Oliver that revealed 

their disdain for the colonials of Pennsylvania calling for ―an abridgment of what are 

called English liberties.‖
2
  Franklin hoped that by publishing the letters in Massachusetts, 

he could place the blame for the troubles between the colonists and the King squarely on 

their shoulders.  The letters sparked a riot and a near duel (Franklin had to admit to 

publishing the letters to avoid the bloodshed) and a petition written by the Massachusetts 

Assembly to remove Hutchinson and Oliver from office.   

Franklin repeatedly requested an audience with the King‘s Privy Council to 

discuss the damning nature of these letters and present the Massachusetts Assembly‘s 

                                                             
1
 Edmund Morgan, Benjamin Franklin(New Haven and London: Yale Nota Bene, 2003)p  140 

2
 Andrew Oliver and Thomas Hutchinson to Hillsborough Jan 1769, Printed in The Representation of 

Governor Hutchinson and Others, Contained in Certain Letters Transmitted to England, and 
Afterwards Returned from Thence, and Laid before the General Assembly of the Massachusetts-
Bay... (Boston, 1773). Boston, 20th January 1769. PBF 20:549 
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petition for removal, but was repeatedly ignored.  However, on December 17, 1773, 

Bostonians crudely dressed as Indians boarded a trading vessel and dumped 342 chests of 

tea into the Boston Harbor.
3
 The news of the ―Boston Tea Party‖ reached the ears of the 

British Parliament in January 1774. The King, his ministers, and much of Parliament 

were outraged. Someone had to be blamed for this disgrace, but the perpetrators were on 

the other side of the Atlantic.  If only there were someone close by, in England; someone 

who represented America in the eyes of Englishmen; someone who could withstand the 

wrath of an angry King.  That someone was none other than Benjamin Franklin.
 4

  

Finally, the Kings Privy Council was more than happy to accept Franklin‘s request for an 

audience, but they did not intend to discuss the removal of Oliver and Hutchinson, their 

intentions instead, unbeknownst to Franklin,  were to publicly crucify (figuratively) him 

for the actions of his fellow colonials.    

 Franklin and his lawyers Thomas Lee and John Dunning privately discussed the 

petition written by the Massachusetts Assembly and careful planned their arguments as 

they watched the thirty-five member Council took their seats.  The Cockpit Amphitheater 

filled with an audience including members of the House of Lords and the House of 

Commons, as well as many other spectators. The Solicitor General, Alexander 

Webberburn had been dropping hints that a verbal massacre would ensure which excited 

a larger than normal size audience.  Franklin, who believed he would be giving an 

account of the grievances caused by Hutchinson and Oliver and reading a letter of 

                                                             
3
 Robert Gross, The Minutemen and Their World. (New York: Hill and Wang, 1976, 2001) p 47; George 

Hewes, Eyewitness account. http://www.theamericanrevolution.org/EventDetail.aspx?event=3: American 
Public University  
4
 Gordon S. Wood, The Americanization of Benjamin Franklin (New York : The Penguin Press, 2004) p 146 

http://www.theamericanrevolution.org/EventDetail.aspx?event=3
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requesting their removal from the Massachusetts Assembly, felt confident in his case.  

Other than his lawyer having a slightly sore throat, all things seemed to be falling into 

place.
5
 Franklin saw himself as the spokesman for the colonies of not just Massachusetts 

but for all of America.  Franklin took his country very personally; what was happening to 

his countrymen was in effect happening to him. Franklin was never personally insulted 

by neither Hutchinson nor Oliver, but their mistreatment of the people of Massachusetts 

offended Franklin personally which explains why he felt responsible for resolving the 

issue.
6
 Franklin felt he was suited to resolve the issue because of his status as an 

important Atlantic figure.  Franklin had the international clout to appear before the 

Council on behalf of the colonies because his scientific achievements had made him an 

international sensation.  Franklin was gambling on the fact that his fame was sufficient to 

bridge the gap that was widening between his two worlds. He would quickly learn that it 

was not.   

Finally, the court called the meeting to order and Mr. Dunning took the floor.  

Franklin wished Dunning‘s voice would have carried better nevertheless the counselor 

presented their case against Hutchinson and Oliver elegantly.  After Dunning was seated, 

it was the Solicitor General, Alexander Wedderburn‘s turn to speak.  Franklin was 

immediately taken aback by Wedderburn‘s opening.  He immediately acquitted 

Hutchinson and Oliver of any wrongdoing and spent the next hour hurling insults, blame, 

and ridicule towards Franklin.  Wedderburn ―pretended to convict Franklin of having 

                                                             
5
 Wood 145-146; Franklin  to William Franklin: Journal of Negotiations in London Atlantic Ocean 21:540;  

6 Many of Franklin’s letters promote the notion that even though the grievances were not aimed at 
Franklin directly but at his countrymen, he took the offense personally and felt obliged to mediate on 
their behalf.  
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obtained the letters by fraudulent and corrupt means, or of having stolen them from the 

person who stole them.‖
7
  Wedderburn‘s accusation excited the crowd, who ―frequently 

burst out in loud applause‖ and ―cheered him on by their laughter.‖
 8
  Wedderburn 

effectively put the entire burden of the trouble with the American colonies flatly on 

Franklin‘s aging shoulders.
9
   

Franklin stood stoic for what must have seemed like a lifetime as he listened to 

Wedderburn destroy his entire political credibility, his effectiveness in England, and 

status in the larger Atlantic world.  Wedderburn had publicly destroyed possibly the last 

American in Britain who believed the situation in the American colonies was repairable. 

Franklin was one of the last American in Britain loyal to the King of England, a staunch 

supporter of British Imperialism, an Enlightenment hero of the Atlantic World and he 

was being crucified in front of a live, cheering, and highly entertained audience.  This 

was the scene of Franklin‘s political conversion to the American Revolutionary cause and 

the collapse of his Atlantic identity.
10

 Out of the ashes of this tragic day, Franklin‘s 

Atlantic identity was reborn as he used his international fame to assist the young republic 

in gaining their independence from Britain.  Franklin‘s new persona became so powerful 

that history does not remember Franklin for the man was for seventy years of his life, but 

he is remember as the man he became, an American.  

                                                             
7
 Israel Mauduit, Franklin before the Privy council, White hall chapel, London, 1774: on behalf of the 

province of Massachusetts, to advocate the removal of Hutchinson and Oliver (Boston/London: JM Butler, 
1860); The same quote appears in George Bancroft’s, History of the United States published 1879. 
8
 Franklin to Thomas Cushing Feb. 1774 PBF 21:86 

9
 Franklin Before the Privy Council, White Hall Chapel, London, 1774, on Behalf of the Province of 

Massachusetss, to Advocate the Removal of Hutchinson and Oliver. Philadelphia Published by John M. 
Bulter 242 Chestnut Street, 1859.  
10

 Wood, 145-147; Franklin to Thomas Cushing  London, February 15, 1774, PBF 21:86 
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What were the events leading up to this horrible day?  What was it about this 

event that converted Franklin to American independence?  After all he had endured 

similar, less public attacks, before, why did this particular political attack spark his 

conversion? The question of what brought about the changes in Franklin‘s views 

regarding American independence is the central historical problem this thesis seeks to 

solve.  This thesis examines Franklin‘s political conversion in both a personal and 

political light through the lens of identity.  This is after all a rather daunting task because 

as Poor Richard tells us, ―Men and melons are hard to know.‖
11

  Throughout his life, 

Franklin provided many insights his own self-identity during this period.  This thesis 

traces the creation of a self-identity in which Franklin not only rose above the meager 

station he had been born into, but one in which he truly believed he had established 

himself as a member of a trans-Atlantic gentry equal to the leading figures of British 

society.   

For Benjamin Franklin the quality that rose above all others, above pedigree, 

above property, above physical prowess, and therefore marked him as a member of this 

group, was success.  Franklin experienced success in the private sector as a printer by 

escaping his brother‘s indentureship and passing himself off as a master printer without 

completing the traditional artisanal process.  Franklin was successful in sole 

proprietorship as his printing business amassed great wealth allowing him to retire at age 

42.  Franklin was also successful in his attempt to become a gentleman of leisure and a 

respected member of the enlightened scientific community. Ever sense his first trip to 

                                                             
11 Franklin, Poor Richard, 1733. An Almanack For the Year of Christ 1733,…By Richard Saunders, Philom. 
Philadelphia: Printed and sold by B. Franklin, at the New Printing-Office near the Market. 
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England as a young man, Franklin set his sights on becoming a member of the Royal 

Society and therefore a member of the European enlightenment.  Franklin saw those 

dreams realized as he famously flew his kite in a thunderstorm.  Franklin also 

experienced success in politics.  He enjoyed political success both at the local level in 

Philadelphia, but also at the international level in both England and in France.  Franklin 

brandished the power of public influence to gain political success.  This thesis argues that 

in Franklin‘s mind, the humiliating failure he suffered at the hands of the Privy Council 

in 1774 negated his past successes placing his Atlantic identity into crisis. In order to 

regain his Atlantic prestige, he sought redemption in the American Revolution.   

Historians have characterized the political conversion of Benjamin Franklin as 

somewhat of an enigma.  While some historians argue that Franklin was calling for a 

unified state of America as early as the Albany conference in 1754, other historians 

believe Franklin‘s intentions were not to unite America into a separate nation, but rather 

to unite America with the greater British Empire.  Shelia Skemp argues one can detect 

traces of Franklin‘s eventual conversion as early as 1767.
12

 Both Edmund Morgan and 

Gordon S. Wood place Franklin‘s political conversion in 1774.  However, neither scholar 

adequately explains Franklin‘s rationale for the decision, nor why it took such a drastic 

event, like the experience at the Privy Council, to alter his position.
13

   Specifically, this 

thesis argues that the conversion of Franklin began with the Privy Council attack in 

January of 1774 but was not complete until after another embarrassment almost a year 

later at the hands of the British Parliament on February 1, 1775.   I further assert that the 

                                                             
12 Shelia Skemp, Benjamin Franklin and William Franklin: Father and Son, Patriot and Loyalist. (Boston : 
Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press, 1994) p. 68-86 
13

 Edmund S.Morgan  Benjamin Franklin, p 202-219; Wood p 143-151  
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significant blow Franklin suffered to his Atlantic identity was a major factor in causing 

the shift from British loyalism to American patriotism. Franklin had spent a lifetime 

fashioning an identity as an influential Atlantic gentleman. As Edmund Morgan states in 

his biography of Franklin, ―He was proud to be English. But he was also proud to be a 

man and expected to be treated like a man.‖
14

  However, Morgan fails to realize that 

Franklin was not expecting to be treated as simply an Englishmen, but this thesis will 

demonstrate, Franklin believed he was an Atlantic gentlemen.  Franklin‘s expectation of 

how a man of his stature should be treated is a primary concern of this thesis. Respect, 

loyalty, and equality are all important qualities of Franklin‘s self-identity; these qualities 

were threatened and abused by Wedderburn and ultimately lead to the destruction of his 

carefully constructed Transatlantic identity.  

 In order to argue that Franklin‘s self-identity was somehow affected by the 

failure at the Privy Council, one must build the case that Franklin‘s Atlantic persona was 

created by his successful entrance into the international gentry class.  Chapter two begins 

that development by looking at Franklin‘s adolescent years.  This chapter is pivotal in 

establishing Franklin‘s need to create a new identity due to his dissatisfaction with the 

station in life he had been born into and that this new identity was fashioned out of his 

intrinsic need to succeed. It will demonstrate that Franklin was driven to success as a 

direct result to his father‘s failures.  We will examine three failures by Josiah Franklin 

and juxtapose those failures with Franklin‘s own successes. It will rely heavily on his 

autobiography—not only for the facts in the autobiography but we will analyze 

Franklin‘s obvious bias as he interprets the events of his early life and learn what we can 

                                                             
14

  Morgan, Benjamin Franklin. p. 74 
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about the earliest stirrings of identity creation in Franklin.  Aside from his autobiography, 

one must use the rest of his earliest writings to search for clues of Franklin‘s unique 

fashioning of a new self-identity.  One such early published work was the Silence 

Dogood Letters in which Franklin addressed the world through the disguise of a middle-

aged woman.  These letters are crucial sources in the unraveling of Franklin‘s beliefs 

regarding the world and his place in it. 

Chapter three will examine Franklin‘s career as a printer.  Two important 

elements of the argument will be established in this section.  One is that Franklin‘s 

success as a business owner defined his identity and gave rise to his entrance into the 

colonial gentry class.  Second, it will demonstrate that Franklin‘s wealth was not tied to 

the British Empire and had little impact in his decision to support American 

Independence. While he was a royally appointed Postmaster General for all of North 

America, a position he lost as a result of his encounter with Webberburn, most of 

Franklin‘s wealth was due to the success of his printing business, the Philadelphia 

Gazette, and Poor Richard’s Almanac.  Regardless of America‘s political standing with 

Britain.  Franklin did not stand to lose much financially. Franklin actually assessed the 

economic, military, and political might of an equal, unfettered England/American 

alliance and relished in that notion.  This section will delve into failure Franklin commits 

while in London for the first time from 1724-1726.  Franklin commits errors with his 

finances, with women and with his parents.  Franklin learns from and rectified these 

errors and in doing so he adopted many of the characteristics that became the hallmarks 

of his identity.  It will also highlight Franklin‘s ability to manipulate public opinion 

seemingly with ease with examples such as the public library, volunteer fire department, 
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and fire insurance.  This chapter will conclude by explaining what success meant for 

Franklin. His success enabled him to pursue his ambitions to become a man of leisure.  

Franklin trip to London introduced him to the world of the Enlightenment. Upon his 

return to Philadelphia, he made his life‘s ambition to become a contributing member that 

world.   

Franklin‘s entrance into the Enlightenment and his numerous scientific 

accomplishments are the subjects of chapter four.  This chapter will illustrate how 

Franklin‘s success as an entrepreneur enabled him to pursue his experiments, which 

catapulted him into a position as an international sensation in the Atlantic world.  

Franklin no longer saw the acquisition of wealth as a sign of success, and now wanted 

internal fame and recognition. He was no longer satisfied with local politics.  Franklin 

strove to create a great empire in which Englishmen living and American were equal to 

the Englishmen living in London.  Franklin envisioned both groups harmoniously serving 

the King for good of the greater British Empire.  The attention he received as an 

internationalist solidified his belief that his identity was tied to his personal 

accomplishments not his pedigree.  As a result of his scientific success Franklin was 

elected as a fellow in the Royal Academy of Science in England, France and Germany 

and was able to correspond freely with some of the greatest minds on both sides of the 

Atlantic.   

Franklin‘s illustrious political career, which stretched from 1736 to a few years 

before his death in 1787, is the subject of chapter five.  In 1736, he was appointed as 

clerk to Pennsylvania‘s Colonial Assembly and the next year was appointed to the 
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position of Postmaster of Philadelphia.  In 1747, Franklin used his influence to organize 

the Pennsylvania militia.  By 1751, he was elected to the Pennsylvania Assembly and the 

next year he was appointed Joint Deputy Postmaster General of North America.  His 

political career was marked exclusively with success in his early years.  However, the 

biggest wrinkle in Franklin‘s political career came through his fight with Thomas Penn 

from 1754-1762.  The decline of his colonial political career began in 1764 when lead the 

charge to petition the King to transform Pennsylvania into a royal colony to protect them 

from their vile Proprietor, Thomas Penn. The proposition was so unpopular that it caused 

him to lose his next election to the Pennsylvania Assembly.  The loss caused Franklin to 

target the governor of Massachusetts instead of the proprietor of Pennsylvania but he held 

fast to his belief that America and Great Britain should remain united as one massive 

unit.  It was this belief that led him to the encounter with the Privy Council. 

 Chapter five is where the argument reaches its apex.  This chapter chronicles 

Franklin‘s conversion to an American Patriot.  The history of Franklin‘s political 

conversion will take the reader back to 1754 when Franklin attended the Albany 

Congress where he drew the famous ―Join or Die‖ snake.  While it appeared that Franklin 

was one of the first to call for a separation from Britain, the evidence will show that 

Franklin was calling for a united effort with the Mother Country not a separation from it.  

Franklin‘s first official opposition of the British government occurred in 1765 when he 

argued in England for repealing the Stamp Act.  Again, it appeared that Franklin had 

become a hardened Patriot, but further investigation will show that Franklin believed that 

the Stamp Act hurt the equality that he believed existed between the British Parliament 

and the colonial governments.  I argue that his conversion began in 1772 when he sent 
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the Hutchinson-Oliver letters to Massachusetts for publication.  While this event in itself 

does not change Franklin‘s mind about the British/American alliance, it set in motion the 

events that brought him before the Privy Council in 1774.  This chapter will lays out the 

most pivotal event in Franklin‘s conversion.  Through primary sources we will uncover 

exactly what insults were hurled at Franklin and analyze how those insults damaged 

Franklin‘s sense of himself as a Transatlantic figure and as a man.  This chapter further 

asserts that it was at the Cock Pit Amphitheater that realized his dream to reunite the 

British Empire was becoming hopeless.   

If Franklin had been insulted by the Privy Council and then boarded a boated 

destined for America a changed man the following day, the connection to the Privy 

Council incident would have been written into the historiography of Benjamin Franklin 

years ago.  However, he did not.  Franklin stayed in England for a full year after the 

embarrassment at the Privy Council.  It was not until a second embarrassment at the 

hands of Parliament in 1775 that Franklin boarded the Packet bound for America.  The 

very next year Franklin proved his conversion genuine by his membership on the 

committee to write the Declaration of Independence. 

Chapter six is an in depth analysis of Franklin‘s involvement in the Second 

Continental Congress and how that involvement helped Franklin regain the Atlantic 

identity he had lost at the hands of Webberburn.  The Privy Council‘s denunciation cost 

Franklin his title, his position with the Post Office, and his job with the colonial 
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assemblies.  Franklin was reduced to a ―private man.‖
15

 It was not the lack of income that 

bothered Franklin.  After all, he considered himself to be a man of leisure and not 

dependent on these position to sustain him.  He needed the title that went along with 

those positions to maintain his Atlantic identity.  As a colonial agent, he was empowered 

to broker deals and lobby for legislation that had transatlantic consequences.  Without 

those titles, he was reduced to a ―private man.‖   Employment is a crucial element to a 

man‘s sense of self worth.  Even if the man does not depend on the revenue from said 

employment for daily living as was the case with Franklin, it‘s still an important part of 

one‘s identity. Nevertheless, an occupation can give a man a sense of purpose.  Purpose 

was Franklin‘s biggest need in 1775.  Franklin found that purpose in the Second 

Continental Congress and the cause of American independence.  Franklin fulfilled that 

purpose with the drafting of the Declaration of Independence.   

The final chapter of this thesis is the epilogue; the story of Franklin‘s relationship 

with his son William.  In many ways this is the most powerful part of Franklin‘s 

conversion.  William was born as an illegitimate child in 1729 but raised as legitimate.  

He shared much of his father‘s interest in politics and science and was included in the 

kite experiment in 1751.  Franklin made sure that his son took his place as clerk of the 

Pennsylvania Assembly, and then in 1754 he was appointed Comptroller of the General 

Post Office which he held until 1756.  In 1757, William accompanied his father to 

England to finish his British education.  In 1763, he was appointed by the Crown as the 

Royal Governor of New Jersey and held that position until he was arrested by American 

                                                             
15 Franklin to Thomas Cushing, ALS: American Antiquarian Society; copy: Public Record Office , London, 
April 2. 1774, PBF 21:181 
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forces during the American Revolution.  The pivotal moment between Franklin and 

William transpired in 1775 at the home of their mutual friend Joseph Galloway. While 

sailing to America, he wrote his son a 96 page letter explaining his conversion 

experience.  He was to present that letter to both William and Galloway that night.  It was 

in that closed-door conversation that William told his father that he had decided to remain 

loyal to the crown which caused an irreparable rift in the family.  Father and son did not 

speak or correspond cordially over the following decade.  On August 16, 1784, William 

wrote to his father to attempt to repair the relationship but Franklin denied the request.  In 

order to compensate for the loss of his only son, Franklin formed a strong bond with his 

grandson, William Temple, raising him in France and using him as a mediator between 

Franklin and his estranged son.  Ironically, it was William assertion as a self made man, 

just like his father, that cost them both their relationship with one another. By remaining 

loyal to the crown, William was siding with those who had jeered and mocked him at the 

Cockpit and Franklin would never forgive him for that.  At their final meeting, instead of 

reconciliation, Franklin presented William with a list of debts he had accrued over his 

lifetime.  William, penniless and in exile, was force to relinquish was little land he had 

left in American and died alone in England.       

Clearly this is a theoretically fascinating subject that has not yet been attempted in 

the vast historiography of Benjamin Franklin.  I have not found a scholar who has 

adequately explained the cause of Franklin‘s political conversion nor one who has tied 

Franklin‘s political beliefs to his personal identity.  Franklin experienced a sudden, 

drastic, revolutionary paradigm shift that was not caused by new information or a clearer 

understanding of Locke‘s social contract.  Nor was it motivated by economic gain or 
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political advancement. This radical, life altering change was personal and therefore had 

personal ramifications—the loss of his only son.  For this founding father, that was a high 

price to pay for the American Revolution.           
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Chapter II  

Success in Life 

―Having emerg‘d from the Poverty and Obscurity in which I was born and bred, 

to a State of Affluence and some Degree of Reputation in the World, and having 

gone so far thro‘ Life with a considerable Share of Felicity, the conducing Means 

I made use of, which, with the Blessing of God, so well succeeded, my Posterity 

may like to know, as they may find some of them suitable to their own Situations, 

and therefore fit to be imitated. That Felicity, when I reflected on it, has induc‘d 

me sometimes to say, that were it offer‘d to my Choice, I should have no 

Objection to a Repetition of the same Life from its Beginning, only asking the 

Advantage Authors have in a second Edition to correct some Faults of the first.‖ –

Benjamin Franklin 

 

 Franklin was obviously a very driven individual.  As one reads his 

Autobiography, he paints himself as the King Midas of the Founding Fathers: everything 

he attempted turned to gold.  Obviously, that could not be completely true.   Franklin‘s 

primary purpose was to tell the story of a self-made American man.  He wanted to 

demonstrate that the resources and opportunities found in the American colonies were 

enough to enable anyone to succeed regardless of their social class or pedigree.  The first 

section of Franklin‘s story is the most important.  Here, Franklin established his artisanal 

roots.  By the end of the biographical narrative, he presented himself as a highbrow 

aristocrat.  From the start Franklin made it clear that he did not inherit his wealth 

claiming in his last will and testament that he ―never inherited a shilling from any 

ancestor or relation‖
16

  nor did he lean heavily on the charity of others. Franklin wanted 

his readers to know that he alone was responsible for his success.  Franklin‘s 
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achievements were even more impressive when one considers David Waldstreicher‘s 

claim that Franklin‘s roots were lower than working class, but slave.
17

   

Like all humans, Franklin had his fair share of successes and failures, but he was 

unique in how he dealt with failure; he learned from it.  Instead of wallowing in self-pity, 

or assigning blame for his mistakes, he genuinely attempted to glean life lessons from his 

failures and move forward utilizing the lessons learned.  This chapter will explore both 

Franklin‘s early successes and early failures and also those committed by his father. His 

father had a profound impact on the creation of Franklin‘s Atlantic identity but not 

because he was a strong leader and bold role model, but because of his failures.  This 

chapter will demonstrate that Josiah Franklin committed three pivotal errors.  The first 

was his failure to provide adequate education for his son.  Second, he failed to set up 

Benjamin with an Apprenticeship that was equal to his abilities.  Third, Josiah failed to 

support his son financially when he came to him for the money to start his own print 

shop.  All of these failures were Josiah‘s attempts to maintain Benjamin‘s place in the 

well established guild system. Franklin responded to Josiah‘s attempts to typecast 

Franklin‘s career by taking his future into his own hands and rebelling against his 

artisanal destiny forging for himself a new definition of success.  

Developmental psychologists argue there are two kinds of motivation, intrinsic 

and extrinsic.  Extrinsic motivation is based on a reward system.  If a child gets an A on 

their report-card, an extrinsic reward would be candy or a monetary reward.  Intrinsic 

motivation is an internal battle to success that wages within the psyche of the individual.  
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This is often driven by a verbal challenge or by the need to overcome doubt or a 

disability.
18

  This chapter asserts that Benjamin Franklin was intrinsically motivated.  

Franklin, a plebian trapped at the bottom of an economical hierarchal system, was 

motivated by his lowly station, and was motivated by his father‘s lack of faith in his 

abilities.  We will see clearly, that Josiah Franklin had very low expectations for his last 

born son.  These low expectations drove Franklin to a level of greatness that his father 

would not live to see, but would vindicate Franklin and seal his identity in his own 

success rather than his father‘s approval.      

Franklin was born in Boston, January 6, 1706, the youngest son of a family of 

seventeen children.  He only preceded two younger sisters.
19

  ―In a society where the 

privileges of seniority were firmly rooted, being the youngest son, the one who had to 

defer to the others, to obey, to pick whatever trade had not already been pre-empted, must 

have been galling to an eager and self-assertive boy.‖
20

 Josiah Franklin could not have 

controlled the order of this son‘s birth; nevertheless, Franklin considered it an obstacle to 

overcome. Franklin noted that his brothers were ―all put Apprentices to different Trades,‖ 

in accordance to their artisanal stratification, but that he was the only one to be ―put to the 
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Grammar School at Eight Years of Age.‖
21

 Josiah must have seen potential in his 

youngest son and threefold enrolled him in school.  Josiah recognized that Franklin was 

different and tried to put his son on a path that would free him from his economically 

predetermined path.  However, his failure would be to follow through on his first instinct 

to educate the young Franklin.   

Josiah‘s first inclination was for Benjamin to be a Harvard graduate and then to 

devote him ―as the Tithe of his Sons to the Service of the Church,‖ instead he would 

commit what Franklin felt was his father‘s first crucial failure.
22

  Josiah was a devout 

Calvinist and no doubt wanted to secure his son‘s predestined soul.  In only one year at 

the Latin Grammar Preparatory School, Franklin claimed to have risen ―from the Middle 

of the Class of that Year to be the Head of it, and farther was remov‘d into the next Class 

above it, in order to go with that into the third at the End of the Year.‖  

 Franklin never made it to that third class at the end of year.  Josiah pulled 

Franklin out of that Latin Preparatory academy because he could not afford to maintain 

the high cost of tuition. This first failure was especially impactful for Franklin because he 

highly valued success in education; therefore despite Josiah‘s best intentions, his father‘s 

failure to financially support his education had great impact on the man he would 

become.
23

     

Franklin‘s extraction from the expensive school ended his chances to attend 

Harvard forcing Franklin to observe college life from a distance not from within.  This 
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caused strong feelings of animosity towards those who would attend the prestigious 

institution. Franklin‘s jealously manifested itself in the fourth installment of the Silence 

Dogood letters.  In a bizarre and lengthy commentary on the state of American higher 

education, Franklin said that Harvard graduates ―were little better than Dunces and 

Blockheads.‖
24

 In this letter, Franklin described a dream in which she (Silence Dogood) 

was standing in the ―Middle of the great Hall stood a stately and magnificent Throne‖ 

upon which ―KNOWLEDGE‖ was to rule.  Unfortunately, in Franklin‘s dream, those 

who sought to climb the stair case and attain Knowledge failed because the ―Work 

prov[ed] troublesome and difficult to most of them, [so] they withdrew their Hands from 

the Plow, and contented themselves to sit at the Foot, with Madam Idleness and her 

Maid Ignorance.”
25

  

Despite failing to reach their goal of Knowledge, the student ―seem‘d well 

satisfy‘d with his own Portion of Learning, tho‘ perhaps he was e’en just as ignorant as 

ever.‖ Completely unaware that they missed the ultimate prize, the patrons ―march‘d out 

of Doors to make Room for another Company, who waited for Entrance.‖  Franklin 

ended his dream by painting a dismal picture for these patrons who upon leaving the 

temple ―liv‘d as poor as Church Mice, being unable to dig, and asham‘d to beg.‖ In order 

to avoid any ambiguity as to the subject of his dream, Franklin revealed that his diatribe 

―was a lively Representation of Harvard College, Etcetera.”
26

  Clearly Franklin harbored 

pent up jealousy for not being able to attend or genuinely disliked the American 

educational institutions; either way, Franklin internally blamed his father for his failure to 
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provide a proper education.
27

  Of the three failures, in Franklin‘s mind, this was his 

father‘s greatest.  

Franklin believed that fathers were responsible for providing education for their 

children. Evidence of this belief can be found all over Franklin‘s writings. In a letter 

Franklin wrote to Philibert Cramer the man who was escorting Franklin‘s grandson to 

college in Switzerland, he offers his thanks to Cramer for his ―friendly & fatherly care of 

him.‖  He credits Cramer‘s ―fatherly care‖ as taking ―him under your Protection, and to 

inspect his Education.‖ This is a clear example of Franklin‘s belief that the father is 

responsible for his son‘s education.  In a pamphlet Franklin wrote in 1753 arguing for the 

necessity of a public academy in Philadelphia, he pleads with the fathers of Philadelphia 

saying ―surely it nearly concerns you, who are fathers….that your sons should receive 

their education here, rather than anywhere else.‖
28

  

To further explore the importance Franklin placed on the parental role in 

education, one must examine a letter Franklin wrote his daughter in 1787. Franklin 

answered his daughter‘s question regarding the new American Republic‘s decision to 

award medals and ribbons to citizens who were worthy of honor.  In Franklin‘s answer, 

like so much of his wisdom, he came at the question from an alternative angle.  He 

suggested that medals should be rewarded in ascension rather than descension.  Franklin 

suggested that the man‘s parents should receive the medal because they were the ones 

who took the initiative to educate their child.  ―That it must have been owing to the 

Education, Instruction, and good Example afforded him by his Parents that he was 
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rendered capable of Serving the Public. This ascending Honor is therefore useful to the 

State as it encourages Parents to give their Children a good and virtuous Education.‖
29

  

For the elder Franklin, education and parenthood were inseparately linked.  Franklin 

further ties education to masculinity in a pamphlet he wrote in 1784 concerning the 

―savages‖ of North America and giving suggestions as how to assimilate them into a 

white society saying that ―we will take great Care of their Education, instruct them in all 

we know, and make Men of them.‖
30

 

Josiah Franklin justified his decision to sabotage his son‘s education by 

explaining to his friends that Benjamin would not be able to make a living with a college 

education. Franklin remembered that  ―my Father in the mean time, from a View of the 

Expense of a College Education which, having so large a Family, he could not well 

afford, and the mean Living many so educated were afterwards able to obtain, Reasons 

that he gave to his Friends in my Hearing,‖
31

 Josiah took his son out of the Latin 

Grammar preparatory academy and enroll him in a lesser school of learning, ―School of 

Writing and Arithmetic.‖
32

   

Josiah‘s decision to remove Franklin from his Latin Preparatory school was 

deeply rooted in the young Franklin‘s mind.  Not only did Franklin remember the event 

richly in his Autobiography, but he was also still hanging on to it 67 years later.  In 1782, 

Franklin, now a grandfather, attempted to pass on the dangers of withdrawing from 

school too quickly to his grandson, Benjamin Franklin Bache, and Bache‘s friend, 
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Samuel Cooper Johonnot, grandson of the Reverend Samuel Cooper.  The two boys were 

considering withdrawing from the Pension Merignac military academy in Geneva when 

Franklin wrote them both stern reprimands.
33

  In his grandson‘s letter, he gave no room 

for the thought of the boy withdrawing from school reminding him that he was paying for 

his education and telling him to write his ―Master to give you a Copy of a Bill of 

Exchange for Twelve Livres Tournois to be drawn by you upon me in Favour of Mr. 

Merignac, the Value of which I have desired him to pay you for the Bill.‖
34

 He also 

instructed his grandson to write him the moment he learned arithmetic.   

In the second letter addressed to Johnnot, he delivered much more poignant 

advice.  Knowing that he did not have the authority to force him to stay in school like he 

did his grandson, Franklin advised the young Johnnot saying, ―The Proverb says 

wisely, A rolling Stone gathers no Moss. So in frequent changing of Schools much Time 

is lost, before the Scholar can be well acquainted with new Rules and get into the Use of 

them: And Loss of Time will to you be a Loss of Learning. If I had not a great Regard for 

you, I should not take the Trouble of advising you.‖
35

 Franklin experienced firsthand in 

1715 that changing schools resulted in a loss of time and loss of learning having learned 

this from his father‘s failure. Therefore, the elder Franklin was adamant that his grandson 

and his friend continue in their education unlike he was able to do.  
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By the age of ten, Franklin dropped out of even his second choice of schools 

having failed to grasp arithmetic.
36

  This marked the end of Benjamin Franklin‘s formal 

education and the end of Josiah‘s involvement in his son‘s education.  Franklin would 

later, as his brother‘s apprentice, master mathematics in his own self taught education 

having taken home ―Cocker‘s Book of Arithmetick, and went thro‘ the whole by myself 

with great Ease.‖
37

 Franklin succeeded where his father had failed.  This pattern would 

continue throughout his life. The fact that Franklin took his education into his own hands 

speaks volumes about the man he would become.     

 Now that Franklin‘s formal education was sufficiently extinguished, he was 

forced at age ten to begin considering a career.  For most eighteenth-century plebeians 

such as Franklin, their family status would determine their future occupation.
38

  Sons of 

farmers grew up to take over the family farms.  Sons of candle makers took over the 

family business making candles and Franklin dutifully ―continu‘d thus employ‘d in my 

Father‘s Business for two Years, that is till I was 12 Years old.‖
39

 However, Franklin 

found the task of candle making deplorable and made it clear that under no circumstances 

would he continue in the family business.  Franklin‘s assertion of his independence was a 

crucial moment in his rags to riches story.  Franklin breaks away from the family trade 

and demonstrated that he was not bound by his father‘s occupation but was able to dream 

and plan for himself.  Nash points out that this was very unusual behavior for the 
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immigrants of early America saying ―in the society they had left, intergenerational 

movement was almost imperceptible, sons unquestioningly followed their father‘s 

trades.‖
40

 Not so for Benjamin Franklin.  

When twelve-year-old Franklin dreamed of his future career options, his mind 

wandered to the sea.  Throughout Franklin‘s life he was enamored with the sea.  One of 

his greatest, yet lesser known, scientific discoveries was the Gulf Stream Current.  This 

discovery explained why ships crossing the Atlantic varied in speed.
41

 He even made one 

of his first discoveries about the movement of thunder storms by talking with sailors from 

various ports. His love for the ocean was evident in many of his writings, but none more 

so than his autobiography.  It was here that one learns that Franklin taught himself to 

swim, which was a rarity in the eighteenth-century.
42

 While residing in London as a 

teenager, he considered making a living by giving swimming lessons.
43

  He would later 

recommend that all military personnel learn to swim saying that ―it might be of frequent 

use either in surprising an enemy, or saving themselves.‖  In the same letter, he instructed 

Mr. Oliver Neave to put fins on his feet in order to propel himself more efficiently while 

swimming.
44

  This letter was published in the fourth edition of his Experiments and 

Observations on Electricity and the invention of swim fins is considered part of his many 

scientific accomplishments.
45
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Although Franklin‘s twelve-year-old heart longed for the sea, he revealed that his 

father discouraged him from becoming a sailor.  This is an important point in the 

discussion of Franklin‘s identity.  While his father had failed to provide for his education, 

an egregious error in the mind of the young Benjamin Franklin, Josiah further 

exasperated the relationship by forbidding him from joining the navy. The military would 

have been a perfectly suitable occupation for a plebian boy.  It would have provided a 

steady income and an opportunity to explore the Atlantic world.  As long as England, 

Spain, and France were vying for control of the new world, which in the early 1700‘s 

seemed inevitably, the Royal Navy would have needed valiant sailors such as Franklin.  

However, despite his heart‘s desire, he showed a great amount of respect for his father by 

heeding his wisdom and refraining from joining the navy.     

Nevertheless, the young Benjamin got as close to the sea as his father would 

allow by working on a wharf and a boat dock.  To foreshadow the influential man he 

would become, Franklin includes a description of his experience while working on the 

wharf in his Autobiography. Franklin explained that he was able ―to manage Boats, and 

when in a Boat or Canoe with other Boys I was commonly allow‘d to govern, especially 

in any case of Difficulty; and upon other Occasions I was generally a Leader among the 

Boys.‖
46

  This admission is a clear example from Franklin‘s youth that his success in his 

work on the dock propelled him to a place of leadership thus bolstering his self identity. 

Franklin was not dissuaded by the fact that he was a menial laborer but instead identifies 

himself as a leader, a title usually reserved for grown man, while he labels his fellow 

dock workers mere boys.  Franklin recalls how he used his influence as a leader to 
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persuade his co-workers to assist him through the night building a more efficient wharf.  

Franklin designed the wharf and directed the construction of the project which was rather 

impressive for a twelve year old.  Alas, when the adult dock workers arrived on the job 

the next morning, they were upset with Franklin because he had used stones for his wharf 

that were set aside for the foundation of a new home down the street essentially stealing 

them.  Franklin used this story in his Autobiography to illustrate that all work must be 

honest, but one can see that Franklin was obviously proud of his ability to organize such 

a project at such a young age.
47

 The success of this building project added to the 

development of Franklin‘s persona as an influential leader of men.  

Despite Franklin‘s love of the sea, Josiah pushed Franklin towards his own trade 

in candle making, an occupation in Josiah‘s mind that had the ability to make a living 

which offered stability. However, Franklin felt it offered mediocrity, and lack of 

challenge for his budding intellect.  Just before Franklin became an adolescent, Franklin 

flatly refused to continue in his father‘s candle-making trade. Franklin remembered and 

recorded Josiah‘s attempt to explore his son‘s occupational interests. This was Josiah‘s 

second great failure in the raising of his son.  Josiah must have had shamefully low 

expectations for his last born son as evidenced by his tour of the industrial sector of 

Boston.  Franklin recalled that ―he therefore sometimes took me to walk with him, and 

see Joiners, Bricklayers, Turners, Braziers, &c. at their Work, that he might observe my 

Inclination, and endeavor to fix it on some Trade or other on Land.‖
48

  Josiah‘s class 

prevented him from waltzing his son up and down the Colonial Assembly, Parliament, or 
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the Dean‘s office allowing his son to choose his profession at will.  Josiah was simply 

doing the best he could in the station of life he was in.  Regardless, Franklin never 

viewed these plebeian employment opportunities as potential careers but as handy skills 

he could use to ―do little Jobs myself in my House, when a Workman could not readily be 

got; and to construct little Machines for my Experiments while the Intention of making 

the Experiment was fresh and warm in my Mind.‖
49

    

Clearly, Josiah had much lower aspirations for his son than Franklin had for 

himself.  This was another important step in Franklin‘s self-made identity. Franklin was 

not overly concerned with public praise, as demonstrated in his later scientific 

accomplishments.  However, he was affected by public ridicule.  Franklin‘s mind 

interpreted this parade down the industrial district of Boston as a public failure.  His 

father was attempting to help Franklin decide on a profession but Franklin took it as an 

indictment that he would rise only slightly higher than the candle-making guild from 

which he came.  Franklin took this indictment as a challenge.    

This experience of choosing a career solidified Franklin‘s self-made-man persona.  

Franklin explained that because of his ―Bookish Inclination‖ his father finally settled on 

the manual labor occupation of a printer. This was higher on the artisanal scale than 

candle making, but it was still and dirty, hard, labor intensive way of living, not the 

occupation of a gentlemen.  E.P. Thompson lists printing with other ―skilled workman‖ 

such as shoemaker, cabinet-maker, tailor, and clockmaker.
50

 Thompson described these 

artisans as a nebulous class that had the unique social mobility to move beyond their 
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station in life and become master craftsmen who would then have the ability to hire wage 

laborers.
51

  John Seed argues that many of these self employed businessmen would 

transcend their plebian roots and become a middle class he calls the middling sort.
52

  

However, both of these historians were referring the later eighteenth century early 

nineteenth century.  Gary Nash argues that at the time Franklin was coming of age, rapid 

social mobility virtually did not exists.  ―Modest opportunity…rather than rapid mobility 

(social ascendancy at the expense of others) was most important in their calculations of 

equity.‖
53

 However, for some reason Franklin did not fit the mold. Franklin sought from a 

very early age to break out of his workman roots and to penetrate the ranks of the 

bourgeoisie. To do so, he knew he would have to do it the hard way, by sweat, blood, and 

ink.  Had this been a more affluent family, Franklin‘s bookish inclination would have 

prompted an aristocratic father to encourage his son to study law.  Point of fact, when 

Benjamin, who began to see himself as a patrician, faced the same dilemma for his own 

son who had difficulty finding a career, he set up William with a private law tutor, Joseph 

Galloway, and later entered William‘s name in London‘s Inns of Courts so he could 

finish his schooling there.
54

  This represented a clear example of Franklin succeeding 

where his father had failed.  Josiah failed to provide an adequate apprenticeship for his 

son; a failure that did not go unnoticed by the younger Franklin.  Josiah‘s second critical 
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failure taught Benjamin that if he was to make anything of himself in the Atlantic world, 

a proper English education was essential.    

Franklin entered the printing business not completely by choice, but it was a 

profession he would later return to freely after a brief failed attempt as a merchant.
55

  At 

age twelve, Franklin acquired an apprenticeship with his brother James in 1717; James 

had just ―return‘d from England with a Press and Letters to set up his Business in Boston. 

I lik‘d it much better than that of my Father, but still had a Hankering for the Sea.‖
56

  It 

was through his career as a printer, that he first found his love for science.
57

  ―I now had 

Access to better Books. An Acquaintance with the Apprentices of Booksellers, enabled 

me sometimes to borrow a small one, which I was careful to return soon and clean. Often 

I sat up in my Room reading the greatest Part of the Night, when the Book was borrow‘d 

in the Evening and to be return‘d early in the Morning lest it should be miss‘d or 

wanted.‖
58

 In Franklin‘s aforementioned self created curriculum, he assigned himself 

readings from a journal called the Spectator.  He read and duplicated the articles and 

practiced rewriting them in prose and in verse.
59

  ―The journal reviewed nearly 

everything that was being printed or discussed in England—plays, essays, gossip, foreign 

news, and science.  From that, Franklin would learn that the sciences were part of public 
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culture, which any cultivated person should be able to discuss.‖
60

 Franklin‘s time with his 

brother was pivotal in the development of his Atlantic identity.  It taught him the trade 

that would eventually transform him into a transnational gentleman of leisure. 

Even in this fatherly approved profession, Josiah was less than encouraging to his 

youngest son. In order to gain experience as a journalist, James assigned Benjamin to 

simple writing assignments.  One poem recounted the horrific drowning of Captain 

Worthilake and his two daughters which Franklin remembers ―sold wonderfully, the 

Event being recent, having made a great Noise.‖  The second assignment was essentially 

to write a sailor‘s drinking song about Blackbeard the Pirate, an odd assignment for a 

twelve year old staff writer.  Franklin, proud of his accomplishments recalled that ―Prose 

Writing has been of great Use to me in the Course of my Life, and was a principal Means 

of my Advancement,‖ unfortunately, his father did not share this opinion.  Josiah 

believed that a career in writing would leave Franklin a pauper.  ―But my Father 

discourag‘d me, by ridiculing my Performances, and telling me Verse-makers were 

generally Beggars; so I escap‘d being a Poet, most probably a very bad one.‖
61

 In the 

Autobiography, Franklin attempted to paint Josiah‘s criticism in a positive light by 

suggesting they saved him from a career as poet, but at the time his harsh words must 

have cut the young Franklin deep, deep enough to remember them some forty years later.  

James and Benjamin Franklin together printed the New England Courant in 

Boston, Massachusetts beginning in 1721 which Franklin recalled was ―the second 
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[newspaper] that appear‘d in America.‖
62

  Franklin claimed in his Autobiography that at 

twelve years old he began his indentured servitude with his brother; however, the first 

edition of the New England Courant did not come out until August 7, 1721, so what 

Benjamin and James did from 1717 to 1721 is not exactly clear.  Nevertheless, James 

Franklin‘s newspaper functioned as a profound learning opportunity for Benjamin.  Not 

only did this opportunity help him discover the profession that would eventually make 

him wealthy; but also, through this apprenticeship with his brother, he began to develop 

an aversion to despotism. 

  David Waldstreicher chronicles Franklin‘s beliefs concerning slavery in his book 

Runaway America.  Waldstreicher argues that Franklin‘s aversion to slavery began while 

Franklin was indentured to his brother.
63

  Franklin grew to view his brother as a tyrant.  

Franklin wrote in his autobiography, ―Tho‘ a brother, he considered himself as my 

Master, and me as his Apprentice; and accordingly expected the same Services from me 

as he would from another; while I thought he demean‘d me too much in some he 

require‘d of me, who from a Brother expected more Indulgence.‖
64

  To follow Shelia 

Skemp‘s model of a self-made man, Franklin‘s sense of self efficacy forced him to get 

out from under the tutelage of his brother.  Because Franklin and his brother still lived at 

home, whatever problems the two had must be settled by the head of the house, their 

father. ―Our Disputes were often brought before our Father, and I fancy I was either 

generally in the right, or else a better Pleader, because the Judgment was generally in my 

favour: But my Brother was passionate and had often beaten me, which I took extremely 
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amiss; and thinking my Apprenticeship very tedious, I was continually wishing for some 

Opportunity of shortening it, which at length offered in a manner unexpected.*‖  The 

note at the end of this passage from the autobiography was extremely revealing of 

Franklin‘s views towards slavery.  ―I fancy his harsh and tyrannical treatment of me, 

might be a means of impressing me with that Aversion to arbitrary Power that has stuck 

to me thro‘ my whole Life.‖
65

  Franklin‘s aversion to corrupt and abusive authority 

started at age 17 when he experienced life as an indentured servant.  This obviously had a 

profound impact in shaping Franklin‘s world view. 

While Franklin links his brother‘s harsh treatment to Britain‘s tyrannical 

treatment in the Autobiography, the phrase revealing Franklin‘s aversion to despotism 

appears as a footnote in the text, which means he most likely wrote that line at a later 

date, possibly after the American Revolution. This is most likely an unfair comparison 

drawn in hindsight.  A more likely juxtaposition of the two events would be that both 

situations made Franklin feel as though he was not given the respect he felt he deserved 

as a man, or at least the man he believed himself to be.  

Nevertheless, Franklin‘s situation working for his brother soon became 

intolerable.   Franklin was a more talented printer and author and this no doubt caused 

feelings of jealousy from James. However, because of his position as apprentice, 

Franklin‘s relationship with his brother formed a servant and master bond rather than a 

family bond.  Waldstreicher asserts that the strenuous brotherly relationship set Franklin 
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on the path to become an eventual abolitionist in his later years.
66

 However, other 

historians argue that Franklin‘s time with his brother was more liberating than it was 

binding; it opened him up to a ―world of words‖ that he would use as a powerful weapon 

throughout his life.
67

  Clearly working for his brother served both as an obstacle and a 

training ground for Franklin‘s future international position.  Franklin did not only 

develop his aversion to despotism, but developed his dutiful work ethic that would 

eventually propel him to international greatness. Through the adversity of a tyrannical 

brother, Franklin mastered his ability to influence the populous. Franklin‘s successful use 

of print media demonstrated that his influence would not be felt through brute physical 

force, but through the power of prose.  

Franklin learned to wield the power of the press early and perfected its ability to 

sway public opinion.  At the age of sixteen, he tried his hand at satire, comedy, and 

persuasion through the voice of a fictional character named Silence Dogood. One can 

gain great insight into Franklin‘s self identity through his Silence Dogood letters.  

Pedigree, social status, or physical strength combined to derive masculine value for most 

eighteenth-century males.  Silence Dogood confirmed that belief by admitting that in her 

time people were ―unwilling either to commend or dispraise what they read, until they are 

in some measure informed who or what the Author of it is, whether he be poor or rich, 

old or young, a Schollar or a Leather Apron Man.‖ Franklin‘s twisted sense of humor was 

quickly evident as Silence described the hour of her birth aboard a vessel carrying her 
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young family to New England.  Her elated father climbed to the upper deck to celebrate 

his newly arrived daughter when a ―merciless Wave‖ swept him into the ocean.
68

   

Silence Dogood‘s fatherless home could be symbolic of Franklin‘s current state in 

life, after all Josiah had put another seal of disapproval on Franklin‘s career as a writer 

forcing Franklin to succeed on his own. Josiah committed his third major failure in 1723 

when he flatly denied Franklin‘s request for a loan of money for the business of printing 

and writing. This pivotal point in Franklin‘s development proved difficult to endure; yet 

drove him to prove to himself his worth in society.  Franklin had full confidence in his 

ability to be successful as a printer and a writer without his father‘s approval or help.     

Franklin had Silence grow up without her father, because he was forced to press on 

without his father‘s affirmation and approval.  While his father was alive, he had failed 

on more than one occasion to provide for the basic needs of his son, educationally and 

now financially.  Silence Dogood had no plans to remarry arguing that she could not find 

a ―good-humour‘d, sober, agreeable Companion.‖
69

  Franklin then provided great detail 

about the education of her new master, a country minister who eventually proposed 

marriage in a rather humorous way. While Franklin strongly advocated for the education 

of women, he was not promoting women‘s rights at that time; rather, he was venting the 

fact that he was forced to educate himself which he accomplished masterfully.  The first 

letter ended with Silence‘s mother passing away leaving her alone in New England just as 

Franklin would have felt.  While he was living with his brother, it was not the warm 

familial relationship the young Franklin desired.  Franklin was completely abandoned by 
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his brother after James was jailed two months later for writing an article attacking the 

government‘s failure to protect the Boston Harbor against pirates.
70

  

The Silence Dogood letters excellently measured Franklin‘s maturation 

proportionally to his age and his stage in life.  As noted above, Franklin, sixteen years 

old, snuck the Dogood letters under the door of the New England Courant, because 

―being still a Boy, and suspecting that my Brother would object to printing any Thing of 

mine in his Paper if he knew it to be mine, I contriv‘d to disguise my Hand, and writing 

an anonymous Paper.‖
71

 In spite of being forced into a master/servant relationship with 

his brother and ridiculed and rejected by his father, he had discovered his ability to write 

and to make a career out of the newspaper and printing business at a young age.  This 

important development forged the path Franklin would walk for the rest of this life; the 

path that lead him to the Atlantic world and American Revolution.   

   Clearly, Franklin‘s apprenticeship with his brother proved to be a tremendously 

important time in his life; not only for his personal and masculine development, his 

transformation from boyhood to manhood, but also, for his professional development.  

However, Franklin was an indentured servant, which in eighteenth-century America was 

no better than a slave.
72

  For Franklin to make something of his life, he would have to 

shed the chains of his apprenticeship and set out on his own. Franklin flushed out his 

decision to leave his brother‘s indenturship through the Silence Dogood letters. In his 

second installment, Miss Dogood recalled the story of her employer discovering his 
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romantic feelings for her.  ―There is certainly scarce any Part of a Man‘s Life in which he 

appears more silly and ridiculous, than when he makes his first Onset in Courtship. The 

awkward Manner in which my Master first discovered his Intentions, made me, in spite 

of my Reverence to his Person, burst out into an unmannerly Laughter.‖  She eventually 

―asked his Pardon, and with much ado composed [her] Countenance,‖ promised to take 

his proposal seriously, ―and speedily give him an Answer.‖
73

   

At the time Franklin wrote this hilarious story, his employer was his brother, who 

he described as being ―passionate and had often beaten me, which I took extremely 

amiss; and thinking my Apprenticeship very tedious, I was continually wishing for some 

Opportunity of shortening it, which at length offered in a manner unexpected.‖
74

  So here 

we have an extremely complex situation of a tyrannical master, who was also a beloved 

family member.  Just as Silence Dogood married her awkwardly proposing master out of 

duty, Franklin remained with his brother until he felt he could walk away from the 

servitude guilt free.  During his brother‘s second stint in prison, he did just that by 

making his way to Philadelphia for the first time. 

When Franklin freed himself from his brother‘s tyrannical indenture, he knew he 

could not make a living in Boston because he was known as James‘ apprentice.  As a 

matter of fact, James published the New England Courant in Benjamin‘s name while he 

was in prison because the Royal government revoked James‘ license to publish a 

newspaper.  Franklin used this rare position of leverage to shed his proverbial shackles 

and started anew in Philadelphia by way of New York City.   
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By the time he reached New York City, his inclinations for the sea had been worn 

out of him or possibly he ―might now have gratify‘d them.‖
75

  Franklin elaborated on the 

first night he spent in New York City with his friend Collins, where told Collins regretted 

leaving home.  Regardless, now that he was on his own he was resolved to make his way 

as a printer.  He contacted William Bradford, the first printer in Philadelphia now 

residing in New York, for work, but Bradford refused him.  Bradford told him that his 

son in Philadelphia had lost his apprentice and would possibly be interested in hiring 

Franklin, so he boarded a boat destined for Pennsylvania.  While aboard, a ―Drunken 

Dutchman, who was a Passenger too, fell overboard.‖  In a heroic episode that would 

rival Indiana Jones, Franklin reached through the frozen waters and pulled the fallen 

drunkard back to the boat. The grateful Dutchman gave Franklin his lavish copy of 

Pilgrims Progress.  Franklin included this story to claim that even at his poorest he was 

affluent in valor and in literature despite his lack of formal education.
76

     

Franklin went into great detail in his rags to riches story to describe his entrance 

into the city that would become synonymous with Benjamin Franklin. Franklin stumbled 

into Philadelphia practically homeless.
77

 Franklin described his journey from indentured 

servitude to Philadelphia in vivid detail so that his readers ―may in your Mind compare 

such unlikely Beginnings with the Figure I have since made there.‖
78

 Once in 

Philadelphia, Franklin began looking for work. Virtually broke, his ―whole Stock of Cash 

consisted of a Dutch Dollar and about a Shilling in Copper,‖ Franklin was determined to 
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succeed on his own, without his father‘s money.
79

 The young, tired Franklin used what 

little money he had to purchase three rolls from a local bakery and ―walk‘d off, with a 

Roll under each Arm, and eating the other.‖ Franklin recalls that while he was in this 

undignified and disheveled state, he passed ―by the Door of Mr. Read, my future Wife‘s 

Father, when she standing at the Door saw me, and thought I made as I certainly did a 

most awkward ridiculous Appearance.‖
80

  

After falling asleep in a Quaker‘s meeting hall during service, and a night‘s 

lodging at a less than reputable establishment, Franklin finally met William Bradford‘s 

son, Andrew Bradford, and inquired about employment. The senior Bradford, obviously 

impressed by his first meeting with the young Franklin, had bothered to travel by 

horseback from New York to Philadelphia so that he could introduce the two young 

printers.  Despite his father‘s endorsement, Andrew refused Franklin‘s services but 

recommended he try the other printer in town, Samuel Keimer.  After two failed attempts 

to find adequate employment, Franklin was undaunted as William Bradford accompanied 

him to Keimer‘s shop. Keimer did not recognize Philadelphia‘s first printer believing that 

he was one of the ―Towns People that had a Good Will for him.‖ Bradford introduced 

Franklin and suggested he employ the teenage printer.  Keimer agreed to hire Franklin 

when he had work and the two parted ways, Bradford leaving Franklin in Keimer‘s care.  

Franklin sized up the two printers immediately recalling ―that one of them was a crafty 

old Sophister, and the other a mere Novice.‖
81
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Franklin had succeed with the assistance of William Bradford, but this assistance 

was not some kind of nepotistic charity; it was extraordinary assistance extended to the 

young Franklin based on the merits he exhibited when the pair met in New York. 

Typically, an eighteenth century head of the household would send a letter asking a 

friend or relative to care for their child.  Franklin‘s father made to effort to secure lodging 

and employment for his seventeen year old son; Franklin procured all he had because of 

who he had made himself to be.  While Franklin worked for Keimer he resided at the 

younger Bradford‘s house as per his original arrangement with William Bradford.  

Franklin‘s lodging with Keimer‘s competition bothered the weak, jealous spirited printer 

so much that he arranged for Franklin to lodge with his future father-in-law Mr. Reed.  

Franklin recalled that this time he ―made rather a more respectable Appearance in the 

Eyes of Miss Read, than I had done when she first happen‘d to see me eating my Roll in 

the Street.‖
82

 Franklin did not respect the skills of either printer, the younger Bradford nor 

his current employer; therefore, he sought the resources needed to start his own printing 

business.  

Here Josiah Franklin‘s final failure was displayed in its full glory.  Franklin‘s 

brother-in-law Robert Holmes wrote Franklin asking him to return to Boston to make 

amends with his family whom he had abandoned abruptly.  Franklin refused the request 

and wrote a detailed letter to Holmes explaining why he chose to persevere on his own 

strength rather than return to the charity (such as it was) of his family.  Unfortunately, the 

letter did not survive, but Franklin‘s argument was impressive enough to catch the eye of 

the Pennsylvania governor William Keith. ―The Governor read it, and seem‘d surpriz‘d 
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when he was told my Age. He said I appear‘d a young Man of promising Parts, and 

therefore should be encouraged: The Printers at Philadelphia were wretched ones, and if I 

would set up there, he made no doubt I should succeed.‖
83

 Keith encouraged Franklin to 

ask his father for the money to start his own printing business, but ―On my doubting 

whether my Father would assist me in it, Sir William said he would give me a Letter to 

him.‖
84

  Franklin knew enough about his father to know that his chances of funding were 

slim even with the ―Governor‘s Letter recommending me to my Father.‖
85

  Cautiously 

optimistic, ―about the End of April 1724‖ Franklin boarded ―a little Vessel offer‘d for 

Boston,‖ letter in hand, and rejoined his family for the first time since he deserted his 

brother‘s apprenticeship.
86

 

Franklin recalls that his family ―were however very glad to see me and made me 

Welcome, except my Brother.‖
87

 The last time Franklin saw his brother James, he was 

being carted off for jail as Franklin planned his freedom from his brother‘s tyrannical 

grip.  Franklin further compounded the sensitive situation by going to his former place of 

indentured servitude and ―produc‘d a handful of Silver and spread it before them‖ 

flaunting his new, yet limited, wealth.
88

 At the sight of the silver money, the Journeymen, 

presumably Franklin‘s former fellows began asking Franklin about his journeys and 

adventures since his escape. Franklin exuberantly regaled James‘ employees with tells of 

the ―happy Life I led in it; expressing strongly my Intention of returning to it.‖ Franklin 

also brandished his new golden watch and ―gave them a Piece of Eight to drink and took 
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my Leave.‖  In an effort to save face in front of his journeyman, James ―looked me all 

over, and turn‘d to his Work again.‖  Clearly, Franklin was proud of what he had made of 

himself, but that did not excuse his brash display. The pageantry ―offended him 

extreamly,‖ so much so that his mother forced the two to reconcile their relationship 

years later.
89

   

While there are no surviving correspondences between James and Benjamin 

Franklin at this time, one could surmise that the two brothers eventually mended their 

relationship because in 1740‘s James Franklin‘s son, James Jr., did a short apprenticeship 

with his uncle Benjamin in the printing business.
90

  Franklin did his brother this favor in 

return for the apprenticeship Benjamin endured. Franklin obliged his brother‘s request 

taking the boy despite his ill feelings towards James; Franklin took on the apprenticeship 

out of duty.  James also sold Franklin‘s newly invented stove out of his shop in 1744.
91

 

Franklin‘s visit worsened, however, when it was time to present Governor Keith‘s 

letter to his father.  ―My Father receiv‘d the Governor‘s Letter with some apparent 

Surprize,‖
92

 and as Franklin predicted, read the letter skeptically.  He quizzed Franklin as 

to how well he knew Keith ―Adding his Opinion that he must be of small Discretion, to 

think of setting a Boy up in Business who wanted yet 3 Years of being at Man‘s 

Estate.‖
93

 Clearly Josiah did not consider Franklin man enough to run his own business 
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and ―gave a flat Denial to it.‖
94

  The fatherly rejection had a great impact on Franklin‘s 

adolescent development.  Franklin does not mince words in his autobiography explaining 

that Josiah‘s refusal was based on Franklin‘s young age. ―Then he wrote a civil Letter to 

Sir William thanking him for the Patronage he had so kindly offered me, but declining to 

assist me as yet in Setting up, I being in his Opinion too young to be trusted with the 

Management of a Business so important, and for which the Preparation must be so 

expensive.‖
95

 Once again, Josiah‘s youngest son was not worth the investment in faith or 

in finances.  It is not clear whether or not he had the resources to spend, or that he felt 

like Benjamin was unworthy of the speculation.  Franklin‘s tone suggests the latter.    

As before, Franklin did not allow his father‘s rejection to dissuade him, but he 

used it instead as motivation to succeed on his own, however he did not have the 

resources to do so. Franklin left Boston to once again go to New York to spend time with 

his childhood friend, Collins, who turned out to be a drunkard much to Franklin‘s 

disappointment. Franklin was forced to pay for his friend‘s transportation to Philadelphia.  

While on board, the governor of New York heard there was a young boy on board that 

―had a great many Books, desired he would bring me to see him.‖
96

  Again, he found 

favor in the eyes of a governor. ―This was the second Governor who had done me the 

Honour to take Notice of me, which to a poor Boy like me was very pleasing.‖
97

 Franklin 

and Collins‘ friendship would end on the return trip to Philadelphia when they got into a 

fist fight over Collins‘ refusal to take his turn rowing the boat.  Enraged, Franklin threw 
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Collins overboard holding him there until he finally agreed to take his turn.  Franklin 

sacrificed his relationship with one of his more ―intimate friends‖ over his failure to carry 

out his duty to the other passengers.
98

  Franklin‘s emphasis on duty would manifest itself 

again as he emerged as a prominent figure in the Atlantic world.    

Meanwhile, after his father‘s rejection, Franklin turned to the man who had shown 

faith in the young Franklin, Governor William Keith.  After hearing the humiliating news 

that Franklin‘s father had refused him, he told Franklin, ―since he will not set you up, 

says he, I will do it myself. Give me an Inventory of the Things necessary to be had from 

England, and I will send for them. You shall repay me when you are able; I am resolv‘d 

to have a good Printer here, and I am sure you must succeed.‖
99

 Keith promised him that 

the equipment he needed to start his own print shop would be waiting for him in 

London.
100

  At age 18, still a boy in his father‘s eyes, Franklin made his first of many 

voyages to England.  Before leaving for England, he became engaged to Deborah Reed, 

the girl who stood at her doorstep watching the disheveled Franklin wander through 

Philadelphia.  While in London, which will be discussed in detail in chapter three, 

Franklin honed his skills as a master printer, took his newfound manhood out for a spin 

with a few ―low women‖, and fell in love with a city and a country that would capture his 

heart and his loyalty for the next fifty years.
101

  In the mean time, one can clearly see that 

Josiah‘s failures prompted Franklin to succeed on his own thus creating his self-made-

man persona.  This was the character he brought with him to London.     
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Chapter III  

From Lowbrow to Highbrow  

I congratulate you on your Return to your beloved Retirement: I too am taking the proper 

Measures for obtaining Leisure to enjoy Life and my Friends more than heretofore, 

having put my Printing house under the Care of my Partner David Hall, absolutely left off 

Bookselling, and remov‘d to a more quiet Part of the Town, where I am settling my old 

Accounts and hope soon to be quite a Master of my own Time, and no longer (as the 

Song has it) at every one’s, Call but my own. If Health continues, I hope to be able in 

another Year to visit the most distant Friend I have, without Inconvenience.  

 –Benjamin Franklin to Cadwallader Colden  

   

The clatter of carriages racing across cobblestone streets, the bellows from the 

merchants beckoning customers to taste their product, and the boisterous chatter of the 

hundreds of passersby‘s filled Franklin‘s young ears as he walked the streets of London 

for the first time. As one born in Boston, America‘s first major urban center, and then 

residing in Philadelphia, America‘s fastest growing city, Franklin may have believed he 

was prepared for the eighteenth-century metropolis that was London, but he was not. In 

1724, the population of London had reached more than three quarters of a million which 

was a far cry from the less than twenty thousand residing in Philadelphia.
102

  Franklin 

must have been awestruck with the British Empire‘s capital city.  

Franklin, now a young adult, while in London committed pivotal errors that 

molded his identity. In the next stage of his life, away from his father‘s care (such as it 

was), Franklin took full credit for his ―errata‖ and strove immediately to improve his 

situation.  His innate ability to learn from his errors, characterized Franklin‘s 
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development.  Franklin not only learned from his mistakes but corrected those ―great 

Errata‖ leading directly to his successful transformation from an artisanal plebeian to a 

man of leisure and a master of his own time. Due to Franklin‘s strong sense of 

independence, he chose to rely on his intrinsic self worth to define himself. As Franklin 

depended more and more on his wits and intelligence, he became financially successful 

which increased his self worth and transformed him from a boy to a man. This chapter 

demonstrates that while Franklin made this crucial transformation into manhood, he 

discovered his ability to succeed, to win in the game of life, and that quality became the 

defining characteristic of his Atlantic identity.  In this stage of life, Franklin encountered 

the Enlightenment, the urban monstrosity that was London, and the larger Atlantic world.  

Franklin came to the harsh reality that his birthplace was too low to engage this world as 

an equal.  As Franklin completed his transition from boyhood to manhood, Franklin 

solidified his dream and purpose of becoming a major persona in this transatlantic world.  

Through the experience of these pivotal trials and errors, Franklin further understood that 

hard work and ingenuity would propel him to this international highbrow status and 

failure on any level would detract from that mission.      

Franklin‘s first trip to London was pivotal in the development of his Atlantic 

persona. When Franklin entered Philadelphia in laboring class rags, he had just enough 

money to purchase three rolls from the local bakery. Then, he walked around the town, 

―with a Roll under each Arm, and eating the other.‖
103

  Franklin entered London, only 

slightly more improved.  There he learned that Governor Keith‘s promises of printing 

equipment and credit line proved to be empty. Neither printing equipment nor the 
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promised line of credit waited for Franklin when he arrived.  ―I found my Friend 

Denham, and opened the whole Affair to him. He let me into Keith‘s Character, told me 

there was not the least Probability that he had written any Letters for me, that no one who 

knew him had the smallest Dependance on him, and he laught [sic] at the Notion of the 

Governor‘s giving me a Letter of Credit, having as he said no Credit to give.‖
104

 

 Franklin failed to investigate the validity of Keith‘s claims before leaving for 

London; this was one of his first great errors. Because of this, Franklin once again 

entered a strange city with nothing more than the twelve pounds in his pocket. However, 

this failure might have been avoided had he heeded his father‘s warnings. After Governor 

Keith wrote a letter of recommendation for Franklin, Franklin approached his father for 

the money to start his printing business and as stated in the previous chapter, Josiah 

refused him. However, Josiah did not refuse his son without doing some background 

research on the Governor.  Josiah spent a few days attempting to contact his son-in-law, 

Captain Holmes, asking ―if he knew Keith, and what kind of a Man he was.‖
105

 Franklin 

did not divulge details of Holmes‘ report, but one can conclude it was not favorable 

considering his ―flat Denial to it.‖
106

   

Instead, Josiah gave Franklin an alternative idea: ―therefore seeing no Prospect of 

an Accommodation between my Brother and me, he gave his Consent to my Returning 

again to Philadelphia….telling me, that by steady Industry and a prudent Parsimony, I 

might save enough [money] by the time I was One and Twenty to set me up, and that if I 
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came near the Matter he would help me out with the rest.‖
107

  To be completely fair to 

Josiah, this was a more reasonable proposition than loaning what would be today tens of 

thousands of dollars to a seventeen year old.  However, Franklin impatiently and 

impulsively refused to wait four years to acquire the money, so he blindly followed 

Governor Keith‘s bad credit 3000 nautical miles to London.
108

  This personal failure 

taught the young Franklin not to trust a person without first investigating that person‘s 

reputation. This was a major step in the development of Franklin‘s future self identity 

because it taught him to apply a healthy dose of cynicism to nearly everyone he met.  

Governor Kieth‘s poor character taught him that people were not to be completely 

trusted.  Franklin passes these lessons on through Poor Richard‘s Alminac advising, 

―Let all Men know thee, but no man know thee thoroughly.‖
109

    

Franklin devoted significant print in his Autobiography to the proper character of 

a gentleman. He listed the following virtues that Franklin believed were qualities an 

honorable man should have.  They were temperance, silence, order, resolution, frugality, 

industry, sincerity, justice, moderation, cleanliness, tranquility, chastity and humility.  

After each virtue, Franklin gave short example putting each one in practice.
110

  As 

Morgan pointed out, this list is interesting for not only what it includes but more so for 

what it leaves out.  Morgan mentioned that Franklin does not include charity in the list 

because ―it was a virtue that Christians so often failed to exhibit while professing to hold 
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it above all others.‖
111

  However, it‘s also possible that Franklin had Governor Keith‘s 

lack of charity in mind as he omitted it from his list.  He found out in London that a man 

can succeed on his own, without the charity of others.  He absorbed this lesson deeply 

into his developing notions of his identity.    

Now that Franklin found himself alone in London, he was forced to try and make 

the best of it.  He did so by quickly making friends.  The young Franklin seemed to be a 

magnet for free-loaders. His European travelling companion, Ralph, leached off of 

Franklin‘s limited funds until they were both forced to find work. Franklin‘s latest 

―inseparable Companion‖ was not a good role model for Franklin, but he was important 

in his development. Ralph ―tho‘ married and having one Child, had determined to 

accompany me in this Voyage‖ leaving his young family back in Philadelphia ―on their 

Hands, and never return again.‖
112

 This intentional abandonment had a profound impact 

on Franklin first as a poor example to follow and then as a warning against future 

extramarital escapades.  Before Franklin left town, he became engaged to Deborah Read, 

committing himself to that relationship.  This was a vow that both Deborah and Benjamin 

neglected.
113

   

While Franklin was away, Deborah married a merchant named John Rogers who 

would abandon her after only three years.  Franklin, likewise unfaithful to his 

commitment to Deborah, was influenced to do so by his friend Ralph.  He recalled that 

Ralph ―seem‘d quite to forget his Wife and Child, and I by degrees my Engagements with 
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Miss Read, to whom I never wrote more than one Letter, and that was to let her know I 

was not likely soon to return.‖
114

  Franklin described this oversight as ―another of the 

great Errata of my Life, which I should wish to correct if I were to live it over again‖ 

because of the certain pain such a letter would have caused his young fiancé.
115

  

However, at the time, Franklin was too busy to be forlorn because he ―spent with Ralph a 

good deal of my Earnings in going to Plays and other Places of Amusement.‖
116

 This was 

as close as Franklin would get in his life to reckless living.  ―In fact, by our Expenses, I 

was constantly kept unable to pay my Passage.‖
117

  Franklin‘s regrettable treatment of 

Deborah Reed was crucial to developing his self identity, but not in the way most 

scholars argue.     

However, as with the other sins of Franklin‘s past, he used his infidelity to his 

fiancé as an opportunity to learn from his mistake.  Franklin‘s shame was evident as he 

recalled these years in his Autobiography.  He did not embellish the story as if his 

philandering escapade was the crowning moment of his masculine identity. Instead, he 

was ashamed of his behavior and included it in his story to illustrate his failures as well 

as his successes.  Clearly, Franklin classified his year of constant amusement and his 

inability to control his ―hard-to-be-govern‘d Passion of Youth,‖ that had ―hurried me 

frequently into Intrigues with low Women that fell in my Way‖ as a failure.
118

  Franklin 

corrected this failure with Deborah by ―taking her to Wife Sept. 1, 1730….[S]he prov‘d a 

good and faithful Helpmate, assisted me much by attending the Shop, we throve together, 
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and have ever mutually endeavour‘d to make each other happy. Thus I corrected that 

great Erratum as well as I could.‖
119

 Once Franklin admitted his mistake and then 

rectified it, he sat himself back on the path of becoming an Atlantic phenomenon.  He 

was now becoming the man that so many around him were not.  By agreeing to marry 

Miss Read, he was a man of his word, unlike Governor Keith.  All evidence points to the 

fact that once married, he remained monogamous throughout unlike his friend Ralph.  

Franklin was becoming the man that his character demanded of him; nothing less would 

do.   

One aspect of Franklin‘s character on which he could consistently rely was his 

ability to quickly find work.  He possessed skills as a printer, which enabled him to find 

work at Samuel Palmer‘s ―famous Printing House in Bartholomew Close; and here I 

continu‘d near a Year.‖
120

  While working for Palmer, Franklin committed his third great 

―Erratum‖ which was mixing his personal life with his public life.  The failure was 

perpetrated through the authorship and the printing of his first pamphlet, A Dissertation 

on Liberty and Necessity, Pleasure and Pain.
121

  As a result of Franklin‘s employment at 

Palmer‘s print shop, he came in contact with a group of religious deists that would 

forever change his perception of the supernatural.  The group asked Franklin to print a 

document for them ―the second Edition of Wollaston‘s Religion of Nature.‖
122

  Their 

beliefs inspired Franklin to write his own treatise on religion using logic to attempt to 

explain to God.  In Cartesian fashion, Franklin argued that if God was omnibenevolent 
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and omnipotent than the existence of evil must mean he was either incapable or unwilling 

to dispose of evil, and therefore was irrelevant.  Franklin did not doubt God‘s existence, 

only his influence on day to day life.  Below is a short excerpt from his dissertation:  

There is nothing done in the Universe, say the Philosophers, but what God either 

does, or permits to be done. This, as He is Almighty, is certainly true: But what 

need of this Distinction between doing and permitting? Why, first they take it for 

granted that many Things in the Universe exist in such a Manner as is not for the 

best, and that many Actions are done which ought not to be done, or would be 

better undone; these Things or Actions they cannot ascribe to God as His, 

because they have already attributed to Him infinite Wisdom and Goodness; 

Here then is the Use of the Word Permit; He permits them to be done, say they. 

But we will reason thus: If God permits an Action to be done, it is because he 

wants either Power or Inclination to hinder it; in saying he wants Power, we 

deny Him to be almighty; and if we say He wants Inclination or Will, it must be, 

either because He is not Good, or the Action is not evil, (for all Evil is contrary to 

the Essence of infinite Goodness.) The former is inconsistent with his before-

given Attribute of Goodness, therefore the latter must be true.…..it follows that 

Pleasure and Pain are in their Nature inseparable: So many Degrees as one Scale 

of the Ballance descends, so many exactly the other ascends; and one cannot rise 

or fall without the Fall or Rise of the other: ‘Tis impossible to taste of Pleasure, 

without feeling its preceding proportionate Pain; or to be sensible of Pain, 

without having its necessary Consequent Pleasure: The highest Pleasure is only 

Consciousness of Freedom from the deepest Pain, and Pain is not Pain to us 

unless we ourselves are sensible of it. They go Hand in Hand; they cannot be 

divided.
123

 

Franklin found the concept of a world without God, or at least a world without the 

Calvinistic God he knew as a child very appealing.  This was not the first time Franklin 

had given serious thought to his religious beliefs.  He was encouraged to leave Puritan 

Massachusetts as a young teenager by some of the more pious congregates who accused 

the young Franklin of being ―an Infidel or Atheist.‖
124

  However, for the first time he 

published his radical beliefs thus attaching his name, and family‘s name, to the 
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Enlightenment Deists which brought shame to his family, specifically to his mother. Now 

that Franklin put his thoughts to paper, he opened himself and his family up for criticism 

leaving them vulnerable. He confessed that publicizing his religious belief was a ―great 

erratum‖ but at the same time, his ability to break off from his father‘s Calvinism 

demonstrated true independence. By publishing his personal religious beliefs, he was 

breaking the invisible boundary between the public and private sphere, and in so doing, 

he brought a certain amount of shame upon his family.     

It is easy to see what attracted Franklin to deism.  Deists believed in the existence 

of a Supernatural creator but did not view said Creator as a relational being concerned 

with the daily lives of his creation.  Whereas, evangelical Christianity teaches that man is 

impotent, dead in their transgressions and helpless.  To a man who sees his personal 

ability to succeed in every endeavor as a testament to his greatness, the idea of relying on 

some omnipotent to make things right for him had to have been extremely galling.     

To clarify, Franklin did not classify his personal religious beliefs as an error only 

the publicity of those beliefs.  Point of fact, he defended his beliefs with a letter addressed 

to his ―Honor‘d Father and Mother‖ in 1738, fourteen years after the original publication 

of his pamphlet.  He began his letter by deflecting the Calvinistic claim of absolute truth. 

―And perhaps the same may be justly said of every Sect, Church and Society of men 

when they assume to themselves that Infallibility which they deny to the Popes and 

Councils.‖
125

  He then justified his own legalistic version saying ―I think Opinions should 

be judg‘d of by their Influences and Effects; and if a Man holds none that tend to make 
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him less Virtuous or more vicious, it may be concluded he holds none that are dangerous; 

which I hope is the Case with me.‖  Then he attempted to repair the damage his London 

pamphlet had caused his parents.  While he did not go so far as to accept their beliefs, he 

did apologize for the pain he caused. ―I am sorry you should have any Uneasiness on my 

Account, and if it were a thing possible for one to alter his Opinions in order to please 

others, I know none whom I ought more willingly to oblige in that respect than your 

selves.‖  Franklin‘s open apology to his parents showed he no longer feared his father‘s 

judgment but valued his father‘s respect.
126

 

Franklin did not apologize for his radical beliefs. In fact, he defended them to no 

avail to his sister in 1743 saying that he was ―so far from thinking that God is not to be 

worshipped‖ but he re-enforced ―that that the little Good we can do here, can merit so 

vast a Reward hereafter.‖
127

  Near the end of his life, he would again defend his religion 

to the President of Yale College, Reverend Ezra Stiles:  

Here is my Creed: I believe in one God, Creator of the Universe. That He 

governs it by his Providence. That he ought to be worshipped. That the most 

acceptable Service we can render to him, is doing Good to his other Children. 

That the Soul of Man is immortal, and will be treated with Justice in another Life 

respecting its Conduct in this. These I take to be the fundamental Principles of all 

sound Religion, and I regard them as you do, in whatever Sect I meet with them. 

As to Jesus of Nazareth, my Opinion of whom you particularly desire, I think the 

System of Morals and his Religion as he left them to us, the best the World ever 

saw, or is likely to see; but I apprehend it has received various corrupting 

Changes, and I have with most of the present Dissenters in England, some 

Doubts as to his Divinity: tho‘ it is a Question I do not dogmatise upon, having 

never studied it.‖
128
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    Franklin believed in a God that created the universe, but was unwilling to believe 

that he was a sinner in need of Christian salvation. Moreover he was not prepared to 

believe in the most important tenant of Christianity, the deity of Jesus of Nazareth.  

Again, Franklin did not consider his personal religious beliefs to be a failure, but only the 

publication of said beliefs was an error.  On the contrary, his decision to break away from 

his father‘s Calvinism was a landmark moment in Franklin‘s development.  This bold 

move added to his self-made-man ideology in the way that he did not need parental 

approval in deciding for himself on matters of eternity. The freedom of choice in religion 

was not widespread in the eighteenth-century.  The Church of England tightly control 

religious beliefs and closely monitored what they felt were dangerous sects.
129

 While 

there was significantly more religious freedom in the New World, religious was 

controlled by the family.  The head of household was the head of the church in most New 

England families. Franklin‘s assertion that he could decide his stance on the supernatural 

as a young man showed that he had experienced tremendous growth in his independent 

self identity.    

Nevertheless, Franklin‘s publication led him to the unforeseen and altogether 

fortunate success of stumbling head first into the era of Enlightenment.  In his 1938 

classic biography of Benjamin Franklin, Carl Van Doren provided a beautiful description 

of London as the center of culture, art, science, and commerce at the time of Franklin‘s 

arrival.  ―The elegant Stanhope became Lord Chesterfield while Franklin was in London, 

and Voltaire took refuge there from his enemies in Paris.  It was an age of intellect.  
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Newton towered over British science.  Bentley, England‘s greatest classical scholar, 

wrangled at Cambridge.‖ Swift, Pope, and Gay published their classics Gulliver’s 

Travels, The Dunciad, and Fables.
130

  It was as if Franklin arrived in London at the birth 

of Enlightenment.  Whether Franklin met any of these great enlightened minds is 

unknown,  but he was promised the opportunity to meet Sir Isaac Newton ―of which [he] 

was extremely desirous; but this never happened.‖
131

  

Franklin did however introduce himself to Sir Hans Sloane, who later became the 

president of the Royal Society upon Newton‘s death.  Franklin wrote him the most 

curious letter attempting to sell him a ―Purse made of the Stone Asbestus, a Piece of the 

Stone, and a Piece of Wood, the Pithy Part of which is of the same Nature, and call‘d by 

the Inhabitants, Salamander Cotton‖ and other ―curiosities.‖ Franklin employed a hard-

sale technique adding in the postscript that he expected ―to be out of town in two or three 

days, and therefore beg an immediate answer.‖
132

  Sloane answered and purchased 

Franklin‘s items. Franklin‘s encounter with Sloan changed the course of his life.  

Franklin, from that moment forward, would no longer be satisfied with simply adding to 

Sloane‘s collection of curiosities; he wanted to be a part of that world by ―making 

Experiments‖ that would ―produce something for the common Benefit of Mankind.‖
133

  

Franklin‘s conversation with Sloane motivated the young Franklin to enter the era 

of enlightenment as a contributing member.  It is clear by Franklin‘s behavior over the 

next thirty years that while in London Franklin made it one of his life‘s ambitions to 
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become a member of Sloan‘s Royal Society.  Franklin‘s time in London widened his gaze 

beyond the small city of Philadelphia to see Britain as an Empire, and as the center of the 

Atlantic world.  Past scholars have down-played this pivotal year and half in London.  

Morgan devotes only six lines to the period.
134

 Wood argues that Franklin used his time 

in London only to discover and solidify his deistic religion.
135

   However as Franklin sat 

down to pen his memoirs, his time in London was so impactful that he devoted six pages 

to this period in his Autobiography.  Clearly this time was enormously important to 

Franklin.  It was at this the moment, at age 19, Franklin dedicated himself to becoming a 

gentleman of leisure so that he could enter Sloane‘s world as an equal, contributing 

member.  How he would accomplish his goal, he did not yet know, but for the moment he 

concerned himself with surviving while in London and that brought him back to his skills 

as printer.  

While Franklin had secured employment at Palmer‘s Printing House, his traveling 

companion, Ralph, wandered from one failed writing gig to another.  He finally settled on 

the occupation of a school master, but had to steal Franklin‘s family name to secure his 

teaching post in ―a small Village in Berkshire, I think it was, where he taught reading and 

writing to 10 or a dozen Boys at 6 pence each per Week.‖
136

  In the process, Ralph again 

abandoned a woman with a child.  Before leaving for the Berkshire village, Ralph, with 

charm and poetry, wooed another woman, whom Franklin only referred to as Mrs. T. The 

two cohabitated until the hardship of caring for a child forced Ralph to secure a more 

stable income.  When Ralph left to teach school in the country, he trusted ―Mrs. T‖ to the 
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care of his best friend, Benjamin Franklin.  In Ralph‘s absence, Mrs. T became lonely 

and depressed ―having on his [Ralph‘s] Account lost her Friends and Business.‖
137

 

Franklin gave Ralph‘s abandoned girlfriend a shoulder to cry on and in doing so ―grew 

fond of her Company.‖ Franklin decided at that point to test the limits of their newfound 

relationship ―and being at this time under no Religious Restraints, and presuming on my 

Importance to her, I attempted Familiarities, (another Erratum).‖  Franklin‘s attempted 

sexual overture was ―repuls‘d with a proper Resentment,‖ and Mrs. T ―acquainted him 

[Ralph] with my Behaviour.‖
138

  

Here, Franklin committed another erratum with a woman.  This time he was not 

buying love with prostitutes, but attempting to steal love from his friend, who in 

Franklin‘s mind, had shown a pattern for abandonment placing Mrs. T under no 

obligation.  Mrs. T, however, did not interpret the situation similarly and was greatly 

offended by Franklin‘s attempt to take advantage of the situation.  The incident cost 

Franklin his friendship with Ralph which Franklin ultimately believed to beneficial as ―in 

the Loss of his Friendship I found myself reliev‘d from a Burthen.‖
139

  

It is curious as to why Franklin referred to this incident at all; much less pointing 

out that it was another mistake.  Most people, when writing their memoirs would have 

left out the story of being rejected and humiliated by their best friend‘s girlfriend.  So 

why does Franklin include this embarrassing moment?  To fully address this question, 

one must take into consideration the timing of its writing.  Franklin‘s Autobiography was 
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penned in earnest in 1771, nearly fifty years removed from the incident.  Certainly the 

emotional scars he would have incurred from the rejection had healed.  Moreover, 

Franklin had devoted considerable time to politics and in doing so had drawn a slew of 

political enemies.  As stated above, those enemies distributed rumors of Franklin‘s 

frequent infidelities and philandering behavior.  This story, coupled with his overly 

emphasized devotion to Deborah Read, was intended to directly address those rumors.  

Franklin did not portray his affairs, or attempted affairs, as successful demonstrations of 

masculine dominance over women, but instead as ―great Errata‖ from which he gleaned 

valuable life lessons.  Franklin‘s brush with prostitutes and Mrs. T taught him to honor 

his material marital commitment. It is possible that Franklin‘s commitment to matrimony 

was for practical reasons more so that moral reasons.  Franklin witnessed firsthand the 

emotional toll Ralph‘s abandonment had on his wife, but he also witnessed the 

destruction Ralph‘s reckless lifestyle had on his career.  Franklin learned that 

matrimonial stability was crucial in financial success in the eighteenth century.  He 

credits Deborah with providing him that much needed stability in his Autobiography 

saying: ―We have an English Proverb that says, He that would thrive Must ask 

his Wife; it was lucky for me that I had one as much dispos‘d to Industry and Frugality 

as my self. She assisted me chearfully in my Business, folding and stitching Pamphlets, 

tending Shop, purchasing old Linen Rags for the Paper-makers, &c. &c.‖
140

 

 As Franklin mentioned in his Autobiography, the error in judgment with Mrs. T 

ended his friendship with Ralph and ―expecting better Work, I left Palmer‘s to work at 

Watts‘s near Lincoln‘s Inn Fields, a still greater Printing House. Here I continu‘d all the 
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rest of my Stay in London.‖
141

 While working with Watts, Franklin honed his printing 

skills and his self discipline, and developed his lifelong commitment to moderation.  

Alcohol, like many things in Franklin‘s life, was a testament to self discipline.  While he 

enjoyed the occasional Madeira, he did not allow alcohol to interfere with his work or his 

life. He recalled that ―I drank only Water; the other Workmen, near 50 in Number, were 

great Guzzlers of Beer.‖
142

  The other workers taunted Franklin for his temperance saying 

that drinking beer would make him strong.  Franklin argued that the ―Bodily Strength 

afforded by Beer could only be in proportion to the Grain or Flour of the Barley dissolved 

in the Water of which it was made; that there was more Flour in a Penny-worth of Bread, 

and therefore if he would eat that with a Pint of Water, it would give him more Strength 

than a Quart of Beer.‖
143

   

Franklin‘s temperance and his work ethnic advanced him out of the ―Pressroom‖ 

and into the ―Composing Room.‖  After enduring a few more taunts for his refusal to buy 

a round of beer for the master, he finally capitulated to the medieval practice of paying 

the duty of beer.  Afterwards he was accepted as an equal.  ―I was now on a fair Footing 

with them, and soon acquir‘d considerable Influence. I propos‘d some reasonable 

Alterations in their Chapel Laws, and carried them against all Opposition.‖
144

  

Once again, Franklin had taken only a short time to become a leader among men.  

Just as in his experience on the dock, organizing the construction of the wharf at the age 

of 12, Franklin‘s leadership skills had propelled to the top of his trade all the while 
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reinforcing the connection between success and masculinity in the creation of his self 

identity.  Franklin recalled with an air of pride that ―From my Example a great Part of 

them, left their muddling Breakfast of Beer and Bread and Cheese, finding they could 

with me be supply‘d from a neighbouring House with a large Porringer of hot Water-

gruel, sprinkled with Pepper, crumb‘d with Bread, and a Bit of Butter in it, for the Price 

of a Pint of Beer, viz, three halfpence.‖  He further recalled that because of ―My constant 

Attendance, (I never making a St. Monday), recommended me to the Master; and my 

uncommon Quickness at Composing, occasion‘d my being put upon all Work of 

Dispatch which was generally better paid. So I went on now very agreeably.‖
145

  Franklin 

was becoming a master of his own finances and would soon become a master of his own 

time.   

However, before leaving London, Franklin made one final mistake—he lost sight 

of his dream of entering the circle of Enlightenment thinkers for a quick shot at easy 

wealth.  As Franklin began feeling extremely confident in his ability to make a living in 

London, he began networking.  He ran into a crowd of contemporaries who had ―wealthy 

Relations, had been better educated than most Printers, was a tolerable Latinist, spoke 

French, and lov‘d Reading.‖
146

 Franklin taught his new friends to swim and impressed 

them by swimming up and down the English Channel. Franklin was tempted to travel all 

over Europe with his newfound friends, but his friend Denham who had warned about 

Governor Keith encouraged against it.  Instead, Denham wanted to involve Franklin in 

his plans to open a mercantile shop in Philadelphia.  
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Denham, who Franklin referred to as a man of good character because he made a 

point to repay all of his debts, planned to ―return to Philadelphia, and should carry over a 

great Quantity of Goods in order to open a Store there: He propos‘d to take me over as 

his Clerk, to keep his Books (in which he would instruct me) copy his Letters, and attend 

the Store.‖
147

  This proposal enticed Franklin to abandon his career as a printer ―as I 

thought forever, and was daily employ‘d in my new Business; going about with Mr. 

Denham among the Tradesmen, to purchase various Articles, and seeing them pack‘d up, 

doing Errands, calling upon Workmen to dispatch, &c.‖
148

  Franklin had momentarily 

forgotten his ambition to become a major player in the Atlantic world, in the 

Enlightenment, and his commitment to become a ―man of leisure.‖ 

While chasing the dream of wealth, he ―had by no means improv‘d my 

Fortune.‖
149

  He took his eyes off of his goal of becoming a gentleman of leisure.  Even a 

wealthy merchant would not have been welcome into the enlightened world of Sloane. 

Nevertheless, as a fortunate accident, Franklin did not succeed as a merchant.  Once in 

Philadelphia, Franklin and Denham opened their ―Store in Water Street, where we open‘d 

our Goods. I attended the Business diligently, studied Accounts, and grew in a little Time 

expert at selling. We lodg‘d and boarded together, he counsell‘d me as a Father, having a 

sincere Regard for me: I respected and lov‘d him: and we might have gone on together 

very happily,‖ but fate intervened.  Tragically, just as Franklin had found a suitable 

replacement for his failed father, both Denham and Franklin became extremely ill.  The 

illness took Denham‘s life thus ending Franklin‘s career as a merchant.  ―He left me a 
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small Legacy in a nuncupative Will, as a Token of his Kindness for me, and he left me 

once more to the wide World.‖
150

  Franklin was once again let down by a father figure, 

and he was forced once again to survive on his own. Franklin returned to his printing 

trade and once again became an employee of Samuel Keimer in 1727.  

Franklin‘s second stint under Keimer employment was quite different. This time 

Franklin began working for Keimer as a man rather than a boy: a manager instead of an 

employee. ―Keimer tempted me with an Offer of large Wages by the Year to come and 

take the Management of his Printing-House.‖
151

 There are distinct differences in 

Franklin‘s mindset this second time around.  Before, Franklin did not respect Keimer, 

calling him a fool, but the younger Franklin did not have any recourse.  He did not have 

the life experience to take advantage of the situation.  This time he did.  Franklin left 

London having mastered his skills as printer, and mastered his skills as an entrepreneur. 

Franklin now made plans to break free of his place in the artisanal hierarchy of labor and 

immerge as a master craftsman and sole proprietor.  Franklin immediately began 

assessing and evaluating his new group of co-workers determining who would serve him 

best when he opened his own printing business.  He found such a man in ―Hugh Meredith 

a Welsh-Pennsylvania, 30 Years of Age, bred to Country Work: honest, sensible, had a 

great deal of solid Observation, was something of a Reader, but given to drink.‖
152

 

Despite his faults, Franklin had found the man he would use to help him return to the path 

of becoming a ―man of leisure.‖   
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Franklin had a plan; he had a partner and was waiting for the perfect opportunity 

to take his leave of Kiemer. That opportunity presented itself one day when he heard a 

―great Noise happening near the Courthouse, I put my Head out of the Window to see 

what was the Matter.‖
153

 Keimer was verbally abusing someone he considered to be 

socially beneath him and the commotion aroused Franklin‘s curiosity. ―Keimer being in 

the Street look‘d up and saw me, call‘d out to me in a loud Voice and angry Tone to mind 

my Business, adding some reproachful Words.‖ Franklin remembered this event in his 

Autobiography not because of the nasty words Keimer spoke, but because of ―their 

Publicity, all the Neighbours who were looking out on the same Occasion being 

Witnesses how I was treated.‖ Keimer left the courthouse and moved his argument with 

Franklin to the privacy of the print shop and ―continu‘d the Quarrel, high Words pass‘d 

on both Sides.‖ In anger Kiemer gave Franklin a three month notice to which Franklin 

responded ―he had not been oblig‘d to so long a Warning: I told him his Wish was 

unnecessary for I would leave him that Instant; and so taking my Hat walk‘d out of 

Doors.‖
154

  

Waldstreicher argues that Keimer‘s public altercation affected Franklin so greatly 

because it ―denied equal participation in public life—the pleasure and the necessity of 

watching.‖
155

  He further argues that the public spectacle demonstrated that Franklin was 

being treated as a slave, less than a man, not as Keimer‘s equal.  However, a more careful 

reading of the primary sources reveals that the altercation provided both men the 

opportunity to take their leave of each other.  Franklin was not simply an employee of 
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Keimer, but the manager of the entire print-shop.  Claude-Anne Lopez and Eugenia 

Herbert argue that Keimer had taken pity on the poor Franklin by hiring him a second 

time.
156

  However, this interpretation is also incorrect.  When Franklin came back to work 

for Keimer it was not as a lost boy looking for his first real job, but as a master printer 

trained in one of the most famous print shops in the Atlantic world.  This was a much 

better resume than he had the first time around and his heavy salary reflected that.  

Franklin‘s motivation to leave Keimer was because he considered his employer a 

fool.  Franklin never intended to remain under Keimer‘s employment for a lengthy period 

but to use him as a stepping stone to attain financial independence. Conversely, Kiemer‘s 

motivation for being rid of Franklin was purely financial. Franklin recalled that, ―When 

Keimer paid my second Quarter‘s Wages, he let me know that he felt them too heavy, 

and thought I should make an Abatement.‖
157

 Franklin must have known then that his 

time with Keimer was coming to an end and that he must begin putting his plan into 

action.  However, just because both men had their reasons for their divorce does not 

mean one should downplay the importance of Franklin‘s public embarrassment.  

Franklin, as the manager of the printing house, had every right to inquire as to the nature 

of the commotion at the courthouse.  After all, the shouting might have been the result of 

a printing error or a slanderous implication and the manager of the print shop would have 

needed to be included in that conversation. Keimer‘s decision to target Franklin with his 

tantrum ―nettled me the more for their Publicity, all the Neighbours who were looking 
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out on the same Occasion being Witnesses how I was treated.‖
158

  This embarrassment 

was so great that he rejected Keimer‘s offer to pay him another quarter‘s wages.  There 

was no rational reason for this decision. Franklin‘s masculine identity simply would not 

allow him to endure such public humiliation.  Franklin could not afford to spontaneously 

quit his high paying job having only just begun acquiring the resources necessary to open 

his own printing firm.  However, all reason and logic left Franklin in the moment and he 

stormed out the front door failing to even gather his belongings ―desiring Meredith whom 

I saw below to take care of some Things I left, and bring them to my Lodging.‖
159

 

When Meredith arrived at Franklin‘s house, the two began finalizing their plan to 

partner together in opening their business. ―I objected my Want of Money. He then let me 

know, that his Father had a high Opinion of me, and from some Discourse that had pass‘d 

between them, he was sure would advance Money to set us up, if I would enter into 

Partnership with him.‖
160

 As Meredith and Franklin conspired, Keimer was offered a job 

printing money for the colony of New Jersey ―which would require Cuts and various 

Types that I only could supply, and apprehending Bradford might engage me and get the 

Job from him, sent me a very civil Message, that old Friends should not part for a few 

Words, the Effect of sudden Passion, and wishing me to return.‖
161

  The timing was 

fortuitous as it gave Meredith time to secure the printing equipment from England.  

Meanwhile, Franklin worked for Keimer all the while strategically making ―an 

Acquaintance with many principal People of the Province. Several of them had been 
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appointed by the Assembly a Committee to attend the Press, and take Care that no more 

Bills were printed than the Law directed.‖  Franklin further impressed his newfound 

patrician friends with his ―mind having been much more improv‘d by Reading than 

Keimer‘s, I suppose it was for that Reason my Conversation seem‘d to be more valu‘d.‖  

As a result ―they had me to their Houses, introduc‘d me to their Friends and show‘d me 

much Civility, while he, tho‘ the Master, was a little neglected.‖
162

  All of this attention 

did wonders for Franklin‘s new identity.  His newfound highbrow friends recognized and 

flaunted Franklin not for his birthplace, or social status, but because of his intellect which 

he had developed on his own.   

Franklin‘s patience and planning paid off when finally ―the New Types arriv‘d from 

London. We settled with Keimer, and left him by his Consent before he heard of it. We 

found a House to hire near the Market, and took it.‖  At age 22, Franklin owned his own 

printing business. Ironically he was one year older than he would have been had he 

followed his father‘s plans, but the self-made-Franklin could not turn back to the father 

who had rejected him.  He was determined to make it on his own, but not completely 

without help. Franklin could not have succeeded without his partner‘s borrowed money, 

but the success was no less his.  The loan was not a hand out; it was a partnership.    

Nevertheless, Franklin‘s new sole proprietorship struggled to succeed in the first few 

years.  Franklin‘s partner was given to drink and slowed his progress.  Franklin had in the 

meantime started his famous Junto club, a group of driven entrepreneurs ―form‘d most of 

my ingenious Acquaintance into a Club for mutual Improvement, which we call‘d the 

Junto. We met on Friday Evenings. The Rules I drew up requir‘d that every Member in 
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his Turn should produce one or more Queries on any Point of Morals, Politics or Natural 

Philosophy,‖
163

 Franklin embraced his new place in the artisanal system.  Franklin was 

now a master craftsman and wanted to collaborate with other craftsman. Franklin also 

became heavily involved in Free Masonry at this time, another organization that glorified 

the master craftsman.
164

   

Franklin and Meredith busied themselves by taking on odd printing shops such as 

printing a short history of the Quaker religion and other small jobs from their friends but 

were not making much of a profit.  Franklin believed that significant profit would come 

through publishing a newspaper.  Philadelphia only had one newspaper at the time which 

was printed by Andrew Bradford, the man with whom Franklin had lodged when he first 

arrived in Philadelphia.  Franklin let it slip that he intended on starting a second 

newspaper.  News of Franklin‘s paper reached Keimer who quickly started his own 

paper, The Pennsylvania Gazette. This may have been how Poor Richard knew that 

―three can keep a secret, if two of them are dead.‖
165

 Keimer published his paper for only 

―three Quarters of a Year, with at most only 90 Subscribers, he offer‘d it to me for a 

Trifle, and I having been ready some time to go on with it, took it in hand directly, and it 

prov‘d in a few Years extreamly profitable to me.‖
166

   

Finally, Franklin had the pieces of the puzzle in place to become a man of leisure.  

All he had left to do was to rid himself of his belaboring partner, which he did in 1729 
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with the aid of ―two true Friends whose Kindness I have never forgotten… came to me 

separately unknown to each other, and without any Application from me, offering each of 

them to advance me all the Money.‖
167

  Franklin does not divulge how he knew these 

―true Friends,‖ but it is highly likely they came from his Junto or connections through the 

Free Masons.  Regardless of the origin of the money, Franklin‘s network of friends was 

continually growing.  As the network grew, Franklin and those surrounding him grew 

more conscious of their public image which Meredith was tarnishing.  Therefore, they 

offered the money not only to help Franklin, but also to get rid of Meredith ―who as they 

said was often seen drunk in the Streets, and playing at low Games in Alehouses, much to 

our Discredit.‖
168

 

Typically, a career as a printer would not propel one to the status of a gentleman, 

and had Franklin stayed in London, it would not have, but Franklin was in a unique 

situation living in colonial Pennsylvania in the early eighteenth-century.
169

 At the time 

when Franklin started his career as a printer, he was part of an exceptional group of 

transient merchants and artisans that Wood calls the ―middling sort.‖
170

  Waldstriecher 

calls these unique people groups ―men in between.‖
171

 These were men who did not have 

inherited gentry status but could offer services that were useful to gentlemen and were 

therefore in regular contact socially and professionally with the colonial elite. These men 

could be seen in the local pubs drinking and making conversation together, and 
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conducting business.
172

  According to Peter Thompson, the window for this middle 

ground was short. Thompson argues that by the time of the American Revolution 

Philadelphia had stratified itself into more ridged class boundaries, but at the time 

Franklin was entering business, Philadelphia was terra prima.
173

 Gary Nash explains 

elegantly why Philadelphia was the ideal location for Franklin to transcend his working 

class roots and become a gentleman of leisure. He explains that Philadelphia became the 

region‘s ―administrative and marketing center‖ primarily because of its German, Scottish, 

and Irish immigrants. Because of this influx in immigrant labor, Philadelphia was far 

superior then Franklin‘s previous choices, Boston and New York.
174

  Nash explains that 

―in the late 1720s and 1730s, Philadelphia was filled with ambitious young artisan like 

himself, and a number of his early friends, such as his Junto compatriots Nicholas Scull, 

Thomas Godfrey, and William Parsons, made it to the top.‖
175

 Franklin was uniquely 

gifted to navigate this world with ease.  He had proven that he had the intellect to 

converse with highbrow patricians, but he also had the life experience of being an 

apprentice, a journeyman, and now a craftsman that he could relate with men of all 

classes.   

 Benjamin Franklin was known as a scientist, a politician, and a statesman; but 

none of those made Franklin a gentleman.  That was achieved through his blood, sweat, 

and ink as a printer.
176

 It is important to point out that Franklin‘s wealth was not tied to 
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the British crown.  One of the main purposes of this study is to ascertain Franklin‘s 

reasons for switching his loyalties from the British Crown and to American 

Independence.  While we are a long way from that crucial decision, Franklin‘s financial 

success is a pivotal point in that analysis. 

Franklin was proud of the fact that he made his living as an ―Honest Tradesman‖ 

and a ―man of the Apron.‖
177

 He did not approve of those laboring class merchants and 

tradesman who maintained the illusion of aristocracy through debt.  Franklin chose to 

express this disapproval through the voice of a pseudonym, which when examined 

showed Franklin‘s wit and humor and yet kept his family from being embarrassed and 

ridiculed by what he had written (a lesson he learned in London). In 1732, Franklin wrote 

a letter to his own newspaper under the pseudonym of Anthony Afterwith, explaining that 

his wife‘s reckless spending drove him to the point of bankruptcy and to relieve his 

financial troubles he sold or returned most of his frivolous items while his wife was out 

of town.  He hoped that his wife would read the editorial and that the article would 

―prepare her Mind for the above surprising Revolutions.‖
178

  If Franklin was to reach 

financial independence, he would do so through hard work and ingenuity and not by 

constantly living outside his means. 

Franklin credited hard work as the sole reason for his financial success.  ―And my 

Industry in my Business continu‘d as indefatigable as it was necessary. I was in debt for 

my Printing-house, I had a young Family coming on to be educated, and I had to contend 
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with for Business two Printers who were establish‘d in the Place before me.‖  Again 

Franklin was fixated on education.  In the previous chapter, we established that Franklin 

was damaged by his father‘s failure to provide for his education.  As Franklin was 

becoming a gentleman, he realized that one of his chief responsibilities as a father would 

be to educate his children.  At the time Franklin was getting his printing business off the 

ground he had only his illegitimate son to provide for, but his family would soon grow to 

a daughter, Sarah, and a another son, who tragically died at an early age.  Nevertheless, 

Franklin was planning for a large family and to adequately provide from them he would 

need his ―original Habits of Frugality.‖
179

  

It is interesting to note that despite Josiah Franklin‘s failures, Franklin went out of 

his way in his Autobiography to give him as much credit for his success as he could.  

―And my Father having among his Instructions to me when a Boy, frequently repeated a 

Proverb of Solomon, ―Seest thou a Man diligent in his Calling, he shall stand before 

Kings, he shall not stand before mean Men.‖ I from thence consider‘d Industry as a 

Means of obtaining Wealth and Distinction, which encourag‘d me, tho‘ I did not think 

that I should ever literally stand before Kings, which however has since happened.—for I 

have stood before five, and even had the honor of sitting down with one, the King of 

Denmark, to Dinner.‖
180

   

Franklin was one of America‘s greatest entrepreneurs. The key to Franklin‘s 

extraordinary success in business came from, in today‘s vernacular, diversification.  A 

large amount of Franklin‘s revenue came from the success of Poor Richard’s Almanac 
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which he remembers making ―considerable Profit from it, vending annually near ten 

Thousand.‖
181

 However his first major publication was his newspaper, the Pennsylvania 

Gazette, started in 1729, which because of its impartiality quickly became Pennsylvania‘s 

leading source of news. Unlike today‘s newspapers, who strive for impartiality, 

eighteenth-century newspapers were openly biased.  Franklin realized early in his career 

that he could gain more advertising revenue if he did not openly support a political 

faction. Therefore Franklin‘s impartiality was more economically motivated than morally 

motivated.   

Franklin recalled that, ―My Business was now continually augmenting, and my 

Circumstances growing daily easier, my Newspaper having become very profitable, as 

being for a time almost the only one in this and the neighbouring Provinces. I experienc‘d 

too the Truth of the Observation, that after getting the first hundred Pound, it is more 

easy to get the second: Money itself being of a prolific Nature.‖
182

  He opened a small 

book and stationary shop in ―1730 on the floor beneath his press room and tended after 

1733 by Deborah Franklin, gradually became something of a general store, filled with a 

wide assortment of merchandise supplied by his own merchant customers: sugar, coffee, 

rice, and other new necessities of life, all of them unthinkable without plantation 

slavery.‖
183

  According to Waldstreicher, Franklin also dabbled in the slave trade.  

Waldstreicher claims that Franklin actually bought and sold slaves out of the store.
184
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Gary Nash argues instead that Franklin‘s involvement in the slave trade was limited to 

posting sale advertisements or notices of runaways in his newspaper.
185

  

In 1737, Franklin became postmaster of Philadelphia and used the privilege of 

free postage to distribute his newspaper so that it ―encreas‘d the Number demanded, as 

well as the Advertisements to be inserted, so that it came to afford me a very considerable 

Income.‖
186

  Franklin also used his position as clerk of the Pennsylvania Assembly to 

accrue government contracts for which ―secur‘d to me the Business of Printing the Votes, 

Laws, Paper Money, and other occasional Jobs for the Public, that on the whole were 

very profitable‖ printing the minutes for the meetings, wills, deeds. He provided the same 

printing services for the colonies of Delaware and New Jersey.
187

 While it could appear 

that Franklin was abusing his power as a government official to private advancement, in 

Franklin‘s mind he was simply utilizing the tools he had at his disposal. There was no 

purposeful turpitude, only the drive of man would was willing to succeed at all cost.  This 

illustrated how important success was to Franklin that he would easily manipulate his 

government positions so that he profited and then spoke about it without shame or 

remorse in his Autobiography. Again, in his mind, it was not wrong as long as it was 

beneficial to both parties.       

Franklin also mastered the art of investing in people and turned that investment 

into profit. ―In 1733, I sent one of my Journeymen to Charleston South Carolina where a 

Printer was wanting. I furnish‘d him with a Press and Letters, on an Agreement of 
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Partnership, by which I was to receive One Third of the Profits of the Business, paying 

One Third of the Expence.‖
188

 He often set up partnerships like this with younger 

entrepreneur printers, taught them the trade, and helped them get started in other colonies 

in exchange for a percentage of their profits for the duration of their contact. ―The 

Partnership at Carolina having succeeded, I was encourag‘d to engage in others, and to 

promote several of my Workmen who had behaved well, by establishing them with 

Printing-Houses in different Colonies, on the same Terms with that in Carolina.‖
189

   

Franklin would supply them printing supplies as he did in Carolina, shared the cost of 

materials, and used them as agents to sell his Poor Richard's Almanac. “When the 

contract expired, the printer had the option of continuing the arrangement or buying 

Franklin's press and types.‖
190

 By 1743, he owned three printing firms in three different 

colonies and by the time of his death he had ―partnerships and other working 

arrangements with over two dozen individuals all over the colonies, from New England 

to Antigua.‖
191

    

It is likely that Franklin would not have reached gentleman status in his forties if 

he had been ―saddled‖ with as many offspring as he claimed he would have liked to have 

had.  Franklin and Deborah had only his illegitimate son, William, and his daughter, 

Sarah, after the loss of their firstborn son in 1736.
192

  Thus, Franklin‘s relatively small 
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family of four did not drain his limited resources early in his career, which afforded him 

the opportunity to spoil them properly when they were older.    

How wealthy was Benjamin Franklin?  Wood estimates his gross wealth to total 

more than 2000lbs a year, twice that of Pennsylvania‘s governor.
193

   No one knows for 

sure, not even Franklin himself, but our best estimates come from his will.
194

  In his will:  

9,312 pounds of sterling, Land in Nova Scotia (only thing given to his son 

William), 6 houses in Philadelphia including three rent houses, printing office, 

small lot and house on Sixth Street, pasture grounds, Lot on Arch Street, land 

near Ohio, several Lots near Center of Philadelphia, King of France picture set 

with 408 Diamonds, House and lot on Unity Street, Boston, 12 shares in the 

Bank of North America, 3,000 acres of land in the State of Georgia, 

Philosophical Instruments, 1000 lbs of printing equipment, a library of books, 

unknown sum of money in Paris banks and London banks, unknown donation to 

the Pennsylvania Hospital, clocks and timepieces, a Chinese Gong, silver 

tankards (given to Polly Stevenson)
195

 

Clearly, Franklin had amassed a considerable amount of wealth which was 

heavily attributed to his artisanal printing business.  Franklin developed both his interest 

in science and his wealth from his career as a printer.  At age 42 he ―disengag‘d from 

private Business‖ and retired from the burden of being simply an ―honest Tradesmen‖ to 

―obtain some Leisure‖ and to pursue the life of a gentleman.
 196

  Franklin purchased a 

new home, had a portrait commissioned for him by Robert Feke in 1748 showing 

Franklin dressed in fine silk and sporting a brown wig signifying his new status as a 

gentleman.
197

  Franklin made his intentions for his new life clear in a letter to 
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Cadwallader Colden say that he hoped ―soon to be quite a Master of my own Time, and 

no longer (as the Song has it) at every one’s, Call but my own. If Health continues, I hope 

to be able in another Year to visit the most distant Friend I have, without 

Inconvenience.‖
198

  

 Whereas many people view Franklin as a politician who dabbled in science, 

Franklin viewed himself as a man of the enlightenment.  Franklin wrote that he ―refus‘d 

engaging further in publick Affairs‖ even though people are pushing him in that direction 

―having given me a little present Run of Popularity, there was a pretty general Intention 

of chusing me a Representative for the City at the next Election of Assemblymen; but I 

have desired all my Friends who spoke to me about it, to discourage it, declaring that I 

should not serve if chosen.‖
199

  Franklin indicated that politics no longer satisfied him.  

Franklin‘s retirement allowed him to have ―no other Tasks than such as I shall like to 

give myself, and of enjoying what I look upon as a great Happiness, Leisure to read, 

study, make Experiments, and converse at large with such ingenious and worthy Men as 

are pleas‘d to honour me with their Friendship or Acquaintance.‖   He was referring to 

the British members of England‘s Royal Society, of which he was not yet a member. 

Franklin understood that science could ―produce something for the common Benefit of 

Mankind, uninterrupted by the little Cares and Fatigues of Business.‖
200

 Viewing himself 

as an enlightened gentleman, Franklin now needed to convince Europe that he belonged 
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in their world.  As we will see in the next chapter, his international success came through 

electricity.  
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Chapter IV 

The Life of Leisure  

―Your Information of my being chosen a Member of the Royal Society, was extreamly 

agreable, and the more, as I had not the least Expectation of ever arriving at that Honour. 

The Diploma you mention, is not yet come to hand. I must request the Favour of you to 

present my humble Thanks to the Society, whose truly noble Designs I wish I may be 

able in any Degree to promote…. The People [of England] happen to love me. Perhaps 

that‘s my Fault.‖ –B. Franklin to Peter Collinson 1756  

 

Benjamin Franklin had done it; in a relatively short amount of time, he 

transformed himself from a simple mechanic to a ―gentlemen of leisure‖ and master of 

his own time.  He had successfully altered his family tree.  No longer would the name 

Franklin denote candle-making and manual labor; from that moment forward, his family 

name would be associated with the American gentry.  This also, as one could imagine, 

made a profound impact on his identity and the way he viewed success.  When Franklin 

was climbing his way out of poverty, success was defined economically for Franklin.  As 

his printing business became more profitable, he saw himself as becoming more 

successful, thus bolstering his self worth.  However after Franklin began to view himself 

as a gentleman, he concerned himself with philanthropy and making a grand impact on 

society instead of making money. He also began to shift his ambitions from colonial to 

global.  This chapter demonstrates Franklin‘s shift from being financially independent to 

becoming an Atlantic figure first through his local improvements in Philadelphia and then 

his successful bid for international influence through his numerous scientific 

accomplishments and inventions.  As noted in the previous chapter, ever since his first 

brief trip to London he passionately desired to become a member of the Royal Society.  
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This chapter further shows how his acceptance in the international world of science 

empowered Franklin to view himself as a gentleman in the Atlantic World.     

Before Franklin set out to change the world, he started at home in Philadelphia.  A 

city he grew to love like no other, with the possible exception of London.  He would 

bequeath a large sum of money to the city to be used for small business loans for 

entrepreneurs such as himself and for city improvements.
201

 As noted by historians such 

as Nash and Thompson, Philadelphia was perfectly positioned for Franklin to explode 

into the American gentry class, but what they failed to mention was how Franklin was an 

intricate part of Philadelphia‘s success.
202

 In a way, Franklin and Philadelphia were 

linked.  Franklin was coming of age at the same as Philadelphia was becoming a 

legitimate urban center.  As Philadelphia grew in commerce and industry, it also grew in 

importance in colonial politics.  As the colony‘s second largest seaport next to Boston 

(although New York was gaining), Philadelphia sat on the cusp of the Atlantic World.
203

  

If Franklin was able to ascend the local political ranks, it would be easier for him to gain 

access to the rest of Atlantic world. Franklin understood that relationship better than most 

of his contemporaries.  He genuinely believed that in order to continue to improve 

himself, he needed to try and improve his home, but one thing that Franklin felt still 

needed improving was his education.     

Franklin continued his informal education as he rose to prominence in the 

business world through the establishment of America‘s first public lending library.  As 
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noted above, Franklin valued education and constantly pursued ways to repair ―in some 

Degree the Loss of the Learned Education my Father once intended‖ for him.
204

  The 

lending library was a ―means of Improvement by constant Study, for which I set apart an 

Hour or two each Day.‖  Franklin recalled that ―reading was the only Amusement I 

allow‘d myself. I spent no time in Taverns, Games, or Frolicks of any kind.‖
205

  Franklin 

devised a system with the help of his Junto members to incur small fines from people 

willing to participate, and use the money to buy numerous books ―lending them to the 

Subscribers, on their Promisory Notes to pay Double the Value if not duly returned.‖
206

  

Franklin denied himself credit for the idea of the library recalling that ―I therefore 

put myself as much as I could out of sight, and stated it as a Scheme of a Number of 

Friends, who had requested me to go about and propose it to such as they thought Lovers 

of Reading.‖  Franklin observed that by removing himself from the public eye and 

deflecting the credit helped make the affair go ―on more smoothly, and I ever after 

practis‘d it on such Occasions; and from my frequent Successes, can heartily recommend 

it.‖
207

  This is an important note in the study of Franklin‘s self identity.  Here we have a 

clear success for which Franklin does not accept public credit.  At first glance, this seems 

out of character for Franklin‘s ego.  Earlier in Franklin‘s life, a very public 

embarrassment prompted him to quit his high paying job with Kiemer.  Clearly, Franklin 

was concerned with his public image.  So why did he not want public credit for the 

creation of the library?  The answer lies in a peculiar aspect of Franklin‘s new patrician 
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status. It would not have benefitted Franklin‘s stature in the community to overtly 

publicize his accomplishments.  A true gentleman, that status to which Franklin aspired, 

would not need to brag about their accomplishments.  It was much more beneficial or 

advantageous for Franklin‘s powerful friends to laud his efforts on his behalf. 

Furthermore, Franklin was well connected in Philadelphia at this time through his 

involvement in the Pennsylvania Assembly and his newspaper.  The people that mattered 

would have already known of Franklin‘s involvement in the library.     

Another example of this can be found in his involvement on the committee to 

draft the Declaration of Independence.  It is common knowledge that Thomas Jefferson 

penned the Declaration, but there were five people on that committee.  Unlike Adams 

who claimed in his autobiography that he was asked to co-author the document but 

declined the offer, Franklin went out of his way to credit Jefferson‘s authorship thus 

downplaying his own involvement.
208

  When speaking of the Declaration, Franklin would 

often use the passive voice.  Franklin wrote to George Washington in June of 1776 that 

he was unable to attend the meetings in Congress because of his gout ―so that I know 

little of what has pass‘d there, except that a Declaration of Independence is preparing.‖
209

 

Franklin knew that the Declaration was in progress because he was on the committee that 

was preparing it.  A man who needed others to approve and note his accomplishments 

would have included this important fact in the letter to the Continental Army‘s 
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commander-in-chief.  Franklin was not such a man.  This was a clear example that his 

successes did not have to be public to be effective.  

For Franklin, as any true gentleman, success should be clothed in a shroud of 

humility. He spent significant time in his autobiography regaling his personal struggles 

with pride. Finally, he concluded that, ―In reality there is perhaps no one of our natural 

Passions so hard to subdue as Pride. Disguise it, struggle with it, beat it down, stifle it, 

mortify it as much as one pleases, it is still alive, and will every now and then peep out 

and show itself. You will see it perhaps often in this History. For even if I could conceive 

that I had completely overcome it, I should probably by [be] proud of my Humility.‖
210

 

Consequently, Franklin‘s transition from plebian to patrician began establishing itself 

more firmly as he learned to hide his public interests to promote his private ambitions.   

Regardless of who got the credit for the library, Franklin benefitted from it.  

Franklin then continued his pursuit of knowledge but his interests shifted from literature 

to natural science. It is appropriate at this juncture to provide the reader with a word 

about ―science.‖  In the eighteen century there was no universal term for what we would 

today label a scientist.  The field of study known today as science came of age along with 

the European Enlightenment in the eighteenth century.  One who dabbled in medical 

science was a doctor.  One who dabbled in natural sciences, physical geography, 

meteorology, and earth science would be considered a naturalist. J.C.D. Clark reminds 

his readers that ―no-one in the English speaking world then referred to ‗the 

Enlightenment‘ or supposed that such a thing was shared on both sides of the Atlantic, 
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any more than they thought their world released from its technological parameters by an 

‗Industrial Revolution.‘‖  He classified such things as the Enlightenment and Scientific 

Revolutions as ―explanatory devices used by historians.‖
211

 Despite how historians like to 

classify Franklin, he did not consider himself a scientist; he thought of himself as a 

gentleman of leisure who enjoyed learning how things worked. Like a man in his garage, 

Franklin simply enjoyed tinkering with nature or things; this tinkering overtime came to 

define Franklin.    

 Benjamin Franklin was a man without a classification, even by today‘s standards.  

Franklin‘s inventions and discoveries range from optometry, oceanography, convection, 

meteorology, physics and music.  It is extremely difficult to find a complete list of all of 

Franklin‘s inventions. Neither Morgan nor Wood attempted it in their biographies.  Most 

biographers only list the inventions that further their agenda and invariably leave out one 

or two.  Although it is possible there are some still missing, the following is an attempt at 

a complete list of inventions complied by numerous sources listed in random order: the 

properties of electricity, bifocals, swim fins, a glass musical instrument he called an 

armonica, watertight bulkheads for ships (an idea he borrowed from the Chinese), the 

lightning rod, an odometer, the Franklin stove, the ―long arm‖ (an extension devise to 

help him reach books on a tall shelf), the Gulf Stream, the flexible urinary catheter, 

daylight savings time (debated), a lending Library, a volunteer fire department, the 

neighborhood watch, identification of the "dry bellyache" as lead poisoning, and 
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experimentation with agricultural fertilizers.
212

  Clearly, to label Benjamin Franklin 

simply a scientist does little justice to the vast range of his accomplishments nor does it 

represent eighteenth century vernacular.  However, for the sake of simplicity, for the 

remainder of this chapter, Franklin will be referred to as a scientist.   

Franklin‘s most famous inventions involved electricity, but his first and arguably 

most practical invention was the ―Franklin Stove.‖
213

  Franklin recalled that in 1742 he 

―invented an open Stove, for the better warming of Rooms and at the same time saving 

Fuel, as the fresh Air admitted was warmed in Entring, I made a Present of the Model to 

Mr. Robert Grace, one of my early Friends, who having an Iron Furnace, found the 

Casting of the Plates for these Stoves a profitable Thing, as they were growing in 

Demand.‖
214

 Neither Herbert, Lopez nor Wood chose to classify Franklin‘s stove as a 

scientific accomplishment done by a gentleman.  Instead they leave the stove as works 

done by a laboring artisan aspiring to one-day become a gentleman.
215

  Perhaps because 

of the salt-of-the-earth stigma associated with stoves or because of the filth involved in 

working with them, stoves are not commonly considered one of Franklin‘s crowning 

achievements.   
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However, as one explores the inner workings of Franklin‘s self identity, one can 

observe a clear paradigm shift in Franklin‘s attitude towards his earliest and most useful 

invention.  Whereas when Franklin was working his way out of poverty, he saw every 

acquaintance and every appointment as an opportunity to attain wealth to become a 

gentleman of leisure.  Somewhere in 1741 or 1742, Franklin began to think like a 

gentleman.  A British gentleman did not concern himself with earning wages, but with 

bettering the human condition; Franklin‘s stove had the potential to improve the human 

condition therefore Franklin chose not to seek profit from it.   

―Stove‖ is somewhat of a misleading term.  For many of us today, a stove is 

something used for cooking, but to an eighteenth century American, a stove was the 

primary method of heating a home in the cold New England winters.  In Franklin‘s 

marketing pamphlet for his new stove, he justified the need for its purchase saying, 

―in these Northern Colonies the Inhabitants keep Fires to sit by, generally Seven 

Months in the Year; that is, from the Beginning of October to the End of April; and in 

some Winters near Eight Months, by taking in part of September and May.‖
216

 Franklin‘s 

stove greatly improved the efficiency of the warm air circulating throughout the home at 

the same time using less fuel.  It can be argued that Franklin did not invent a stove, the 

way we think of it, but rather invented central heat. Every invention of Franklin‘s that 

improved the life of his fellow man stoked the fires and forged his American identity, this 

like the library, did not require financial gain to bolster Franklin‘s self esteem.      
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The proprietor of Pennsylvania, Thomas Penn, heard of Franklin‘s stove, and 

being so pleased that such a widely acclaimed invention originated from his colony, 

wanted to make sure Pennsylvania got credit.  Franklin‘s pamphlet called his invention 

the ―Pennsylvania Fireplace‖ no doubt caught the eye of the power hungry proprietor.  

Out of what was cleverly disguised as concern for Franklin‘s best interest, Penn offered 

him ―a Patent for the sole Vending of them for a Term of Years.‖
217

 Considering the high 

demand for the stove, and its obvious improvement over similar models, this would have 

been a substantial financial deal.  The laboring-class Franklin would have jumped at this 

offer, but the gentleman did not.  Franklin explained that he declined the lucrative offer 

on the principle that ―as we enjoy great Advantages from the Inventions of others, we 

should be glad of an Opportunity to serve others by any Invention of ours, and this we 

should do freely and generously.”
218

 Franklin further recalled that an ironsmith in 

London used the information in Franklin‘s pamphlet to copy and patent the design.  

Franklin made sure to note that ironsmith made a small fortune on the stove.  Franklin 

mentioned this anecdote to inform his readers that the stove would have been a profitable 

patent had he chosen to pursue it, but that he had ―no Desire of profiting by Patents 

myself.‖ The gentleman Franklin was consoled with the knowledge that his fireplaces 

were used ―in very many Houses both of this and the neighboring Colonies, has been and 

is a great Saving of Wood to the Inhabitants.‖
219

 

Now this does not mean that Franklin was completely adverse to the notion of 

profiting from his inventions.  He advertised for his new stove in his Pennsylvania 
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Gazette newspaper in 1741 saying a ―very good Iron Stoves to be sold by the Printer 

hereof.‖
220

  Franklin realized that all new inventions no matter the obvious usefulness and 

superiority required proper publicity to catch on.  ―To promote that Demand I wrote and 

published a Pamphlet Intitled, An Account of the New-Invented PENNSYLVANIA fire 

places: ‗Wherein their Construction and manner of Operation is particularly explained; 

their Advantages above every other Method of warming Rooms demonstrated; and all 

Objections that have been raised against the Use of them answered and obviated.‘‖
221

   

The popularity of Franklin‘s stove spread over the Atlantic World like a warm 

breeze.  As early as 1744, the stoves were sold in three different colonies, even by his 

formerly estranged brother, James Franklin in Boston.
222

 The Pennsylvania Stove was in 

direct competition with the widely popular Dutch and German stoves.  Franklin‘s stove 

was superior in its efficiency in heat distribution and fuel usage.
223

 Franklin‘s stove was 

not only extremely popular in the colonies, but also throughout Europe.  After all, cold 

winters were something most people in the Northern Hemisphere had in common.  The 

stove found its way to England into the hands of John Hawkesworth, Mary Stevenson, 

and countless others thus again making Franklin an internationalist.
224

  

Another example of international recognition Franklin received as a result of his 

stove can be seen through his relationship with Peter Kalm.  Kalm was a Swedish 
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botanist who met Franklin while traveling in North America sometime from 1748-1751.  

Kalm was generally unimpressed with American scientists saying in a letter to Franklin, 

―I have found more learned Men in Canada, than I imagined had been in all America.‖
225

  

While he was not impressed with American philosophers, he was impressed with 

Franklin, exchanging fifteen pieces of correspondence with Franklin from 1748 to 1778.  

Kalm became enamored with Franklin when he saw a pamphlet for his stove in 1744.
226

  

Clearly, Franklin‘s stove traveled around the world, but it was electricity that truly 

put the gentleman Franklin on the Atlantic World map.  One could argue that electricity 

had a greater impact on Franklin‘s identity because it gained him a new title, Dr. 

Franklin.  Electricity also gave Franklin international notoriety.  It is very possible that 

electricity completed the transformation from plebeian to patrician.  

One day in 1743, as Franklin walked down the streets of Boston, he came across a 

performer doing parlor tricks using a new phenomenon known as electric fire or 

electricity.  Dr. Archibald Spencer, a former male midwife turned clergyman, entertained 

his admiring audience by causing four of five audience members to jump simultaneously.  

Dr. Spencer‘s piece de resistance was to suspend a little boy from the ceiling with only a 

silk thread ―while drawing sparks from his hands and feet, a demonstration that would 

become a classic with all ‗electricians.‘‖
227

 Franklin remembered being ―equally 

surpriz‘d and pleas‘d‖ by these experiments which in his estimation were ―imperfectly 

perform‘d, as he was not very expert.‖
228

  Nevertheless, they were enough to spark his 
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curiosity in electricity and put him on a path that would forever change his life.  

Sometime later, Dr. Spence (as Franklin referred to him in the Autobiography) found his 

way to Philadelphia.  Franklin advertised his impending arrival in his newspaper calling 

anyone who desired to learn about this electrical phenomenon to attend Dr. Spence‘s 

seminar.
229

 Franklin recalled that he ―eagerly seized the Opportunity of repeating what I 

had seen at Boston‖ and not only purchased all of Dr. Spencer‘s apparatus, but also 

acquired with the help of his newly formed Library Company ―from Mr. Peter Colinson, 

F.R.S. of London a Present of a Glass Tube, with some Account of the Use of it in 

making such Experiments.‖
230

 Franklin told his friend Collinson that he was never before 

―engaged in any study that so totally engrossed my attention and my time as this as lately 

done.‖
231

  

 Once again, as with the stove, Franklin did not seek to profit from his electrical 

experiments.  He remembered that his house was full of people cramming together to 

watch Franklin ―practice‖ his electrical experiments.  Franklin obviously realized he 

could make a handsome sum of money, as did Dr. Spencer, by performing his 

experiments in public.  He instead found ―Mr. Kinnersley, an ingenious Neighbour, who 

being out of Business‖ who he ―encouraged to undertake showing the Experiments for 

Money, and drew up for him two Lectures, in which the Experiments were rang‘d in such 

Order and accompanied with Explanations in such Method, as that the foregoing should 

assist in Comprehending the following.‖
232

   For the same reason Franklin explained that 
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the London iron maker was successful with his stolen stove patent, Franklin elaborated 

on the success of Mr. Kinnersley saying that ―his Lectures were well attended and gave 

great Satisfaction; and after some time he went thro‘ the Colonies exhibiting them in 

every capital Town, and pick‘d up some Money.‖  Franklin bragged that Kinnersley‘s 

lectures went global, but noted that he found difficulty presenting them in British West 

Indies because of ―the general Moisture of the Air.‖
233

  

Franklin‘s was not concerned with financial gain, but eagerly sought to become 

accepted as a gentleman which brought with it the expectation of a certain amount of 

philanthropy and global influence.  There was no private body of individuals in the 

Atlantic World that exhibited more global influence than London‘s Royal Society.  

Franklin considered himself a gentleman of leisure, now he had to convince the rest of 

the world, which meant admittance into the Royal Society.  No doubt, Franklin‘s 

encounter with Sir Hans Sloan in London in 1724 lingered in the back of his mind he 

wrote Collinson ―several Letters containing Accounts of our Experiments.‖ Collison was 

able to read Franklin‘s observations to the Society , but they were unimpressed and ―were 

not at first thought worth so much Notice as to be printed in their Transactions.‖
234

   

Clearly, parlor tricks were not enough to gain entrance into the exclusive Royal 

Society. For that, Franklin would have to produce some hard science.  He did have one 

idea that he thought just might get him over the edge.  He believed that the same 

electricity that he was manipulating in his Leyden jar existed in nature in the form of 

lightning.  ―One Paper which I wrote for Mr. Kinnersley, on the Sameness of Lightning 
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with Electricity, I sent to Dr. Mitchel, an Acquaintance of mine, and one of the Members 

also of that Society; who wrote me word that it had been read but was laught at by the 

Connoisseurs.‖
235

 Laughter was not the reaction for which Franklin had hoped. This 

extremely negative reaction may have deterred Franklin permanently from his dream of 

entering the Society, but Franklin was undaunted. He continued to work towards his 

goals behind the scenes through his many contacts and acquaintances.       

One member of the Society, Dr. Fothergill, believed Franklin‘s work warranted a 

second look.  He encouraged Franklin to publish his paper called Opinions and 

Conjectures in a ―Gentleman‘s Magazine‖ published by the Cave.
236

  The article did little 

more than sell a few copies of the magazine. It was ―some time before those Papers were 

much taken Notice of in England,‖ but they did finally catch the eye of a French 

naturalist and Philosopher, the Count de Buffon.
237

  The popularity of Franklin‘s work in 

France prompted Franklin to test his theories before someone else did.  As it happened, 

unbeknownst to Franklin, a French philosopher named D‘Alibard attempted the proposed 

lightening experiment before Franklin flew his famous kite.
238

  

D‘Alibard translated Franklin‘s work on electricity in French in 1752 creating an 

electric frenzy in France.  Some of the experiments in Franklin‘s pamphlet were 

performed in France for the king, Louis XV.
239

  Even though D‘Alibard was first, he gave 

Franklin the credit for the experiment calling it the ―Philadelphian experiment.‖ The 
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Philadelphian experiment was performed first in Marly, a French Ville outside of Paris.
240

 

One week later in Paris; then it went around the world showing up in England, Germany, 

Italy, Holland, Sweden, and then in Russia where it killed the experimenter, George 

Wilhelm Richman. The King of France was so impressed with Franklin‘s work he 

requested that his royal compliments be conveyed to Franklin.
241

  The fact that Franklin, 

a commoner, received accolades from the King of France demonstrates Franklin‘s 

irrefutable status as an international enlightenment sensation. 

Franklin‘s paper, Opinions and Conjectures, that circulated around Europe 

explained ―To determine the Question, Whether the Clouds that contain Lightning are 

electrified or not, I would propose an Experiment to be try‘d where it may be done 

conveniently.‖
242

 Franklin proposed experience was to ―place a Kind of Sentry Box big 

enough to contain a Man and an electrical Stand‖ on the top of a high tower or steeple.  

He then suggested affixing an iron rod ―bending out of the Door, and then upright 20 or 

30 feet, pointed very sharp at the End.‖  The experimenter would be kept clean and dry as 

they observed ―the Rod drawing Fire to him from the Cloud.‖
243

  Unfortunately, Franklin 

was unable to perform the proposed experiment because there were no tall buildings in 

Philadelphia.  He made up for that deficiency brilliantly by using a kite.  In his own 

words Franklin stated:  

This Kite is to be raised when a Thunder Gust appears to be coming on, and the 

Person who holds the String must stand within a Door, or Window, or under 

some Cover, so that the Silk Ribbon may not be wet; and Care must be taken that 
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the Twine does not touch the Frame of the Door or Window. As soon as any of 

the Thunder Clouds come over the Kite, the pointed Wire will draw the Electric 

Fire from them, and the Kite, with all the Twine, will be electrified, and the loose 

Filaments of the Twine will stand out every Way, and be attracted by an 

approaching Finger.
244

 

 

Finally the time was right for Franklin to put his theories to the test.  There was a 

particularly scary storm brewing over Philadelphia in the fall of 1751. One would expect 

the local almanac publisher would have a good read on when a nasty storm was 

approaching, especially if that publisher was planning on using such a storm to conduct a 

science experiment.  That was exactly what Benjamin Franklin had in mind as he 

watched the clouds roll over the Pennsylvania forests.  He knew it was only a matter of 

time before rain would come pouring down followed by lightening, possibly filled with 

electric fire.  Franklin would find out for sure that night if many of his suspicions 

concerning electric fire were true.  He called his son William to his side and the pair 

began working hard on the preparations. William‘s task was collecting data for his father, 

and of course, holding the kite.
245

   

After affixing a key to the specially made kite, Franklin knew the time had come.  

Considerable time elapsed before the kite exhibited signs of electrical fire.  Just as when 

Franklin was beginning to lose hope, ―he observed some loose threads of the hempen 

string to stand erect, and to avoid one another, just as if they had been suspended on a 

common conductor.‖
246

  Franklin must have bubbled with excitement as he knew his kite 
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had conducted electricity.  The rain came down in sheets, and William was out there in it 

holding the end of a string.  Franklin, safe and warm, did not mind that his son was 

getting soaked; he knew the wetter the kite the better it would conduct electric fire.  

Finally, the moment of truth came. Franklin heard a deafening crack followed by the 

most brilliant light he had ever seen.  Nothing in any of his previous experiments in 

electricity prepared him for the amount of voltage his kite endured.  In the back of his 

mind somewhere, Franklin must have realized his kite just flew him into the international 

scientific community and in doing so it transformed him into a prominent figure in the 

Atlantic World.     

Clearly, Franklin did not simply fly a kite in the rain, get shocked, and then 

accidently ―invent‖ electricity.   It was through his famous kite experiment that Franklin 

was able to prove many of his pre-existing ideas concerning electricity.
247

   The purpose 

of the kite experiment was to determine if the same electricity that he had been 

manipulating in his experiments using the Leyden jar occurred in the clouds and 

manifested itself as lightning.   

There is some debate among historians as to whether or not Franklin actually 

performed his kite experiment.  The experiment supposedly took place in the fall of 1751, 

but the fact that Franklin did not publish the account of it until the spring of 1752 gives 

rise to the notion that the written account was merely one of Franklin‘s many hoaxes.  It 

was also becoming public knowledge in the Enlightened community that the French had 

proven that electricity and lightening were synonymous before the publication of 
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Franklin‘s kite experiment.  Again, it is possible that Franklin fabricated his story to 

trump the French account.  However, this explanation seems out of character based upon 

what we know about Franklin‘s personality.  Franklin would have been fully satisfied 

with the knowledge that his theories were proven true.  It is much more likely that 

Franklin wrote an account of his experiment because he actually performed it.  

The time discrepancy could easily be explained by the fact that Franklin was 

involved in so many other activities at the time.  Despite his best efforts to avoid public 

policy, a year before the kite experiment, Franklin was elected to the Pennsylvania 

Assembly. Therefore, the year of the kite experiment, Franklin busied himself with the 

duties of his newly acquired office.  Also in 1752, he proposed and established 

Pennsylvania‘s first hospital, composed its bi-laws, acquired several plots of land, wrote 

a petition to the King of England on behalf of the Pennsylvania merchants, and revised 

his best-selling Poor Richard Almanac. Clearly, publishing the account of his lightening 

experiment before the French was low on his list of priorities in 1752.
248

         

Franklin‘s kite experiment has become iconic in American folklore.  One of the 

most famous images we have of Franklin came from a drawing by Nathaniel Currier and 

James Ives from 1876 of Franklin flying his kite in a thunderstorm with his son William 
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by his side.
249

  The engraving depicted William as a child when in fact he was in his mid-

twenties holding the end of the kite.  Joyce Chaplin observed of the engraving that ―a 

post-eighteenth century suspicion that the only thing more ridiculous than a grown man 

flying a kite in the rain is two grown men doing so.‖
250

  However, somehow the 

importance of Franklin‘s work on electricity and the invention of the lightening rod has 

gotten lost or at least taken for granted.  In truth, we owe much of our present day 

understanding of electricity to Franklin‘s work. Franklin coined many of the electrical 

terms concerning electricity that we use today including the idea of ―positive‖ and 

negative‖ or plus and minus poles of a battery.  Franklin coined the terms conductor, 

charge, discharge, battery, an-nature and electrician. He discovered the single-fluid 

theory of electricity, which describes the flow of electrons.  He also analyzed and 

explained how the capacitor, Musschenbroek‘s Leyden jar that Thomas Penn had given 

him, works. He also invented the first electric motor powering it with a series of 

capacitors he wired together, which he called a battery.  He used the motor to roast a 

turkey, his favorite bird.
251

   

Franklin‘s electrical experiments were so important partly because they were in 

many ways counter intuitive to the predominant European electrical scholarship in the 

mid-eighteenth century and therefore his findings were well read among the European 

scientific community.   First, Franklin discovered the differences between positive and 
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negative charges and that a body could be either positively or negatively charged.
252

  As 

early as May 23, 1747, five years before the kite experiment, Franklin explained to Peter 

Collinson, ―If they touch while Electrising, the Equality is never destroyed, the Fire only 

circulating. Hence have arisen some new Terms among us. We say B (and other Bodies 

alike circumstanced) are electrised positively; A negatively: Or rather B is electrised plus 

and A minus.”
253

  This discovery ran contrary to the European work on electricity.  

European scholars believed that there were two different types of electricity, positive 

electricity and negative electricity.  Franklin proved these findings to be erroneous.  

The second advancement Franklin made in the field was that he understood there 

were conductors of electricity and nonconductors of electricity.
254

  European scholars 

believed that objects were either electric or non-electric.  Franklin corrected this second 

erroneous notion by observing that objects are more correctly classified as conductors or 

nonconductors.  Whereas European scientists believed that the electricity emanated from 

the object that was being electrified and therefore had electric properties, Franklin 

understood that electricity was a naturally occurring phenomenon existing in the 

atmosphere and that those same objects actually conducted or transported electricity. 

Franklin clarified these terms in a letter to Cadwallader Colden:  

―The Terms Electric per se and Non Electric were first used to distinguish 

Bodies, on a mistaken Supposition that those alone, called Electric per se, 

contained electric Matter in their Substance which was capable of being excited 

by Friction and of being produc‘d or drawn from them and communicated to 

those called Non Electrics suppos‘d to be destitute of it… the Terms Electric per 
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se and Non Electric should be laid aside as improper; and (the only Difference 

being this, that some Bodies will conduct Electric Matter, and others will not) the 

Terms Conductors and Non Conductors may supply their Place.‖
255

   

To say that Franklin ―invented‖ electricity is a common misnomer.  It is more 

appropriate to say that Franklin discovered the properties of electricity.  Arguably the 

most controversial of Franklin‘s discoveries was what he called the ―the doctrine of 

points.‖ The doctrine of points posits that the shape of the electrical conductor is crucial 

when attempting to direct the electrical charge.
 256

  Franklin told his friend Peter 

Collinson that his doctrine of points was ―very curious and the effects of them truly 

wonderful.‖  The effects of them were the catalyst for arguably Franklin‘s most useful 

inventions, the lightening rod. In the eighteen century, advancement in architecture and 

engineering enabled people to develop taller building, unfortunately becoming targets of 

lightning strikes. Franklin observed that  ―that houses, ships, and even towns and 

churches may be effectually secured from the stroke of lightening by their means.‖  Many 

of these taller building had that their top round balls of metal albeit for weathercocks, 

spindles of churches or masts of ships.  Franklin used that these be replaced with ―a rod 

of iron 8 or 10 feet in length, sharpen‘d gradually to a point like a needle, and gilt to 

prevent rusting, or divided into a number of points, which would be better-the electrical 

fire would, I think be drawn out of a cloud silently, before it could come near enough to 

strike; only a light would be seen at the point, like the sailors corposant.‖
257

 This 

proposed rod of iron soon became known as the lightening rod.    
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However, the assertion that the lightning rod must be pointed caused quite a stir in 

England and France.  Contemporary eighteen century scholars such as Benjamin Wilson 

of England and ―Abbé Nollet, Preceptor in Natural Philosophy to the Royal Family, and 

an able Experimenter, who had form‘d and publish‘d a Theory of Electricity, which then 

had the general Vogue,‖ disagreed with Franklin regarding the proper shape of lightning 

rods.
258

  These opposing electricians argued passionately that a lightning rod could have a 

blunt or knobbed tip.  They fought vigorously over the concept trying desperately to bait 

Franklin into a scientific debate. Nollet‘s first accusation was the work did not originate 

in American but ―said it must have been fabricated by his Enemies at Paris, to decry his 

System. Afterwards having been assur‘d that there really existed such a Person as 

Franklin of Philadelphia, which he had doubted,‖ he then directed his attack again 

Franklin personally ―defending his Theory, and denying the Verity of my Experiments 

and of the Positions deduc‘d from them.‖
259

 Franklin considered responding to the 

venomous attack but refused to be drug into the fight saying ―I have an extreme Aversion 

to Public Altercation, on philosophic Points, and have never yet disputed with anyone 

who thought fit to attack my Opinions.‖
260

 Instead other scientists rushed to Franklin‘s 

defense and eventually Nollet was discredited.  Wilson fought on fervently until finally 

the issue was brought before the Royal Society.  The entire Society, except Wilson, voted 

in favor of Franklin‘s point theory.
261

 This was a monumental moment in the 

Altanticization of Benjamin Franklin. The fact that Franklin‘s theories were discussed at 

such high levels in the scientific community placed him in the thick of the Atlantic 
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World. Franklin‘s victory over Nollet marked Franklin‘s unquestioned emergence into 

the European scientific elite.    

Another controversy that arose from the lightning rod originated from the church.  

Eighteenth century European church taught that a lightning strike was the work of God.  

They believed God would demonstrate his displeasure towards his people by striking 

them down with lightning, a colloquialism one could still hear today.  The Quakers of 

Philadelphia, as well as the Church of England, taught that to tamper with lightning was 

impeding the will of God.  As a matter of fact, during a lightning storm, the clergy would 

ring the church bells to offer sounds of praise in hopes of sparing their church from God‘s 

wrath.  Unfortunately, the church bells were made of steel and the chain to ring them was 

also metal and would often times kill the poor boy ringing it, if struck by lightning.
262

  A 

study in Munich released in 1784 revealed that 103 bell ringers were killed over a 33-

year span.
263

 Franklin‘s world view was grounded in empirical data and immutable proof 

not blind religious faith. This religious skepticism was one of the traits he brought with 

him from his trip to England as a teenager.  He must have found the church‘s reaction to 

his lightening rod humorous, and he responded in kind. Franklin retorted to his critics 

writing, ―He speaks as if he thought it Presumption in Man, to propose guarding himself 

against the Thunders of Heaven! Surely the Thunder of Heaven is no more supernatural 

than the Rain, Hail or Sunshine of Heaven, against the Inconveniencies of which we 

guard by Roofs and Shades without Scruple.‖
264
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As side from the stove, the lightening rod improved the quality of life for the 

people in the Atlantic World more than any of his other inventions.  The lightening rod 

was both practical and provided Franklin with a platform to expound on his theories on 

electricity that proved to be captivating and addictive.  Even before Franklin‘s published 

works, electricity was a hot topic in the eighteen-century.  Electricians, like the one 

Franklin saw in Boston, would do parlor tricks to entertain crowds.  The King of France 

once bragged he was able to make 200 monks jump at the same time using electricity.
265

  

Electricity was seen by most as a novelty item, but for Franklin it was a tool.  Because 

electricity was so popular on both sides of the Atlantic, Franklin‘s breakthroughs and 

celebrity circulated the globe.   

People in the Atlantic World were making a living on Franklin‘s theories 

concerning electricity.  In 1755, Franklin wrote a friend in Philadelphia, John Lining, 

about his electrical experiments and told him about their friend named Domien who 

Franklin had taught ―the use of the tube; how to charge the Leyden phial, and some other 

experiments.‖  Domien was apparently a well traveled Transylvanian priest who 

enthusiastically enjoyed Franklin‘s electricity experiments. Domien wrote Franklin from 

Charlestown to tell him that ―he had lived eight hundred miles upon Electricity, it had 

been meat, drink, and clothing to him. His last letter to me was, I think, from Jamaica, 

desiring me to send the tubes you mention, to meet him, at the Havanah, from whence he 

expected to get a passage to La Vera Cruz; designed travelling over land through Mexico 

to Acapulco.‖ Franklin reported that Domien made a living with Franklin‘s experiments 

as well some of those afore mentioned parlor tricks as he travelled through Central 
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America, South America, China, Indian, Persia, Turkey, and his own country of 

Transylvania.
266

   

Franklin‘s ―sudden and general Celebrity, was the Success‖ his book, Experiences 

and Observations, and of his other writings concerning electricity which ―engag‘d the 

public Attention every where‖ and thus propelled him to the status of a celebrity, but he 

was not yet a gentlemen.
267

  Soon the ―Philadelphia Experiment‖ was being performed all 

over the Atlantic World.  Franklin‘s work on electricity was his best chance at 

accomplishing his boyhood dream of entering the Royal Society and being recognized 

publicly as a man of leisure.  When the unknown mechanic first sent his book to the 

Society, they balked and mocked his unsupported theories because he had neither the 

birthright nor the celebrity required to garner their respect.  However, now that Franklin‘s 

experiments had become Transatlantic, the Society once again took notice.
268

   

Celebrity alone was insufficient for Franklin to break the threshold of the 

European scientific aristocracy; he needed an endorsement from a current Society 

member to give Franklin the proper clout.  ―Dr. Wright, an English Physician then at 

Paris, wrote to a Friend who was of the Royal Society an Account of the high Esteem my 

Experiments were in among the Learned abroad, and of their Wonder that my Writings 

had been so little noticed in England.‖  Wright wrote a summary of Franklin‘s book and 

presented it to the society for a second consideration, the first reading having been 

laughed at.  At the second reading, one of the Society‘s members, ―the very ingenious 
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Mr. Canton, having verified the Experiment of procuring Lightning from the Clouds by a 

Pointed Rod, and acquainting them with the Success‖ vouched for the validity of 

Franklin‘s theories.  After having received both Canton‘s endorsement and the news of 

the growing international popularity of Franklin‘s observations, ―they soon made me 

more than Amends for the Slight with which they had before treated me‖ and finally 

elected Franklin as a member. As an atonement for their original oversight, the Society 

―voted that I should be excus‘d the customary Payments, which would have amounted to 

twenty-five Guineas, and ever since have given me their Transactions gratis.‖   They also 

awarded Franklin with the ―Gold Medal of Sir Godfrey Copley for the Year 1753, the 

Delivery of which was accompanied by a very handsome Speech of the President Lord 

Macclesfield, wherein I was highly honoured.‖
269

  In addition to the Copley Medal, and a 

Fellowship in the Royal Society, Franklin received honorary doctorates from Scotland 

and England.  

The unanimous election into the Royal Society was no small accomplishment.  

Jack Fruchtman writes in his book Atlantic Cousins, ―In England two groups in 

particular, the Royal Society of London and the Club of Honest Whigs, were focal points 

for Franklin and his English friends…The Royal Society of London was the most 

prestigious scientific association in the world.  Founded in 1660, the society, which 

included Isaac Newton among its early presidents, was designed to promote scientific and 

intellectual discussion in physical science and to advise the government on these 
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matters.‖
270

  Advising the government on matters of science was one of the ways 

Franklin gained access to the British Parliament and Crown.  Franklin had finally won the 

international respect he had been wanting for ever since his retirement.  Most of these 

accolades came from England strengthening his ties to the British Empire.
 271

 

Twenty years later, as Franklin penned the story of his rise to the British gentry‘ 

class in his Autobiography, he attempted to cloak his narration in humility, as he so often 

did, but key phrases demonstrate the egotistical entitlement and slight arrogance he felt as 

he looked back on the event.  Phrases such as ―they soon made me more than Amends for 

the Slight with which they had before treated me‖ and ―ever since have given me their 

Transactions gratis‖ demonstrate Franklin‘s supreme confidence in his abilities to join the 

Royal Society.
272

   

However, sources much closer to the actual event reveal a Franklin who was too 

cunning and too clever to allow so much arrogance to seep out onto a page.  All-the-

while, Franklin manipulated the scenario so that it would yield his long coveted place in 

the British scientific aristocracy, but knew that he must appear as though he was 

oblivious; he must appear to be no more than an innocent by-stander simply responding 

to the wishes of the great Royal Society.  Evidence of this farce can be seen in a letter to 

Peter Collinson in 1756.  ―Your Information of my being chosen a Member of the Royal 

Society, was extreamly agreable, and the more, as I had not the least Expectation of ever 

arriving at that Honour. The Diploma you mention, is not yet come to hand. I must 
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request the Favour of you to present my humble Thanks to the Society, whose truly noble 

Designs I wish I may be able in any Degree to promote.‖
273

   

Franklin conveyed this same self efficacy and humble message to the Royal 

Society President himself in 1753 saying ―The very great Honour you have done me, in 

adjudging me your Medal for 1754, demands my grateful Acknowledgements, which I 

beg you would accept as the only Return at present in my Power.‖
274

 Franklin‘s 

excitement was genuine, but his humility was a charade.  Franklin fully expected to 

become a member of the Royal Society. A lifelong ambition such as that does not 

become a reality without intentional persistence. Franklin submitted his philosophical 

thoughts to the Society as early as 1738.
275

 However, his more concerted effort came, of 

course, through his work in electricity.  Considering the quarter of a century that Franklin 

spent pursing gentleman‘s status, he curbed his enthusiasm quite well.     

Franklin‘s status as a gentleman was precarious, and thus his sense of himself as a 

success which was intimately linked to his masculine identity was quite precarious also.  

Unlike a true British aristocrat masculinity whose gentleman status was a birthright, 

passed from the patrician father to the son, Franklin‘s gentry status was attained through 

his accomplishments as a scientist.  It was bestowed upon him by the recognition of a 

body of English gentleman, and in 1774 it would be removed by the denunciation of a 

body of English gentlemen.  Nevertheless, it was attainted.  Joyce Chaplin states in her 
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book, The First Scientific American, ―Franklin was not a statesman who did science.  He 

became a statesman because he did science.‖
276

  The ballot that elected Franklin into the 

Society and identifies Franklin as a ―gentleman, who has very eminently distinguished 

himself by various discoveries in natural philosophy, and who first Suggested the 

experiments to prove the analogy between lightning and electricity, being desirous of 

being elected a fellow of the royal Society, is recommended by us in consideration of his 

great merit, and of his many communications as highly deserving the honour he desires.‖  

There are two points of interest to note in this ballot nomination.  First, they did not credit 

Franklin with performing the electrical experiments but that he only suggested ―the 

experiments to prove the analogy between lightning and electricity.‖  Secondly, they 

noted that Franklin desired the membership.
277

  As to the depth of his desire, they could 

not have known. All the same, the Society was among the first in Europe to recognize 

Franklin publicly as a gentleman forever tying his aristocratic masculine identity to 

England.    

The source of Franklin‘s newfound status is an important element in 

understanding Franklin‘s self identity.  Franklin was widely known and respected in his 

home town.  After the creation of the lending library, the volunteer fire department, and 

organizing a militia for colonial defense, Franklin had amassed a great number of both 

friends and enemies.  As a member of the Pennsylvania Assembly, he busied himself 

with the daily preoccupations of colonial America, but Franklin did not crave colonial 

accolades as much as imperial recognition.  The best example of this can be found in the 
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presentation of Franklin‘s Copley Medal of Honor. ―Our new Governor, Capt. Denny, 

brought over for me the before mentioned Medal from the Royal Society, which he 

presented to me at an Entertainment given him by the City. He accompanied it with very 

polite Expressions of his Esteem for me, having, as he said been long acquainted with my 

Character.‖
278

   

After the speech and the accompanying dinner, the two men retired to a brandy 

sipping room for a more private conversation.  Here the true character of Franklin and his 

opinion of colonial politics presented itself.  Denny explained to Franklin that he ―had 

been advis‘d by his Friends in England to cultivate a Friendship‖ with Franklin as he was 

well versed in Pennsylvania politics and being an outsider Denny was not. He then 

attempted to trap Franklin in a reciprocating relationship of favors.  In exchange for ―his 

Readiness on all Occasions to render me every Service that might be in his Power,‖ he 

wanted Franklin to dismiss his political attacks against the Penn family, Pennsylvania‘s 

original Proprietor.
279

  This dispute, which started as a dispute over the right to tax 

Proprietary land to raise money for the colonial militia, turned into a political fight that 

would divide the Pennsylvania Assembly and occupy Franklin for nearly twenty years.
280

   

For a man who was attempting to establish himself in the Pennsylvania political 

realm, this would have been a very attractive offer from a very powerful governor.  But 

for Franklin, these favors were unnecessary.  Franklin neither desired Governor Denny‘s 

political handouts nor needed them.  As the governor ―made liberal Use of‖ the fresh 
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decanter of wine, Franklin explained to him ―that my Circumstances, Thanks to God, 

were such as to make Proprietary Favours unnecessary to me; and that being a Member 

of the Assembly I could not possibly accept of any.‖  He went on to explain that his 

political differences with the Proprietor were not personal, and that if he would propose 

measures that ―should appear to be for the Good of the People, no one should espouse 

and forward them more zealously than myself.‖ Clearly, Franklin acted on the 

assumption that he now had the political status needed to undergird such political 

independence.
281

  Franklin had his eyes on a much bigger prize than a provincial 

governor such as Denny could supply. Franklin manipulated Governor Denny and in 

some manner the people of Pennsylvania all to achieve his private ambitions.  Now that 

he had succeeded, he no longer needed the approval of local government.   

All of the attention Franklin had received both from the public debate over the 

doctrine of points and Franklin‘s election to the Royal Society re-wetted Franklin‘s 

appetite for politics.  Despite telling his friend Cadwallader Colden in 1747 that he 

―refus‘d engaging further in publick Affairs,‖
282

 a true gentleman such as Franklin could 

not in good conscience stay away from the public.  He felt his people needed him to fight 

against the injustices brought onto them by Pennsylvania Proprietor, Thomas Penn. 

Whether ―his people‖ needed him or not is debatable, but he needed a cause to champion 

to fulfill his own ambitions to become a major player on an Atlantic stage.  Franklin was 

true to his word to Denny and at the next legislative session ―the Disputes were renewed, 

and I was as active as ever in the Opposition, being the Penman.‖  Franklin led the fight 
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against Penn, but did not allow it to become personal against Denny saying that ―between 

us personally no Enmity arose.‖   There are twenty surviving letters between Franklin and 

Denny most of which were dated 1756 and the last of which 1765.  Franklin claimed that 

the political confrontation between the two men did not hamper their friendship and it 

seems as though he was telling the truth.  This is an excellent example of Franklin 

separating in his mind friendship from politics.  Franklin genuinely enjoyed Denny‘s 

company saying he ―was very entertaining and pleasing in Conversation.‖  Denny, having 

come from England, was able to inform Franklin that his old ―Friend James Ralph was 

still alive, that he was esteem‘d one of the best political Writers in England, had been 

employ‘d in the Dispute between Prince Frederic and the King, and had obtain‘d a 

Pension of Three Hundred a Year.‖
283

 This was of course the same man whose wife 

Franklin had attempted to seduce while he was teaching school in England. Franklin‘s 

maturity shows him to be one man in history whose political thoughts were not corrupted 

by being around others with different political beliefs; instead, being around someone 

with different ideas sharpened his political verbosity to defend his beliefs, thus, he kept 

friendship and politics separated. However, in the case of family, specifically his son, a 

different story would emerge.    

It was Franklin‘s dispute with Penn that brought him back to the city that now 

held his heart, London. In 1757, the colonial Assemblies of Pennsylvania, Georgia, 

Massachusetts, and New Jersey sent Franklin to London as a representative of their 

interests.    Franklin told his friend Peter Collinson in 1759 that ―The People [of England] 

happen to love me. Perhaps that‘s my Fault.‖ Franklin assumed credit for the attraction 
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because he genuinely loved them too.  In the same letter, Franklin revealed his motives 

for attacking Penn, who he referred to as ―Demi Gods, [who] become the Objects of 

universal Hatred and Contempt.‖ He explained to Collinson that ―at present I have not the 

least Inclination to be in their [the Proprietors] good Graces.‖ His encounter with Denny 

may have been in his mind as he wrote that he was ―thankful that I never had any 

Connection with them, or Occasion to ask or receive a Favour at their hands.‖  Franklin 

genuinely believed that he opposed them not for his own personal gain (after all he had 

already achieved the status he desired) but ―from a Regard to the Publick Good. I may be 

mistaken in what is that Publick Good; but at least I mean well. And whenever they 

appear to me to have the Publick Good in View, I think I would as readily serve them as 

if they were my best Friends.‖
284

    

When Franklin arrived in Britain in 1757, he was treated like the international 

sensation that he was.  ―Franklin‘s reputation had preceded him.  He had already been 

elected to the Royal Society, which had given his experiments with electricity worldwide 

publicity.  After he received his honorary degree from St. Andrews (in Scotland), 

repeated at Oxford, he was always known as Dr. Franklin and accorded a respect he 

seldom encountered in America outside of Philadelphia.‖
285

  In addition to being a 

member of the Royal Society, Franklin was also a member of the French Academie 

royale des sciences, which only included eight foreign members.  He also became a 

member of the German Royal Society in 1766.
286

  Franklin‘s inclusion in those various 

societies was affirmation for him that he was in fact a British public figure.  Franklin‘s 
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connection to those foreign scientific associations connected him with the people of those 

countries ultimately pushing Franklin away from American provincialism and towards 

British imperialism.        

Franklin‘s induction in to these various scientific communities gave rise to 

extensive travels, and through these travels Franklin became not only respected from 

abroad, but admired in person.  Franklin returned the people‘s feelings of admiration and 

connection.  Franklin was a social being and often relished the chance to play a wealthy 

baroness in chess, or meet various gentlemen for a pint at the local tavern.  This deep 

connection he had to the people of England was a strong reason he had a deep connection 

to the Empire of Great Britain.  In a letter from Franklin to Miss Polly Stevenson in 1763 

upon his return to Philadelphia from England, he related some of the things he missed 

about England.  He explained that he was rather fond of his intellectual acquaintances in 

England.  ―Of all the enviable Things England has, I envy it most its People. Why should 

that little Island, enjoy in almost every Neighbourhood, more sensible, virtuous and 

elegant Minds, than we [Americans] can collect in ranging 100 Leagues of our vast 

Forests.‖
287

  It is plain to see that Franklin did not have this kinship with the scientific 

community in his home country, or at least he found no ―elegant Minds‖ with which he 

could relate. He went on in the same letter to mention two men, an American painter and 

a composer.  He considered their work admirable, but they did not yet meet the standard 

of excellence he was accustomed to in England. He suggested that some of his more 

talented English friends look at the art and music of America and suggest areas of 

improvement.  Here Franklin referred to his homeland in somewhat of a condescending 
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manner.  He is not overtly disrespectful, but his affection for England overshadowed his 

admiration for America.  At this juncture Franklin viewed himself as British.  The idea of 

referring to and thinking of himself as something separate (such as an American) must 

have seemed preposterous in 1757. 

Franklin‘s emergence as an Atlantic World celebrity had a profound impact on his 

political world view.  Because of Franklin‘s extensive travels and coorespondences he 

had a better understanding of global politics than did many of his colonial 

contemporaries.  Colonial merchants saw the world from a mercantile lens; colonial 

preachers viewed the world divided into religious sects.
288

  Franklin was uniquely placed 

to see the world from an Imperalistic perspective.  Franklin fully believed that the 

interests of the colonies and that of the crown were harmonous.
289

  

Franklin‘s unique political ideology was not born in a vacuum.  It was the 

culmination of his experience of entering the Royal Society.  Through that process 

Franklin experienced a spirit of equality that ran throughout the scientific community.  

Franklin viewed himself as an intellectual figure in the ranks of Newton, Descartes, and 

Kant, and as such he experienced privileges and respect that would have been granted to 

any member of that community.  Moreover, Franklin saw the American colonies as 

extensions of himself.  If Franklin could be considered a gentleman by the British 

aristocracy, all Americans must be in theory, eligible for that status.  In other words, he 

was receiving royal and equal treatment by England and felt that the colonies should be 

given the same courtesy.  Morgan called it ―Questions of right and wrong, and hence of 
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‗rights‘, entered Franklin‘s calculations the way they always had, as adjuncts of what was 

useful or beneficial to the people involved…That it would violate colonial ‗rights‘ was a 

warning sign of its harmfulness, for those rights had grown from the facts that they were 

beneficial, and they were right because they were beneficial.‖
290

  In other words, what 

was beneficial for America was beneficial for England.  

 Franklin was developing this doctrine of mutual advancement as early as 1754.  

Many early historians of Franklin have misinterpreted Franklin‘s actions at that time as 

Franklin succumbing to a form of American Nationalism that really did not yet exist.  

Events like Franklin‘s ―Join or Die‖ cartoon and his Albany Plan of Union, can easily be 

mistaken as attempts to persuade the American people to rebel against the monarchy.  

However, as Morgan, points out, the opposite was true.  Franklin was offended not 

because Americans were not allowed to separate from England, he was offended because 

they were not being treated as Englishmen.  Franklin articulated this argument in an 

important letter to William Shirley, the governor of Massachusetts. ―That it is suppos‘d 

an undoubted Right of Englishmen not to be taxed but by their own Consent given thro‘ 

their Representatives. That the Colonies have no Representatives in Parliament.‖  This is 

a familiar argument that would be raised ad infinitum in the American Revolution.  But 

here, Franklin was suggesting that because the colonists had no voice in Parliament, they 

chose to hold ―a Representative Council, to meet in the Colonies‖ which unfortunately 

―skews a Suspicion of their Loyalty to the Crown, or Regard for their Country, or of their 

Common Sense and Understanding, which they have not deserv‘d.‖  In other words, the 
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colonists were not disloyal to crown, they just wanted a chance to participate in the 

process.   

 In order to illustrate Franklin‘s point on equality, he employs the use of both 

racial and gendered metaphors. In a letter to Governor William Shirely of Massachuetts, 

Franklin asserted that compelling ―Colonies to pay Money without their Consent would 

be rather like raising Contributions in an Enemy‘s Country, than taxing of Englishmen 

for their own publick Benefit. That it would be treating them as conquer‘d People, and 

not as true British Subjects.‖
291

 Franklin‘s racial identity came into focus clearly in this 

quote.  He purposefully calls attention to the citizenship of the ―Englishman‖ referring to 

them as ―Subjects‖ denoting loyalty and reciprocity, then he juxtaposed that notion of 

equality to the Crown treating English men as ―conque‘d People,‖ or slaves.  The 

realization that England viewed the colonists as slaves was highly offensive to Franklin‘s 

sense of identity and equality as slaves were considered chattel, beastly and far less than 

men in eighteenth century America.  The realization that there were those in the British 

ministry that viewed his fellow colonials this way began to put Franklin‘s self identity 

into a state of crisis that lead him on the downward spiral that would eventually transform 

him into an American Patriot.  

In the same letter, Franklin used gendered language to describe the Parliament‘s 

attempt to emasculate the colonists illustrating that that British actions affected Franklin‘s 

sense of masculinity.  Franklin went on to explain that ―These Kind of Secondary Taxes‖ 

were demeaning to the colonists because they were ―known to be as unnecessary as 
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grievous, must seem hard Measure to Englishmen, who cannot conceive, that by 

hazarding their Lives and Fortunes in subduing and settling new Countries, extending the 

Dominion and encreasing the Commerce of their Mother Nation, they have forfeited the 

native Rights of Britons, which they think ought rather to have been given them, as due to 

such Merit, if they had been before in a State of Slavery.‖
292

  Franklin identified the 

colonists in the masculine, Englishmen, but used a feminine descriptor, Mother Nation, to 

label the British government. Franklin asserted that as ―Englishmen‖ the colonists had the 

―Rights of Britons‖ but that the ―Mother Nation‖ had reduced them to a ―State of 

Slavery‖ thus taking away their masculinity.  If Britain truly believed the colonists were 

Englishmen, they should not have been treated as slaves, or anything less than men.  

Gender, like most things in Eighteenth century America was conditioned by race. 

Colonials did not consider African American men as masculine because they lacked key 

components of manhood: the ability to be property holders, were denied citizenship, 

lacked authority over a household, and marriage to honorable women.
293

 This notion 

offended Franklin‘s self identity greatly, because Franklin not only viewed himself as a 

man, an American man, but as an Atlantic gentleman.  The notion that the British 

government viewed him or any of his fellow colonials as less than men, was especially 

harmful to the Atlantic persona he had developed.   

Franklin spelled out his beliefs elegantly in a letter to one of favorite 

correspondences, Peter Collinson, one week before the Albany Conference.  The colonial 

assemblies were reluctant to form a union that would better fortify them against the 
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encroaching French.  Franklin was concerned with the assembly‘s lack of action on the 

part of the ―Colony Assemblies, when unanimity is become more than ever necessary to 

Frustrate the Designs of the French.‖ Again Franklin explained his theory of unity using 

gendered language.  ―May I presume to whisper my Sentiments in 

a private Letter? Britain and her Colonies should be considered as one Whole, and not as 

different States with separate Interests.‖  Franklin quietly revealed that he wanted the 

colonies to come under complete control of the crown saying that ―Instructions from the 

Crown to the Colonies, should have in View the Common Weal of that Whole, to which 

partial Interests ought to give way: And they should never Aim at extending the 

Prerogative beyond its due Bounds, nor abridging the just Liberties of the people.‖  

Again, Franklin‘s self identity was revealed as he referred the relationship of the colonies 

and crown in a masculine context suggesting that the crown approach the colonies with 

―Fatherly Tenderness and Affection,[rather] than of Masterly harshness and Severity.‖
294

  

This time Franklin reserved his masculine descriptor of the tender father for the way he 

believed the Crown should be instead of the slave master they were.   

Franklin had good reason to believe that colonists and the Britons were equals.  

Waldstreicher points out three facts that validated for Franklin why Britain should have 

viewed the Americans as equals.  First was because of race.  The Americans were of the 

same race as the English.  Franklin made this argument in his statistical analysis of the 

American colonies population in a pamphlet titled Observations Concerning the Increase 

of Mankind.  In the pamphlet, Franklin argued that America was filled with Englishman, 
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and would actually out number their counterparts in England within a century.
295

  The 

second was British citizenship.  Colonial Americans were afforded British citizenship, 

but Africans for example, were not. Morgan argues that the distinction was entirely 

racially motivated.
296

  The last reason why Franklin believed British and Americans were 

equals was the idea of natural rights.  This notion was spelled out elegantly by Thomas 

Jefferson in the Declaration of Independence, but the idea existed long before that.  John 

Locke spoke about unalienable rights a generation earlier.  Franklin simply applied that 

concept to his current situation.
297

 

To be treated as ―conquer‘d People‖ was to be treated as less than a man. This is a 

common thread in the historiography of masculinity and self identity.  In Myra C. 

Glenn‘s article Forging Manhood and Nationhood Together, Glenn looks at the 

punishment of flogging sailors during times of war and argues that the act, which was 

reserved only for slaves, emasculated the sailors, sometimes to the point of suicide.  

Referring to Senator John Parker Hale, who was opposed to slavery in the early 

nineteenth century, Glenn writes, ―Like other opponents of the cat-o‘-nine tails, Hale 

declared that American white sailors fiercely objected to a punishment regularly used on 

slaves.  Flogging, he asserted, was a particularly degrading and emasculating punishment, 

one that provoked resistance among proud mariners who had ‗the feelings of men.‘‖
298

  

Glenn also cites the autobiography of Samuel Holbrook who associated flogging with 
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slavery.
299

 Moses Smith, when writing his memoir in 1848 notes that ―many ‗proud, 

spirited‘ American sailors would ‗rather die‘ than receive a flogging.‖
300

   

     One way of demeaning or devaluing a person was to reduce them to slavery; 

another was to reduce them to a beast or a serpent. None can be truer than Franklin‘s 

suggestion to trade convicts for rattlesnakes. In 1751, the British Parliament was faced 

with the problem of overcrowded jail cells and looked toward the American colonies for 

the solution.  This was not a new idea, as the entire colony of Georgia was founded by 

James Oglethorpe as a colony of debtors in prison for failure to repay their amount 

overdue.  Regardless of whether or not it was a new idea, Franklin was deeply offended 

by the notion.  He wrote his displeasure in an article titled Felons and Rattlesnakes.  

That this Exporting of Felons to the Colonies, may be consider‘d as a Trade, as 

well as in the Light of a Favour. Now all Commerce implies Returns: Justice 

requires them: There can be no Trade without them. And Rattle-Snakes seem the 

most suitable Returns for the Human Serpents sent us by our Mother Country. In 

this, however, as in every other Branch of Trade, she will have the Advantage of 

us. She will reap equal Benefits without equal Risque of the Inconveniencies and 

Dangers. For the RattleSnake gives Warning before he attempts his Mischief; 

which the Convict does not.
301 

Again, Franklin‘s fears of inequality dripped all over this document. Franklin revealed 

that he believed that his Mother Country always had an unfair advantage over the 

colonies.  Franklin had long feared this possibility of exploitation by the mother country 

and his fears became a reality with the transference of convicts to America.  This 

statement of outrage could be interpreted as written by a man who was disloyal to the 

crown and was suggesting rebellion.  However, that was not the case.  Instead, it was the 
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voice of a man who was frustrated with the country and government that he loved so 

dearly and could not understand why they were purposefully and intentionally being 

disenfranchised and relegated to an inferior status. What was most offensive to Franklin 

was that by shipping America these ―Human Serpents‖ it sent a clear message that Britain 

viewed the American colonists as less than Englishmen.  Franklin viewed himself, as did 

the rest of the scientific community, as a British Enlightenment thinker and when the 

Parliament treated the Americans as anything less than English, Franklin came strongly 

to their defense.  

As one examines the topic of Franklin‘s political transformation, it is important to 

take into consideration Benedict Anderson‘s work, Imagined Communities.  Anderson 

argues that nationalism stems not from external forces such as war or political borders, 

but from internal cultural forces such as the way people view themselves in relationship 

to others around them.
302

  In Franklin‘s mind, he envisioned a British Empire that boasted 

open and equal cooperation between America and Britain.  He experienced this type of 

cooperation and had grown accustomed to it as a member of the European scientific 

community. Anderson‘s model is appropriate here because Franklin‘s particular version 

of the British community which imagined that the colonies and the crown were co-equal 

was not shared by the British Parliament nor the Crown as he would soon find out in 

front of a highly entertained crown in the Cock Pit Amphitheater.  The embarrassment at 

the Cock Pit is well-known for its role in convincing Franklin to support those seeking 
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independence from Great Britain, however it is less well-known for destroying his self 

identity forcing him to reinvent himself as an American.  
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Chapter V  

The Transformation  

―It is undoubtedly the Duty of all Persons to serve the Country they live in, according to 

their Abilities; yet I sincerely acknowledge, that I have hitherto been very deficient in this 

Particular; whether it was for want of Will or Opportunity, I will not at present stand to 

determine: Let it suffice, that I now take up a Resolution, to do for the future all that lies 

in my Way for the Service of my Countrymen.‖    

                                                                               ---Silence Dogood  

 

All of his international fame and success was beginning to go to Franklin‘s head.  

Not by making him overly proud, but it was reaffirming Franklin‘s view of himself as an 

important member of British imperial society. He returned to England in 1757 as a 

representative of the people of Pennsylvania where he remained for five years.  During 

this period, Benjamin Franklin embraced a new identity becoming Dr. Franklin.  

Although he was technically serving the people of Pennsylvania, he spent much of his 

time building his network of scientific correspondences.  Franklin returned home in 1762 

only to come back to England in 1764.  This time Franklin stayed in England for eleven 

years, all the way until his conversion to the Patriot cause in 1775 when he returned home 

a changed man.  He spent 18 years in England.  He also lived in France for seven years as 

the American Ambassador to France.
303

  All together he spent 30% of his life overseas. 

All of the time Franklin spent in England prior to 1774, he was developing in his mind a 

view of the American/British relationship that consisted of an empire in which the 

colonists and the English were equal partners. However that dream was sufficiently 
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shattered at the hands of Alexander Wedderburn in front of a roaring crowd at the 

Cockpit.     

The trip to London in 1757, solidified Franklin‘s status as a gentleman and 

solidified his political ideology of equality for the colonies in the imperial and 

governmental affairs of Great Britain.  Franklin believed that an America filled with 

Englishmen, with equal rights and representation, and a Britain filled with Englishmen 

would make for a powerful empire.  This was certainly on Franklin‘s mind during the last 

imperial war, the French and Indian War.   

The history of the 13 colonies is marred with the French, Spanish, and British 

empires battling for control of the New World.  The French and Indian War ended that 

three way struggle. Franklin saw firsthand the potential dangers of the ever encroaching 

French. In 1747, French privateers raided settlements along the Delaware River.  The 

Quaker pacifists who dominated the Pennsylvania Assembly dismissed the action as a 

distant threat. Through the work of skilled go-between such as James Logan, 

Pennsylvania had been able to maintain a fragile, yet functioning alliance with the Native 

population.
304

 The Quakers believed they were in no danger from the French or their 

Native allies. Franklin was not convinced and upon hearing rumors from the West Indies 

that the French planned to besiege Philadelphia he sprang into action.  He used his 

newspaper to stir up public panic and turned the panic into pandemonium in the form of a 

pamphlet titled Plain Truth written by a ―Tradesman of Philadelphia.‖ The pamphlet 
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made it seem as though Philadelphia was a perfect defenseless target that the French 

would be foolish to pass over.
305

  Franklin‘s plan worked perfectly as there were droves 

of able bodied men ready to sign up for Franklin‘s personal militia.  Franklin‘s 

―Association‖ grew to ten thousand men organized into over a hundred companies.
306

 

This incident frightened Thomas Penn and his allies in the Pennsylvania Assembly as to 

the power Franklin could wield if he put his mind to it. Franklin‘s skill and power were 

needed once again with advent of the Seven Years War.      

By 1755, the war with the French and their Native American allies was well 

underway and Franklin was given the rank of colonel and charged with organizing a 

garrison of troops for battle and acquiring the supplies.
307

 In the fall of 1755, Franklin 

secured wagons, horses and other critical supplies for the British army lead by General 

Edward Braddock who was coming from the Maryland countryside to Pennsylvania.
308

 

Skemp offers the image of William Franklin, the soldier son, marching in the militia with 

his father riding leisurely with the gentleman officers in the back.
309

 Braddock was 

impressed with Franklin‘s efforts, but his armies were no match for the mass numbers of 

the French and Native forces and were soundly defeated. The trouncing of General 

Braddock on the Pennsylvania frontier taught Franklin how much real danger the French 

and their Native allies possessed. While Braddock failed to deliver a military victory, 

Franklin proved his effectiveness as a procurement officer and was appointed by the 
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Pennsylvania Council to lead and supply an army.  In order to accomplish this task 

Franklin was required to raise money.  He effectively arranged a tax on various 

landowners throughout Pennsylvania, but was not able to secure any duty from the 

colony‘s largest land holder, Thomas Penn, the grandson of the original proprietor of the 

colony, William Penn.
310

  Franklin interpreted this failure to procure tax money from 

Penn‘s estate as a great failure and therefore it preoccupied his time and thoughts up to 

the beginning of the American Revolution.   

Earlier in Franklin‘s scientific career, Penn acted as an ally having assisted him by 

giving him a Leyden jar and also offering him financial advancement for his stove. 

However, by the 1750‘s Franklin viewed Penn as an obstacle in his efforts to obtain 

equality for the Englishmen living in America.  As Franklin battled with Penn, he became 

more convinced that a stronger connection with the crown was best for the colony. James 

II had given William Penn the original proprietorship and as such Penn was given 

massive pots of land and complete autonomy as the governance of the province.  In other 

words the Penn family had been given free reign, carte blanche, by the King of England 

and therefore only the King had the power to solve Franklin‘s problem. Franklin‘s 

proposed solution to the Penn conflict was to have a crown appointed ―president‖ making 

Pennsylvania a Royal Colony. This, as it turned out, was the opposite view of the people 

of Pennsylvania, as Franklin‘s enemies were able to demonstrate.  Nevertheless, Franklin 
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championed his cause, on behalf of the people of Pennsylvania for nearly seventeen 

years.
311

  

Many historians have found it strange that Franklin would put so much political 

capital behind an issue that was so unpopular with his constituency.
312

  Franklin‘s newly 

formed Atlantic identity may shed light on that historical mystery.  Franklin had no need 

for colonial recognition.  As demonstrated by his rejection of Governor Denny‘s attempt 

to garner Franklin support in exchange for political favors.  Franklin‘s eyes were on a 

much bigger prize than the type of favors a colonial governor or colonial proprietor could 

provide.  However, if Franklin was able to gain favor with the King, that was a different 

matter entirely.   

Franklin had long had affection for royalty.  Franklin boasted proudly in his 

autobiography that he had ―stood before five, and even had the honor of sitting down 

with one, the King of Denmark, to Dinner.‖
313

 Franklin was so proud of the royal dinner 

with Denmark‘s Christian VII who had invited Franklin to lunch on a visit to London, 

that he detailed the account in a rather boastful letter to his son.  Franklin told William 

that the ―young Monarch gains daily on the Affections of this Nation by his great 

Affability and Condescension.‖ Franklin went on to brag that ―he was pleased to say that 

he had long desired to see and converse with me. The Questions he asked were such as 

shew‘d an inquisitive Mind and a good Understanding.‖ Franklin described the table, 

listing the dignitaries in attendance and even included a diagram of the seating 
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arrangement showing that he was ―seated near him at Table, only Lord Moreton being 

between us, who was so good as to be my Interpreter.‖
314

  Franklin made a similar table 

drawing for Polly Stevenson from a dining table at Versailles where he was allowed to 

stand between the queen and another dignitary.
315

 Franklin may have very well been 

trying to make Pennsylvania a royal colony so that he could gain favor with King George 

III who Franklin once referred to as ―our virtuous young King,‖ saying that ―his Virtue, 

and the Consciousness of his sincere Intentions to make his People happy.‖
316

 In the 

1760‘s, Franklin, like much of Britain, was enamored with ―the best King any Nation was 

ever blest with.‖
317

 Perhaps he was maneuvering Pennsylvania into a Royal colony to 

position himself closer to the King.              

Whatever the motivation, Franklin‘s desire to remove Penn as the proprietor and 

make Pennsylvania a royal colony took Franklin to England in 1757 where he remained 

until 1762. It was during those five years that Franklin‘s love for England only deepened.  

Franklin seriously considered making London his new home.  He told his friend William 

Strahan that ―No Friend can wish me more in England‖ and that ―everything I am 

concern‘d in must be so settled here as to make another Return to America 

unnecessary.‖
318

  He told William Parsons excitedly that he had been ―order‘d home to 

England by the Assembly.‖
319

  Clearly, his trip in 1757 played a large part in solidifying 
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his love for the British Empire and the people of London.  It was during this trip that he 

developed his relationship with Miss Polly Stevenson, Richard Price, and Joseph 

Priestley.  ―Londoners, like Philadelphians, were fond of gathering in clubs.‖
320

  He 

discovered a club called the Club of Honest Whigs, which is where he met Price and 

Priestley. ―With them he could exchange both scientific and political views.  It must have 

been agreeable to him to talk with Whigs, who had ideas about government similar to his 

own.  He was on a political mission, and he needed all the help he could get from people 

more familiar with the workings of English politics than he could be.‖
321

  Here was a 

clear example of Franklin‘s political and scientific interests colliding. In London, 

Franklin continually interacted with like minded men.  Franklin was becoming more and 

more comfortable. He told his son that ―I have indeed so many good kind Friends here, 

that I could spend the Remainder of my Life among them with great Pleasure.‖
322

 

Ultimately, Franklin failed to make a Pennsylvania a royal colony but undeterred, he 

headed back home in 1762 to try again.    

By 1762 Franklin had thoroughly convinced himself, while in England, that the 

only solution to Pennsylvania‘s problems would be for the King to recall the powers that 

James II had  given to the original proprietor, William Penn.
323

  Franklin‘s solution that 

royal government should take over Pennsylvania became an obsession for him, and he 

returned home to Philadelphia in 1762 to organize a mass petition to the king to bring it 

about. This was the greatest example of Franklin‘s own ideas of the British/American 
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relationship conflicting with the prevailing undercurrents in America.  The problem for 

Franklin was timing.  While Franklin was gathering political support to turn Pennsylvania 

into a royal colony, on April 5, 1764 the British Parliament passed the Sugar Act and had 

indicated they had intentions on creating a stamp tax on paper.
324

   Franklin authored a 

petition asking the king for his royal government, and was able to persuade an impressive 

3,500 people to sign it. He also published three pamphlets in support of it.  However, to 

demonstrate Franklin was not following the will of the people, friends of the Proprietors 

were able to acquire 15,000 signatures against any change in government. 
325

 Franklin 

was so convinced that he was right, the petition did not fade his passions.  Franklin‘s 

opposition then began a smear campaign bringing up Franklin‘s illegitimate son and his 

essay on population growth that insulted Germans.  Finally on Election Day, October 1, 

1764 Franklin had lost his seat in the Assembly by a narrow margin.
326

 

The Pennsylvania Assembly, who stood to gain thousands of dollars in tax 

revenue from Propriety lands, were not deterred as one would expect by the loud voice of 

the people and on November 7, they voted to send Franklin and a fellow scientist turned 

politician Richard Jackson back to London with a petition to become a Royal colony.
327

 

Franklin was no doubt glad to be back in the city that appreciated him and admired him.  

He told his friend Strahan that he could become ―a Londoner for the rest of my days.‖
328

  

Franklin was more convinced than ever that the benevolent royal government would 
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benefit all Philadelphians.
329

 However, like the people of Philadelphia who flatly rejected 

Franklin‘s attempts to turn them into a Royal colony, the Privy Council similarly refused 

to hear the petition.  Their focus was on a much more pressing issue, the outcry over the 

newly passed Stamp Act of 1765.
330

  

While Britain emerged victorious in the French and Indian, the cost of war was 

burdensome on the mammoth empire.  George Grenville, Britain‘s new chief minister, 

thought it was only reasonable that colonies should share in the cost of their protection. 

After consulting with colonial agents, including Franklin, for an alternative tax proposal, 

Grenville pursued his ―Stamp Scheme‖ until its passage in March 1765.
331

  As a former 

printer, Franklin knew full well how devastating a tax on paper could be to the colonial 

economy.  Opposition to the Stamp Act would absorb Franklin for most of 1764 and 

1765 until its repeal in March of 1766.
332

  

Franklin knew that the Stamp Act could very well cause his beloved empire to 

deteriorate.  He needed a scapegoat to which to pin the hated tax.  The colonials 

overwhelmingly blamed King George III, but Franklin hoped to hand them a new 

target—Parliament. ―From a thorough Enquiry (on Occasion of the Stamp-Act) into the 

Nature of the Connection between Britain and the Colonies, I became convinced, that the 

Bond of their Union is not the Parliament but the King.‖
333

  Franklin considered the 

passage of the Stamp Act an act of Parliament and not the work of the King. Franklin 
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opposed the Stamp Act and ―endeavoured to obtain its Repeal‖ because it was ―an 

Infringement of the Rights of the Colonists, of no real Advantage to Britain.‖  Franklin 

argued that Britain stood to gain far more revenue through ―our voluntary Grants, than 

she could expect from arbitrary Taxes.‖  She forfeited that opportunities by ―losing our 

Respect and Affection on which much of her Commerce with us depended, she would 

lose more in that Commerce than she could possibly gain by such Taxes, and as it was 

detrimental.‖ Franklin‘s opposition to the Stamp Act was not an act of disloyalty to the 

King nor was it a sign that he was ready to call for independence.  Franklin was simply 

trying to restore ―the Harmony which had till then so happily subsisted, and which was so 

essential to the Welfare of the whole.‖
334

  Franklin explained that his motives were pure 

in a tract defending his actions in 1774.  ―It has long appeared to me that the only true 

British Politicks were those which aim‘d at the Good of the Whole British Empire, not 

those which sought the Advantage of one Part in the Disadvantage of the others.‖
335

  

The Stamp Act sparked pure pandemonium in the American colonies.  The 

Virginia House of Burgesses declared the tax to be illegal and unconstitutional.  The New 

York congress similarly refused to acknowledge Parliament‘s rights to tax the American 

colonies without their consent.
336

  The British government slowly began to realize what 

Franklin had been trying to communicate from the beginning; the Stamp Act was causing 

the cries for independence not suppressing them as Grenville had intended.
337

 Most of 

Parliament was ready to repeal the destructive piece of legislation, but the House of 
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Commons were stubbornly hanging on to their punitive tax.  Franklin knew he was 

uniquely suited to soothe the ill tempered opposition and restore harmony to his beloved 

empire.  Using his numerous channels of political influence, he procured the opportunity 

to plead his case in front of them. He was sat to appear before the House on February 13, 

1766.
338

 

Franklin‘s final battle against the Stamp Act was a dramatic political victory for 

Franklin and a crowning moment for his Atlantic persona. Franklin planted allies 

throughout the members of the House of Commons to ask him leading question that 

would allow him to showcase American loyalty and civility before the hated Stamp Act.  

Franklin‘s friends would ask him to describe the American temper before 1764, to which 

Franklin replied, ―They were governed by this country at the expense only of a little pen, 

ink and paper. They were led by a thread. They had not only a respect but an affection, 

for Great Britain‖ that had now been ―very much altered.‖
339

 Franklin was on fire.  He 

had answers for every question the House threw at him.  Franklin proved victorious and 

the Stamp was repealed almost a year after it was enacted. The victory bolstered his 

position as important international figure by giving him a massive success and justifying 

his journey to England, though he did not successfully turn Pennsylvania into a royal 

colony.   

With the repeal of the Stamp Act, Franklin felt no need to stay in England, but 

believed he would die before being able to return which sadden him greatly.  He wrote 

his son in 1772 ―that I may be absent from hence a Year, without any Prejudice to the 
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Business I am engag‘d in, tho‘ it is not probable that being once at home I should ever 

again see England.‖
340

   However, as Franklin‘s political business began to come to a 

close, he came into possession of one of the most important documents of his political 

career.  Mysteriously, Franklin obtained a packet of eighteen letters written by high 

officials in Boston, most notably Lt. Governor Thomas Hutchinson and his Secretary 

Andrew Oliver.
341

  These letters would forever change Franklin‘s political and personal 

identity.   

Franklin sent the letters to the Speaker of the Massachusetts Assembly, Thomas 

Cushing, with strict orders not to publish them.  ―I therefore wish‘d to have the Use of the 

Originals for that purpose, which I at length obtained on these express Conditions, that 

they should not be printed, that no Copies should be taken of them, that they should be 

shown only to a few of the leading People of the Government, and that they should be 

carefully returned. I accepted these Conditions, and under the same transmitted the 

original Letters to the Committee of Correspondence at Boston, without taking or 

reserving any Copy of them for myself.‖
342

 However, Franklin‘s request was ignored and 

―the Assembly having heard of them, oblig‘d him to produce them; but engag‘d not to 

print them; and that they afterwards did nevertheless print them‖ in the Boston Gazette 

under the heading ―Born and Educated among Us.
 343
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 The letters themselves were not quite as damning as one would imagine as they 

did not express any ideas that had not already been published in an editorial.  For the 

most part Hutchinson lamented the surge in mob vigilantism in Boston as a response to 

the Stamp Act.  He mentioned that the ―government has been so long in the hands of the 

populace, that it must come out of them by degrees, at least it will be a work of time to 

bring the people back to just notions of the nature of government.‖
344

 One of the more 

incendiary lines was Hutchinson‘s call for ―an abridgment of what are called English 

liberties.‖ Hutchinson claimed that to gain a ―more perfect form of government‖ there 

must ―be a great restraint of natural liberty.‖ Hutchinson expressed his doubts that the 

situation would ever get resolved suggesting that it was impossible ―to project a system 

of government in which a colony 3000 miles distant from the parent state shall enjoy all 

the liberty of the parent state.‖ These statements were particularly insulting to Franklin 

who believed that equality was the cornerstone to his grand empire.  Hutchinson was not 

as convinced that the empire would survive without ―some further restraint of liberty.‖  

He did not wish for a permanent separation as he believed if the colonies broke away 

from the parent state ―such a breach must prove the ruin of the colony.
345

  Again, the 

content of the letters did not cause the uproar in Parliament, but the fact that these were 

private letters written by high government officials caused a public outcry from both 

sides.  
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The people of Massachusetts, along with the Assembly, vilified Hutchinson, now 

Governor.  Hutchinson‘s assertions that the colonies should be less democratic played 

right into the hands of radicals like John and Sam Adams.
346

  The Sons of Liberty, whom 

historian Bernard Bailyn refers to as ―a small group of fanatical agitators,‖ had long been 

insinuating that Hutchinson wanted martial law in the colonies.
347

  They accused 

Hutchinson of being responsible for the presence of the troops that were involved in the 

Boston Massacre.
348

  Hutchinson‘s letters were written before the incident that killed a 

small number of by-standers in a Boston square.  However, to the radicals of 

Massachusetts, these letters were proof that Hutchinson wanted British troop patrolling 

Boston streets.  Bailyn writes that the publishing of the letters was ―the final destruction 

of Hutchinson‘s public career and the commitment of Franklin to the cause of American 

Independence.‖
349

 While the publication of the letters may have the beginning of the end 

of Franklin‘s loyalsism, they were not the solely responsible for his conversion as Bailyn 

suggests.  Franklin remains in London fighting for his imperial cause a full year after the 

publication of the Hutchinson letters.  Nevertheless, their publication had the opposite 

impact that Franklin predicted that would have, Instead of endearing the people to the 

King of England, the letters caused the people to view Hutchinson and Oliver not as 

acting on their own accord but as marionettes of the Puppet Master King George III.
350

 

The Boston Committee of Correspondence published that God had ―wonderfully 
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interposed to bring to light the plot that has been laid for us by our malicious and 

invidious enemies.‖
351

  Wood argues that the letters renewed the anger of the radicals and 

therefore led directly to the Boston Tea Party.
352

   

The uproar caused the Massachusetts Assembly to draft a petition ―‘that his 

Majesty would be pleased to remove T. H[utchinson]. Esq. and A[ndew] O[liver] Esq. 

from their Posts in that Government and place good and faithful Men in their stead.‘ 

These Men might have been plac‘d or pension‘d elsewhere, as others have been; or Like 

the ScapeGoats of old, they might have carried away into the Wilderness all the Offences 

which had arisen between the two Countries.‖
353

 Just as Franklin had done with the 

Stamp Act, Franklin offered Hutchinson and Oliver up as sacrificial lambs.  In 1765 it 

was the Parliament that represented the cause of disharmony.  In 1774, the American 

colonies believed King George III was to blame for the unrest. If Franklin was to 

preserve the King‘s empire, he must supplant this deplorable image of his king with the 

colonial governors who were growing fat on the sweat of the hard working colonists.  

Franklin‘s plan had been perfectly deployed and he believed he was closer than ever to 

restoring calm to the imperial crisis.
354

  He had no way of knowing just how wrong he 

was.   

The wheels began falling off of Franklin‘s proverbial wagon when the first blood 

was shed on account of the letters.  The letters originally belonged to Mr. Thomas 
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Whately whose recent demise exacerbated the scandal further.
355

 Whately‘s brother 

William took the initial fall for leaking the letters ―on the Supposition that by his 

Brother‘s Death they might have fallen into his Hands.‖
356

  The second culprit may have 

been the Customs Agent, John Temple. ―The News being arriv‘d here of the divulging 

those Letters in America, great Enquiry was made who had transmitted them. Mr. Temple 

a Gentleman of the Customs, was accus‘d of it in the Papers.‖
357

 Promptly, a duel ensued 

between Mr. Temple and William Whately in which Whately was wounded though not 

fatally. Franklin believed he had literally dodged a bullet and was able to keep his 

involvement in the affair a secret.  However, upon hearing news that a second dual was 

scheduled upon Whately‘s recovery, Franklin was forced to reveal that he had leaked the 

letters.  In a statement printed in the London Chronicle on Christmas Day, Franklin 

wrote: ―Finding that two Gentlemen have been unfortunately engaged in a Duel, about a 

transaction and its circumstances of which both of them are totally ignorant and innocent, 

I think it incumbent on me to declare (for the prevention of farther mischief, as far as 

such a declaration may contribute to prevent it) that I alone am the person who obtained 

and transmitted to Boston the letters in question.‖
358

 Franklin also took the opportunity to 

explain his justification for leaking what were being cited in the press as egregious 

breeches of privacy saying that: ―They were not of the nature of ‗private letters between 

friends:‘ They were written by public officers to persons in public station, on public 

affairs, and intended to procure public measures; they were therefore handed to other 
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public persons who might be influenced by them to produce those measures: Their 

tendency was to incense the Mother Country against her Colonies, and, by the steps 

recommended, to widen the breach, which they effected.‖
359

  Franklin was ready to put 

the controversy behind him and get back to the business of removing the government 

agents that Franklin believed were the cause of the colonial turmoil. 

In the weeks between the publication of the letters and Franklin‘s appearance 

before the Privy Council, Franklin re-energized his campaign to make the Crown and 

Parliament understand their current policies towards the American colonies were 

disastrous to their empire. He told his sister that ―I have held up a Looking-Glass in 

which some Ministers may see their ugly Faces, and the Nation its Injustice.‖
360

  Franklin 

wrote two pamphlets which he referred to as ―saucy‖ because ―I grew tir‘d of Meekness 

when I saw it without Effect.‖
361

 The two pamphlets were Rules by Which a Great 

Empire May Be Reduced to a Small One printed in The Public Advertiser, September 11, 

1773 and An Edict by the King of Prussia also printed in The Public Advertiser on 

September 22, 1773.   

Written under a pseudonym that fooled almost no one, Franklin‘s Rules best 

articulated his animosity towards current British policies concerning the American 

colonies.  He reassured his readers that the colonies were loyal to the King despite 

overwhelming evidence to the contrary.  ―They will think their King wise and good, and 
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that he wishes the Welfare of his Subjects.‖
362

 He ironically suggested that even though 

the colony was in fact loyal to the King, the Mother Country should treat them as though 

they were ―inclined to revolt.‖ To illustrate his point, Franklin uses a gendered metaphor 

of a jealous husband who makes his wife sick with these accusations that finally drive her 

to adultery. ―By this Means, like the Husband who uses his Wife ill from Suspicion, you 

may in Time convert your Suspicions into Realities.‖
363

 He also emphasized the fact that 

the increase in the strength of the colony would ―increase her Strength by their growing 

Numbers ready to join in her Wars, her Commerce by their growing Demand for her 

Manufactures, or her Naval Power by greater Employment for her Ships and Seamen.‖ In 

a not so veiled attack against Governor Hutchinson, Franklin wrote, ―When such 

Governors have crammed their Coffers, and made themselves so odious to the People that 

they can no longer remain among them with Safety to their Persons, recall 

and reward them with Pensions…All will contribute to encourage new Governors in the 

same Practices, and make the supreme Government detestable.‖
364

 

Just as it seemed as though Franklin had deserted the idea of reconciliation, he 

tempered his language considerably in his letter to the printer of the Public Adversitor 

written as ―A sincere Well-wisher to Great Britain and her Colonies.‖
365

  The letter titled 

―Tis Never Too Late to Mend‖ attempted to put some perspective on the heated war of 

words that was roaring in the London papers.  The author (Franklin) claimed he was 
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inspired to write the newspaper upon reading the ingenious essays on ―Rules, by which 

a Great Empire may be reduced to a small One” (also written by Franklin). The Well-

wisher reminded his readers that ―no Man is infallible; and Ministers are but Men; ‘tis 

never too late to mend, nor is it any Impeachment of our Understanding to confess that 

we have been mistaken; for it implies that we are wiser Today than we were the Day 

before.”  The legislature admitted as much each time they repealed ―one of its own Acts‖ 

as they had just done with the Stamp Act.
366

   

In a much more believable farce, the Edict by the King of Prussia, published eight 

days later in the same newspaper, argued that because Britain were first colonized by the 

Germans and they had never been properly ―emancipated therefrom,‖ the British 

government therefore owed the Kingdom of Prussia duty for all of their expansions and 

accomplishments. The edict further charged that no technology or means of advancement 

―together with the Boats, Carriages, Horses, &c.‖ should be allowed to remain in Britain 

but should be removed and given to the birthing country Prussia.  ―Nevertheless Our 

loving Subjects there are hereby permitted, (if they think proper) to use all their Wool 

as Manure for the Improvement of their Lands.‖ The sarcasm and angst flew off the page 

as Franklin allegorically described what he saw as British tyrannical treatment of their 

treasured colonies. Morgan notes that people who ―at first took it seriously and 

denounced it were left to realized that they were denouncing Parliament‘s pretensions.‖
367

   

Many incorrectly assume that because Franklin was composing these poignant 

essays that he had resigned his dream of a reuniting the empire. In November of 1773 he 
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told his sister that he wished, ―that I may be a means of restoring Harmony between the 

two Countries.‖
368

  This was of course one month before he appeared before Wedderburn 

and the Privy Council.   

  Even though his son William was a royally appointed governor, Franklin had 

always had a dislike for what he called a ―government man‖ and so it was easy for him to 

pick Hutchinson and Oliver as his new targets.
369

  However, Franklin‘s actions, while 

causing uproar in America, were also not well received in England.  Franklin was 

―harassed with a subpoena‖ and told to appear before the King‘s Privy Council on 

January 11, 1774.
370

  Franklin sorely misjudged the severity of his appearance claiming 

that ―I did received such notice, but I thought that this had been a matter of politics and 

not of law, and have not brought any Council.‖
371

 Franklin believed he was simply there 

to read the petition on behalf of the Massachusetts Assembly, but the Council wanted 

Franklin to account for the acquisition of the letters. Franklin elaborated on that point in 

his report of the incident to Thomas Cushing saying, ―I did not conceive that anything 

could possibly arise out of the petition, any point of law or of right that might require the 

discussion of lawyers; that I apprehended this matter before their lordships was rather a 

question of civil or political prudence, whether, on the state of the fact that the 

governours had lost all trust and confidence with the people, and become universally 
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obnoxious.‖
372

  The Council asked to see the original copies of the Hutchinson letters 

which Franklin was not prepared to produce.  The Court allowed Franklin three weeks to 

produce the letters and to retain an attorney.
373

   At the urging of friends, Franklin hired a 

lawyer, ―Mr. Dunning, solicitor-general, and very able in his profession‖ and the two 

planned to present their case again Hutchinson and Oliver at the Cockpit Amphitheater, 

January 29, 1774.
374

  

In the eighteen days between Franklin‘s first brief appearance and the much 

anticipated rematch, London was abuzz with rumors and speculation.  Word had gotten 

out that Franklin had been ―grossly abused by the solicitor-general, at the council board. 

But this was premature.‖
375

  The premeditated and calculated trap Franklin was willingly 

walking into had been set and Wedderburn made sure all of London knew what was 

going to take place so that if they chose, they could bear witness to the mockery.  

Franklin was slandered in the papers regularly in those two weeks.  ―I was called an 

incendiary, and the papers were filled with invectives against me. Hints were given me, 

that there were some thoughts of apprehending me, seizing my papers, and sending me to 

Newgate.‖
376

 All of this was carefully designed to befuddle Franklin before his 

appearance.      
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Wedderburn‘s shenanigans proved successful as the trial drew a considerable 

audience.  Franklin described a crowd of ―not less than thirty-five‖ council members and 

―an immense crowd of other auditors.‖
377

  Wedderburn began the proceeding by 

addressing ―the presence of so great a number of Lords, and of so large an audience, it 

appears to have excited.‖
378

  The court then asked Franklin by what means he obtained 

the personal correspondences of two public officials.   

―My Answer upon Oath was, That the Letters in question were given to 
me, and came into my Hands as Agent for the House of Representatives of the 

Province of Massachusetts Bay; that when given to me I did not know to whom 

they had been addressed, no Address appearing upon them; nor did I know before 
that any such Letters existed; that I had not been for many Years concern‘d in 

Printing; that I did not cause the Letters to be printed, nor direct the doing it; that 

I did not eraze any Address that was [interlined: might have been] on the Letters, 

nor did I know that any other Person had made such Erazure; that I did as Agent 
to the Province transmit, (as I apprehended it my Duty to do) the said Letters to 

one of the Committee with whom I had been directed to correspond, inasmuch as 

in my Judgment they related to Matters of great Publick Importance to that 
Province, and were put into my Hands for that purpose: that I had never been 

applied to by the Complainant as asserted in his bill, and had made no Profit of 

the Letters, nor intended to make any, &c.‖
379

 

Those were the only words Franklin spoke the entire hearing.  When Franklin sat 

down, the petition was read in its entirety along with ―the resolves, and lastly the letters, 

the solicitor-general making no objections, nor asking any of the questions he had talked 

of at the preceding board.‖ Franklin‘s lawyer, Mr. Dunning, then laid out their case 

against Hutchinson and Oliver elegantly, though ―not so perfectly heard as one could 
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have wished.‖
380

 This was the entire case for the defendant.  The rest of the trial consisted 

of an hour long speech by the Solicitor General, Mr. Alexander Wedderburn.    

Alexander Wedderburn understood Benjamin Franklin very well.  He knew that 

Franklin valued his position as a gentleman of stature and knew that the best way to 

destroy Franklin was to destroy that image.  Consequently, the speech of Alexander 

Wedderburn concentrated its attack on the socially constructions gender and class. 

Wedderburn went out of his was way to emphasize the patrician status of Hutchinson all-

the-while destroying Franklin‘s carefully constructed Atlantic identity. Wedderburn first 

identified Hutchinson as an appointed representative of the King chosen by King George 

personally and that ―no other man could have been named, in whom so many favorable 

circumstances concurred to recommend him.‖
381

  He described Hutchinson as a 

gentlemen several times.  He was careful to include his title as Governor as he painted 

him as the colony‘s most loyal servant of the King.   

After he had sufficiently built up Hutchinson, he began tearing down Franklin 

starting with his colony. ―My Lords, if such a man [Hutchinson], without their attempting 

to alledge one single act of misconduct, during the four years, in which he has been 

Governor, is to be born down by the mere surmises of this Address, it must then become 

a case of still greater magnitude, and ever be a matter of doubt, whether the Colony shall 
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henceforward pay respect to any authority derived from this country.‖
382

  The American 

abuse did not end there. He described an incident were the colonies of New York and 

Massachusetts attempted to settle a border dispute.  Wedderburn condescendingly 

suggested they tried to settle the matter with ―the best men they had for that purpose.‖  

However, those men fell short and therefore needed the aid of Hutchinson. ―To him they 

had been used to look, as the man, who best knew the history of their first settlements; 

him they considered as the ablest defender of the province‘s rights: and had ever found in 

him the most zealous affection for their welfare.‖
383

  Hutchinson succeed were the men of 

Massachusetts had failed.  These accusations suggesting that colonial men were less 

competent than English men must have reverberated deep in the heart of Franklin further 

damaging his sense of equality with every word as he sat there silently enduring the 

abuse.
384

    

He then went ―into what he called a history of the province for the last ten years, 

and bestowed plenty of abuse upon it, mingled with encomium on the governours: But 

the faviourite part of his discourse was leveled at your agent (Franklin).‖
385

    

Wedderburn fervently made the case that Hutchinson was an exemplary governor so that 

he could lay the blame for the tension at the feet of Franklin.  ―They owe therefore all the 

ill will which has been raised against them….to Dr. Franklin‘s good office in sending 

back these letters to Boston. Dr. Franklin therefore stands in the light of the first mover 
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and prime conductor of this whole contrivance against his Majesty‘s two Governors.‖
386

 

He revisited this argument later in the speech suggesting that Franklin was the ―first 

mover‖ and using the electrical terminology that Franklin had coined, ―prime conductor‖ 

suggesting Franklin was not acting ―as the Assembly‘s agent for avenging this dreadful 

conspiracy of Mr. Hutchinson against his native country; but as the actor and secret 

spring, by which all the Assembly‘s motions were directed: the inventor and first planner 

of the whole contrivance.‖
387

  Webberburn took every opportunity to belittle Franklin‘s 

scientific works as he would drop these electrical terms into his rant while carefully 

referring to Franklin as ―the Doctor‖ or ―Dr. Franklin‖ just before he insulted him.   

Most of the abuse centered on Franklin‘s inexplicable acquisition of the 

Hutchinson letters.  ―How these letters came into the possession of anyone but the right 

owners, is still a mystery for Dr. Franklin to explain.‖  He reminded the court that the 

rightful owner of the letters, William Whately was recently forced to defend himself in a 

dual.  Wedderburn suggested that Franklin attempted his murder by purposely 

committing ―injury to the memory of the dead brother, by secreting and sending away his 

letters: and then, conscious of what he had done, should keep himself concealed, till he 

had nearly, very nearly occasioned the murder of the other.‖
388

  Ironically, Franklin was 

to appear in ―court the next day, at the suit of Mr. W. Whateley, concerning the 
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letters.‖
389

 However Wedderburn curiously made no mention of this pending litigation.  

He instead focused on the deceased brother suggesting that Franklin stole the letters from 

his brother‘s cold dead hands. ―These letters I believe were in his custody at his death. 

And I as firmly believe, that without fraud, they could not have been got out of the 

custody of the person whose hands they fell into.‖
390

 

Wedderburn took this opportunity to attack another element of Franklin‘s self 

identity, his current occupation.  Franklin had been retired from private business for years 

now, but was still employed by the Crown as the Deputy Postmaster Gender. Franklin‘s 

duties with the Post Office did not give him a tremendous amount of revenue, although 

he did use his position to strengthen his finances early in his career.  For the elder 

Franklin, this position had become a part of his identity.  Along with his honorary 

Doctorates, it was his title. Wedderburn argued that the fraudulent means by which 

Franklin secured the letters made it impossible for him to be trustworthy with a 

gentlemen‘s mail. ―I hope, my lords, you will mark [and brand] the man, for the honour 

of this country, of Europe, and of mankind. Private correspondence has hitherto been held 

sacred, in times of the greatest party rage, not only in politics but religion. He has 

forfeited all the respect of societies and of men. Into what companies will he hereafter go 

with an unembarrassed face, or the honest intrepidity of virtue. Men will watch him with 

a jealous eye; they will hide their papers from him, and lock up their escritoires. He will 
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henceforth esteem it a libel to be called a man of letters; homo trium literarum!‖
391

  To 

the Deputy Postmaster General for the American colonies in charge of the distribution 

and delivery of all parcels in America, this was a devastating accusation. Wedderburn 

went on to say that ―after the mischiefs of this concealment had been left for five months 

to have their full operation, at length comes out a letter, which it is impossible to read 

without horror; expressive of the coolest and most deliberate malevolence.‖
392

  

Webberburn asserted that the Deputy Postmaster General could not be trusted with the 

mail.    With such accusations, the bricks of Franklin‘s aristocratic house began falling 

down. Wedderburn expertly orchestrated an onslaught of every aspect of Franklin‘s self 

identity and Atlantic persona.     

Wedderburn was not satisfied using daggers dipped in only gender and class; he 

made sure to include race in his attempt to eradicate all of Franklin‘s political influence 

in England.  Franklin told Cushing that an excerpt of Wedderburn‘s speech ―was thought 

so good, that they have sinced printed it‖ in the London papers for the enjoyment of the 

English and ―to defame me everywhere, and particularly to destroy my reputation on your 

side the water.‖ However he claimed that ―the grosser parts of the abuse are omitted, 

appearing, I suppose in their own eyes, too foul to be seen on paper; so that the speech, 

compared to what it was, is now perfectly decent.‖
393

 While it is difficult to know for sure 

what ―grosser parts‖ Franklin may have meant, it could have been Wedderburn 
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juxtaposition of Franklin‘s actions to the ―breast of a cruel African‖ or as one 

transcription put it ―poetic fiction only, to the bloody African; is not surpassed by the 

coolness and apathy of the wily American.‖
394

 These accusations were especially 

pejorative to Franklin‘s self identity because they were the very same charges he made 

against the Parliament during the Stamp Act crisis.  Franklin suggested that by levying 

these ―Secondary Taxes,‖ the Parliament were treating the colonies as ―conquered 

people.‖  Webberburn turned that argument onto Franklin saying that Franklin‘s action 

were that of Africans.
395

      

Wedderburn charged that the private letter between Mr. Whately and Mr. Oliver, 

upon the death of Mr. Whately, became the property of William Whately and as such 

were ―as precious to Gentlemen of integrity, as their family plate or jewels are.‖  The 

implication of this charge was that ―Dr. Franklin‖ by stealing the letter from William 

Whately he was robbing him of his family jewels and thus could not be a gentlemen or a 

man of integrity.  ―And no man who knows the Whately‘s, will doubt, but that they 

would much sooner have chosen that any person should have taken their plate and sent it 

to Holland for his avarice, than that should have secreted the letters of their friends, their 

brother‘s friend, and their father‘s friend, and sent them away to Boston to gratify an 

enemy‘s malice.‖
396
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Webberburn again insulted Franklin‘s integrity as a gentleman by saying that ―a 

man, whose heart was cast in the common mould of humanity,‖ who found private letters 

between friends would out of common decency return them to the rightful owner.  ―Dr. 

Franklin‘s reasoning is of a very different cast. After having just before told us: These are 

public letters, sent to public persons, designed for public purposes, and therefore I have a 

right to betray them; he now says, these are letters which the writers desire may be kept 

secret, and therefore I will send them to their enemies.‖
397

    Wedderburn had 

successfully suggested that because ―Dr. Franklin‖ violated the privacy of the honorable 

Governor, he was no longer worthy of the title of gentleman.  Webberburn concluded this 

insulting paragraph by saying that ―any other man would consider as a principal 

aggravation of the injustice of it.‖
398

  The implication here is that Franklin‘s deplorable 

acts were unbecoming of a true gentleman therefore Franklin‘s gentry persona must have 

been a fraud.   

Once Webberburn sufficiently mutilated Franklin‘s virtue, he then beleaguered 

his rank. Franklin appeared before the council as an agent of the colony of Massachusetts.  

First, Webberburn challenged his conduct as an agent, then his qualifications to hold such 

an important rank.  ―My Lords, I have the pleasure of knowing several very respectable 

Gentlemen, who have been Colony Agents, and cannot but feel a little concern at seeing 

this strange imputation cast on that character.‖  Webberburn acted as though he had 

interviewed these respectable Colonial Agents and asked them whether they would 
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consider part of their duty to steal private letters and distribute them to their Assemblies. 

―One of them said, it was profaning the word Duty to apply it to such a purpose; another, 

that if he had been their Agent, he would sooner have cut off his right hand than have 

done such a thing.‖
399

 

He then targeted Franklin‘s qualifications and rank simultaneously.  ―But, my 

Lords, the rank in which Dr. Franklin appears, is not even that of a Province Agent: he 

moves in a very inferior orbit.‖ A real colonial agent would be ―made by the joint 

concurrence of all the three branches of the Government,‖ but Franklin‘s appoint was the 

sole decision of the Assembly.  Webberburn concluded that because Franklin was 

appointed solely by the Assembly, he ―thinks it his duty to furnish [the Assembly] 

materials for dissentions; to set at variance the different branches of the Legislature; and 

to irritate and incense the minds of the King‘s subjects against the King‘s Governor.‖
400

 

In other words, Webberburn challenged Franklin‘s worthiness to stand before the council.   

The abuse lasted for ―near an hour‖ and ―not a single lord averting to the 

impropriety and indecency of treating a publick messenger in so ignominious a 

manner.‖
401

  For all intensive purposes, Franklin was alone.  Even though Franklin had 

friends in the audience, none of them dared speak up in his defense.  They later came to 

Franklin and apologized for their cowardice.  When it mattered most to Franklin ―not one 

of their lordships checked and recalled the orator to the business before them, but on the 
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contrary (a very few exception) they seemed to enjoy highly the entertainment, and 

frequently burst out in loud applauses.‖
402

    

As a part of Franklin‘s denunciation, the Council stripped Franklin of his position 

as Post Master General, a position he had held for nearly forty years.  Franklin‘s 

disenfranchisement was evident in a letter Franklin wrote to William five days after the 

Cockpit.  He informed William ―that my Office of Deputy-Postmaster is taken from me.‖  

The pain of the encounter can be plainly seen as he encouraged William to quit his high 

paying government job as Governor of New Jersey and return to farming.   ―I wish you 

were well settled in your Farm. ‘Tis an honester and a more honourable because a more 

independent Employment.‖  What little dignity Franklin had left would not allow him to 

describe to his only son the horrific event at the Cockpit.  Instead he told him that ―You 

will hear from others the Treatment I have receiv‘d. I leave you to your own Reflections 

and Determinations upon it.‖
403

  In February of 1774, Franklin was content to allow 

William to decide for himself how he would react to his father‘s unspeakable treatment.  

By the end of that year, Franklin left no room for any response other than independence.  

Anything less was treated as a personal betrayal.    

Franklin was devastated, humiliated, and unemployed but he had not yet given up 

on his vision of a united British and American Empire.  After his public and embarrassing 

denunciation, Franklin went right back to work repairing the relationship between the 

Crown and her colony.  News of the Boston Tea Party buzzed around the streets of 

London and as a colonial representative, Franklin felt he had an obligation to rectify the 
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situation.  On February second, Franklin wrote the Massachusetts House Committee as to 

his thoughts on repairing the relationship with the West India Tea Company as ―the India 

Company however are not our Adversaries, and the offensive Measure of sending their 

Teas did not take its Rise with them.‖
404

  While Franklin believed the colonies were being 

harshly mistreated, he, like General Thomas Gage and many other Whig members of 

Parliament could not understand how ―a Dispute about Publick Rights‖ could be an 

excuse ―to destroy private Property.‖  Franklin suggested that the Massachusetts 

Assembly voluntary to pay ―out of the Publick Treasury of Two Thousand Pounds to the 

Owner as a Compensation.‖  He argued that such an overture would not be a ―Dishonour 

to us or Prejudice to our Claim of Rights.‖
405

  Franklin actually believed that such an 

apology would be advantageous to their cause.  The suggestion of payment and an 

apology was remarkable considering only five days earlier Franklin endured the most 

excruciating dishonor of his professional, political career.  Franklin made no mention to 

the Assemblies as to the progress of their Petition to remove their governor, nor the 

embarrassment he suffered at the hands of the Privy Council.  Again, the incident was too 

fresh for Franklin to discuss. He would not describe the ordeal in detail until nearly a 

month after incident.   

Knowing that he would no longer be able to effective lobby on behalf of the 

Massachusetts Assembly, Franklin resigned his commission. The encounter with 

Wedderburn had robbed him of his title and his official position.  He was reduced to an 
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ordinary man.  The Assembly appointed Arthur Lee who had assisted Franklin to replace 

him.
406

 When Lee abandoned his post to tour Europe, Franklin stayed in London to 

provide ―what Assistance I could as a private Man.‖
407

  It was clear by the language in his 

letter to Thomas Cushing that Franklin was a defeated man. He told his son that it was 

because of his ―failing of the Success that had been confidently expected, and finding 

themselves more and more embarrass‘d, they began, (as it seems) to think of making use 

of me, if they could, to assist in disengaging them.‖
408

  The colossal failure cost Franklin 

his position with the Assembly and therefore his position as a man of the people.   

For most public servants, that would have been enough to change their minds, but 

not for Franklin.  Franklin was able to endure the embarrassment for the sake of his 

beloved empire, although he was beginning to have reservations.  In another hoax 

Franklin sent to the London Paper, The Public Advisor, in 1774 under the disguise of the 

―independent Freeholders of Great Britain.‖  In the piece, Franklin lashed out angrily 

against the foolishness of British policy.
409

  Again he utilized the racial illustration of 

slavery referring to the colonists as ―Slaves being set up for by Masters‖ saying they were 

―robust, hardy People, encourage early Marriages, and their Women being amazingly 

prolific, they must of consequence in 100 Years be very numerous, and of course be able 

to set us at Defiance.‖
410
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Returning to his metaphors of subservience and in a very serious tone, Franklin 

suggested in order to adequately squelch this rebellion ―all the Males there be 

castrated.‖
411

   In that same way that master declares dominion over a eunuch, Franklin 

believed the British hegemony had asserted its dominance over the colonists in a brash, 

austere fashion.  Franklin appropriately suggested that if England wished to continue 

their dominance, they should castrate all of the colonists in order to adequately subdue 

them, as they had symbolically done to him on January 29, 1774 in the Cockpit.  He 

concluded his article by saying, ―The Advantages arising from this Scheme being carried 

into Execution are obvious. In the Course of fifty Years it is probable we shall not have 

one rebellious Subject in North America. This will be laying the Axe to the Root of the 

Tree.‖
412

  Franklin was suggesting that root of the problem was people.  When people 

feel as though they are being repressed, they will rebel and attempt to throw off the 

oppressors. Quite dramatically, Franklin illustrates that if the crown intended to continue 

their tyrannically control the colonists; the only way to keep them from rebelling was to 

keep them from reproducing.    

Franklin wrote those powerful words in May of 1774, but at that time his 

conversion was not yet completed.  Franklin made one last ditch effort to save his 

imagined empire.  He spent most of 1774 in secret negotiations with Englishmen that 

were favorable to the colonial cause, namely Lord Howe and Lord Dartmouth.  Franklin 

had several games of chess lined up with Mrs. Howe and through those meetings began 
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to rekindle his idea of British/Colonial equality. While these meetings bared no fruit in 

the cause of reconciliation, they demonstrated that Franklin had not yet lost hope or 

influence both of which were however quickly fading.   

Franklin was stripped of all his official powers and titles, but still had influential 

friends. The most influential of these friends was Lord Chatham a sort of living legend in 

British military and political affairs.  Franklin had been trying to gain an audience with 

Lord Chatham ever since he arrived in London in 1757 but he was either ―too great a 

Man, or too much occupy‘d in Affairs of greater Moment.‖ However, after Franklin was 

humiliated at the Cockpit, Chatham sought him out. Chatham, known as William Pitt 

before he became the Earl of Chatham, was the First Minister of Britain who orchestrated 

England‘s victory in the French and Indian War.  Chatham altered the course of the 

Seven Years War by turning it from a ground war of attrition into a naval battle Britain 

could more easily control.  Chatham victories in the French West Indies not only relieved 

England from much of the pressure of the European front by dividing France‘s depleting 

resources, but also gain valuable land for the empire.
413

 Nearly twenty years later, 

Chatham, like Franklin, saw the empire he helped create in grave danger.
414

    

The two men quickly agreed that British policies should be to ―the Benefit of 

the whole Empire, not for the small Advantage of one Part to the great Injury of another‖ 

and they agreed they could work together to that end.  Franklin and Chatham, mostly 

Chatham as Franklin did not have adequate time to revise, worked out a petition for 
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withdrawing all troop from Boston to take before the Parliament on January 20, 1775 

almost a year to the day of the Privy Council hearing.
415

  Franklin received word through 

a messenger that if he ―attended at two o‘Clock in the Lobby, Lord Chatham would be 

there about that time, and would himself introduce [him].‖
416

  Franklin had no official 

business at the Parliament and was not allowed to simply walk in uninvited; however 

Lord Chatham was allowed to bring a guest, as were all lords. Franklin appeared in the 

lobby on time on February 1, and ―so taking me [Franklin] by the Arm was leading me 

along the Passage to the Door that enters near the Throne.‖  Once at the door, the 

doorkeeper said aloud ―this is Dr. Franklin, whom I would have admitted into the 

House.‖  This announcement no doubt caused quite a stir ―as it had not been publickly 

known that there was any Communication between his Lordship and [Franklin].‖
417

   

Lord Chatham read ―his Motion for withdrawing the Troops from Boston‖ to the 

Parliament as a ―most able Statesman.‖
418

  Then ―Lord Camden, another wonderfully 

good Speaker and clear close Reasoner, joined him in the same Argument, and did 

several other Lords who spoke excellently well.‖
419

  Franklin was beginning to feel a 

sense of accomplishment; he had finally gotten through to the British Parliament.  All of 

Franklin‘s confidence diminished just before the debate fully got underway as the second 

of Franklin‘s great public embarrassments occurred.  Lord Sandwich stood up and 

declared that such a plan could have never originated from a distinguished gentlemen like 

Lord Chatham.  He then looked directly at Franklin and said it was more likely the work 
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of ―that man‖, one of the ―bitterest and most mischievous Enemies this Country had ever 

known.‖
420

  Franklin recalled that ―this drew the Eyes of many Lords upon me: but as I 

had no Inducement to take it to myself, I kept my Countenance as immoveable as if my 

Features had been made of Wood.‖
421

  Chatham‘s proposal was soundly rejected.  That 

was Franklin‘s last straw.  Out of friends, out of influence, and out of fight, Franklin 

boarded a boat and sailed for America a changed man.
422

   

 In a short note, presumably an unfinished work titled ―Proofs of the old British 

Intention to enslave America,‖ Franklin traced the British roots of plans of servitude back 

to 1733.  This was a retrospective view.  Before Franklin‘s conversion to the Patriot 

cause, he could not conceive that Parliament would inhibit America‘s status as 

Englishmen, but in the wake of his denunciation, Franklin believed that Britain never 

intended to maintain equality with the American colonies.  This unfinished work was a 

sad reminder to Franklin that he was so dispirited and dismayed by the destruction of his 

self-identity as a major Imperial politician that he began to see things in 1775 that were 

unthinkable only a short time ago.
423

    

Even though all of the signs were pointing to separation, Franklin believed up 

until 1774 that the relationship between America and Britain was reparable.  That belief 

dissolved as Franklin‘s self identity as a major player in imperial political came under 

attack.   When this happened, his masculinity, his class, and his very essence all wrapped 
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up in his need for success was thrown into crisis.  This state of crisis was enough to 

dislodge Franklin from his Imperialistic perch.  To restore his Atlantic persona, Franklin 

needed a mighty success which he sought in the American cause for Independence.  

Morgan correctly points out that 1774 may have been the hardest year of 

Franklin‘s life.  1774 saw Franklin stripped of his rank as Post Master General, removed 

from his status as an Englishman, embarrassed and ridiculed in person and in print, and 

widowed with the passing of Deborah, his wife of 44 years.  Franklin left England in 

January 1775 a changed man.  All of his past accomplishments were now meaningless.  

He had built his life and his identity around becoming an Englishman, a gentleman of 

leisure.  He made friends, colleagues, published papers, printed articles, earned degrees, 

and won awards all to that end.  In one moment, Franklin‘s entire self worth was stripped 

and needed to be replaced.  In order to form a new identity, Franklin poured his last 

fifteen years into the Creation of the United States of America starting with its 

Declaration of Independence from Britain, the country he once idolized and loved.  
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Chapter VI 

Viri Novus 

Dr. Franklin has been very constant in his Attendance on Congress from the Beginning. 

His Conduct has been composed and grave and in the Opinion of many Gentlemen very 

reserved. He has not assumed any Thing, nor affected to take the lead; but has seemed to 

choose that the Congress should pursue their own Principles and sentiments and adopt 

their own Plans: He has had but little share farther than to co operate and assist. He is 

however a great and good Man. 

---John Adams to Abigail Adams July 23, 1775 

 

 When Franklin‘s boat landed in Philadelphia on May 5, 1775, he was a changed 

man.
424

  One some level, he still believed that a united America and Britain was in the 

best interest of the empire, but he knew that it would never happen. Nevertheless, 

Franklin was ―disgraced and impotent.‖
425

  The self made man he had created died in 

London at the hands of Webberburn and was put to rest by the Parliament.  However, 

Franklin‘s spirits were immediately bolstered upon arrival as he was greeted at the docks 

by reporters clamoring to interview the famous Dr. Franklin.
426

 William gave his father 

some insight on the reception he was bound to receive saying that ―it seems your 

Popularity in this Country, whatever it may be on the other Side, is greatly beyond 

whatever it was.‖ He informed Franklin shortly after the Cockpit that the people proposed 

―burning, this Day, in Effigy, a certain Counsellor with whom they are highly 

irritated.‖
427

  However, like many men in his situation, for Franklin, the most 
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emasculating part of the Cockpit was his loss of employment.  It was not the income that 

Franklin desired, it was his identity. For Franklin, a job what not simply what he did; it 

was an intricately important part of his identity.  He was a statesman.  Without that title, 

he was barely a man. To fully regain his former Atlantic identity and international 

prestige, Franklin had to find work.  Upon his second day in Philadelphia, Franklin was 

elected as a delegate to the Second Continental Congress. The Revolution provided 

Franklin the opportunity to repair the damage to his Atlantic persona.  Franklin had spent 

most of his adult life becoming a transatlantic figure.  Franklin‘s celebrity status 

throughout the Atlantic World would make him indispensable to the American cause for 

independence and revolution.  

Every part of Franklin‘s Atlantic identity that he had lost at the denunciation of 

Webberburn, he gained from the Continental Congress including his position in the Post 

Office.  Franklin wrote that the Congress ―voted me here 1000 Dollars per Annum as 

Postmaster General, and I have devoted the whole Sum to the Assistance of such as have 

been disabled in the Defence of their Country.‖
428

  Eleven years later, the Post office was 

still on his mind as told Charles Thomson that he was grateful to the Congress for 

granting him the ―Office of Postmaster General.‖ He went on to say he deserved the 

position because ―as having previously greatly enlarg‘d the Revenue of the Post by the 

Regulations I had contriv‘d and establish‘d, while I possess‘d it under the Crown.‖
429

  

 More than simply a title, the Continental Congress gave Franklin a job, a task, 

something that would occupy his considerable intellect and political skills.  He told his 
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English friend Stahan that ―I am too fully engaged in actual Business to write much.‖
430

  

He immediately worked himself back into Philadelphian politics as he was voted as the 

president of a Committee on Safety who were grappling with the question of 

independence.
431

  He wrote Joseph Priestly that ―in the morning at 6, I am at the 

committee of safety, appointed by the assembly to put the province in a state of defence; 

which committee holds till near 9, when I am at the congress, and that sits till after 4 in 

the afternoon.‖
432

  Franklin was hard at work for the American cause of independence 

despite John Adams‘ claim that Franklin was found ―from day to day, sitting in silence, a 

great part of his time [he was] fast asleep in his chair.‖
433

  

Regardless of what Adams said about his apparent idleness in Congress, he could 

not doubt that he was ―entirely American.‖
434

  Franklin‘s political conversion was 

complete.  He was a new man, an American man with a new mission.  As such, he kept 

cordial communications with his friends in England claiming that ―I make it a Rule not to 

mix personal Resentments with Public Business.‖
435

  This is a rule he would shatter when 

it came to his son.  Franklin was ardently an American patriot.  Wood argues that no 

delegate was more intense and passionate for the American cause than Franklin.
436

 

Franklin‘s seething anger towards King George III startled John Adams who noted in his 
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Autobiography that Franklin ―appeared to me to have personal Animosity and very severe 

Resentment against the King.‖
437

  All throughout his life, Franklin, a passionate man, in 

1775 he directed all of that passion at making King George ―a little King.‖
438

  Franklin‘s 

reputation as anti-monarchist had become so well known that many incorrectly attributed 

Thomas Paine‘s Common Sense to Franklin.
439

  The enormity of Franklin‘s anger was 

fully on display in a letter he wrote to William Strahan ―You are a Member of 

Parliament, and one of that Majority which has doomed my Country to Destruction. You 

have begun to burn our Towns, and murder our People. Look upon your Hands! 

They are stained with the Blood of your Relations! You and I were long 

Friends: You are now my Enemy, and I am, Yours.‖
440

   Cooler heads prevailed and 

Franklin never sent the letter.
441

  

Franklin understood all too well the futility of reconciliation.  His English friends 

pleaded with him to convince the American Congress to petition to return to a pre -1763 

state and ―to come over with Proposals of Accommodation.‖  He responded by reminding 

them of his treatment at the Council over the Hutchinson letters and th[e ―frivolous 

Chancery Suit in the Name of Whately, by which, as my Solicitor writes me, I shall 

certainly be imprisoned if I appear again in England.‖
442

 He also attempted to dissuade 
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the Congress from extending their ―Olive Branch Petition‖ telling his friend in England 

that ―she [England] had neither the Temper nor Wisdom enough to seize the Golden 

Opportunity.‖
443

  

Franklin was moving towards the eventual independent state much faster than the 

Congress. Despite the occurrence of the battle at Lexington and Concord, and heavy 

losses sustained in the Pyrrhic Victory at Bunker Hill, the Congress refused to declare 

war or to declare independence.  In July of 1775, he reworked his Albany Plan of Union 

into the ―Articles of Confederation and perpetual Union‖ which called for ―United 

Colonies hereby severally enter into a firm League of Friendship with each other, binding 

[interlined: on] themselves and their Posterity, for [interlined: their common] Defence 

[interlined: against their Enemies, for] the Security of their Liberties and Propertys, the 

Safety of their Persons and Families, and their mutual and general welfare
 444

  This was 

eerily similar language to the Constitution‘s Preamble.  However, Congress was not 

ready for such a radical proposal as it was an entire year away from declaring its 

independence.  They permitted Franklin to read the proposal but did not bring it to a 

vote.
445

  Nevertheless, Franklin‘s warnings slowly began to sink in. Eliphalet Dyer wrote 

to Joseph Trumbull explaining that based on a report from Dr. Franklin he believed 

―everything looks rather hostile. We ought therefore to do the best & prepare for the 

worst.‖
446

  Robert Livingston echoed the same sentiment to John Stevens in September of 
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1775.
447

  Franklin was slowly getting through to the delegates, but there was more work 

to be done. 

Franklin also had to convince his English friends that their dreams of 

reconciliation were completely dashed.  He wrote his friend and Parliament member 

David Hartley that his grand empire ―will not be 

destroyed: God will protect and prosper it: You will only exclude yourselves from any 

share in it.‖ He went on to explain that by withdrawing their troops and allowing a 

―cooling off period‖ may restore calm to the every deteriorating relationship but ―you 

will goad and provoke us. You despise us too much; and you are insensible of the Italian 

adage, that there is no little enemy.‖
448

 Franklin knew how this story would end long 

before the British Parliament or the Continental Congress did; it would end with a 

declaration of war.  

Franklin now saw the world in reverse. As he began to recreate his self identity as 

an American, he was forced to rethink his notions on gender and class.  Whereas before 

the Franklin viewed the British empire as masculine, noble, and good, Franklin now 

feminized the British saying:  

―She has begun to burn our seaport towns; secure, I suppose, that we shall never 

be able to return the outrage in kind. She may doubtless destroy them all; but if 
she wishes to recover our commerce, are these the probable means? She must 

certainly be distracted; for no tradesman out of Bedlam ever thought of 

encreasing the number of his customers by knocking them [on] the head; or of 
enabling them to pay their debts by burning their houses.  If she wishes to have 
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us subjects and that we should submit to her as our compound sovereign, she is 

now giving us such miserable specimens of her government, that we shall ever 
detest and avoid it, as a complication of robbery, murder, famine, fire and 

pestilence.‖
449 

   

In the same letter, he juxtaposed the feminine descriptor of the Crown with the 

masculine account of Bunker Hill recounting the ―small advantages gained in skirmishes 

with their troops; and the action at Bunker‘s-hill, in which they were twice repulsed, and 

the third time gained a dear victory.‖  Kathleen Brown argues that in colonial America 

one of the defining characteristics of manhood was the right to carry a gun and to serve in 

the army.  Franklin‘s plays on this image of masculinity by reminding his English friends 

that our men bested your boys on the field battle at Bunker Hill three times.
450

  

Franklin similarly reversed his position on class.  As noted in the previous 

chapters, much of Franklin‘s life was devoted to becoming a member of the patrician 

class as defined by the British aristocrats.  After his conversion, he turned the British 

notion of class on its head by asserting that the American ―Gentlemen who used to 

entertain with two or three courses, pride themselves now in treating with simple beef 

and pudding.‖
451

  With the non-importation agreement, Franklin was able to use the 

British definition of class against them.  Whereas the British gentry prided themselves on 

their extravagance, the American ―gentlemen‖ prided themselves on their temperance and 
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their belief that American men could ―be as diligent with us from zeal for the public 

good.‖
452

   

 As John Adams remarked to Abigail, Franklin was now ―entirely American‖ and 

braced for action.
 453

  Franklin‘s experience in the French and Indian war prepared him 

for the task of acquiring weaponry for the Revolutionary War.  However, without a 

formal declaration of independence, the American Congress refused to prepare for all out 

war.  Franklin told Silas Deane that he intended ―to propose to our Assembly to give that 

Encouragement here, by engaging to take 2000 Muskets per Annum for Ten Years, at a 

good Price, which I doubt not will in that time establish the Manufacture among us; and 

an Arsenal with 20,000 good Firelocks in it, will be no bad thing for the Colony.‖ 

However Franklin knew that this would not be a war fought only on land but at sea. ―I 

lament with you the Want of a naval Force. I hope the next Winter will be employ‘d in 

forming one. When we are no longer fascinated with the Idea of a speedy Reconciliation, 

we shall exert ourselves to some purpose. ‘Till then Things will be done by Halves.‖
454

 

Franklin also knew that war with Britain would be more costly than the ―Virgin 

State‖ could bear.
455

  Congress apparently agreed with Franklin‘s assessment and placed 

him on a nine member secret Committee of Correspondence tasked with exploring the 
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possibility of foreign aid.
456

  This is where Franklin‘s status as an Atlantic figure began to 

pay off in large dividends for the American cause.  He immediately contacted Charles-

Guillaume-Frederic Dumas, a Dutch savant with whom Franklin had exchanged scientific 

works and books.
457

  He pointedly asked Dumas ―whether if, as 

it seems likely to happen, we should be obliged to break off all connection with Britain, 

and declare ourselves an independent people, there is any state or power in Europe, who 

would be willing to enter into an alliance with us for the benefit of our commerce.‖ 

Franklin knew that the way to the foreign dignitary‘s heart was through their wallet so he 

reminded Dumas that the American commerce before the war and the punitive actions by 

the British Parliament grossed ―to near seven millions sterling per annum, and must 

continually increase, as our people increase most rapidly.‖
458

  

At the same time, the French government saw an opportunity to obtain revenge on 

Britain for the embarrassment they suffered during the Seven Year war and therefore sent 

a representative, Chevalier de Bonvouloir to Philadelphia to ascertain the level of the 

American resistances and preparedness.  Franklin took full advantage of this golden 

opportunity and pursued it without Congressional approval.
459

 Franklin met with 

Bonvouloir numerous times in Carpenter‘s Hall and he informed Franklin that he 

believed the French would be highly supportive of the American cause and volunteered 

to smuggle messages back and forth to France.  Bonvouloir could make such bold 
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acclamations of support because he was sent to America by the French foreign minister 

Charles Gravier comte de Vergennes.  Vergennes eventually became a close presence in 

Franklin‘s life and was instrumental in winning the American Revolution.
460

  Franklin‘s 

electrical experiments were repeated in France more than any other place in the Atlantic 

World. It was not surprising the French were ecstatic to have the great Dr. Franklin as 

their ambassador.  Franklin‘s entire life experience led him to this moment and therefore 

was indispensable to the American revolutionary cause precisely because of his attempts 

to become an Atlantic figure.  This thought was very reassuring to his now fragile self 

identity.   

From his brief time with his French correspondents, Franklin knew that the time 

for talk soon needed to become a time for action.  Franklin and the secret Committee of 

Correspondence took it upon themselves to send Franklin‘s friend Silas Deane to Paris as 

their agent.
461

  Franklin was preparing for war almost a full year before a document 

declaring independence was drafted or signed. The Committee sent Deane with a list of 

instructions namely to gain an audience with Vergennes and gauge his reaction ―should 

[the Colonies] be forced to form themselves into an independent state, France would 

probably acknowledge them as such, receive their ambassadors, enter into any treaty or 

alliance with them, for commerce or defense, or both.‖
462

  The committee proceeded 

cautiously with their attempts to garner foreign aid, but that was more than the 

Continental Congress was prepaid to do.   
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Franklin was growing impatient with the squabbling congress.  He believed 

Washington should begin preparing and training his troops prior to a formal declaration.  

He knew that time lost could mean a war lost.  He said as much in a report to the 

Congress in October of 1775, ―the General should immediatly proceed to a new 

Inlistment of the present Army for the next Year without waiting for the Directions 

of Congress.”
463

 Franklin‘s impatience may have been wearing on the delegates because 

in March of 1776 they sent him on another mission, to convert the Canadians to the 

American cause.
464

 

Congress had sanctioned military action into Canada as early as June 1775.  They 

believed that Canada would welcome the American soldiers as liberators and join them in 

throwing off Britain tyrannical rule.  They could not have been more wrong. Showing 

complete disregard for their cultural, religious beliefs (predominantly Catholic), and 

political ideology, the American troops were completely unprepared for the level of 

resistance they faced.  The military campaign stalled with the death of Brig. Gen. Richard 

Montgomery.
465

  The time for diplomacy was at hand.  On March 20, 1776, Congress 

commissioned Franklin, Charles Carroll, and Samuel Chase to Canada to ―inform them 

that in our Judgment their Interest and ours are inseparably united.‖
466
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The journey was extremely taxing on Franklin‘s aging body.  Believing the 

journey would kill him, he wrote several of his friends to say his final farewell.
467

  The 

expedition arrived in Albany, New York and was greeted by General Philip Schuyler who 

invited the party to his estate for dinner.  Carroll remembered ―he behaved with great 

civility, lives in a pretty style; has two daughters (Betsy and Peggy), lively, agreeable, 

black-eyed girls.‖
468

 After a two day stay in Albany, the three person committee left for 

Saratoga.  The harsh New York winter stalled the group once again, but the break gave 

Franklin time to recover and to write.  He wrote Josiah Quincy on April 15 that he was 

―on my Way to Canada, detain‘d by the present State of the Lakes, in which the unthaw‘d 

Ice obstructs Navigation. I begin to apprehend that I have undertaken a Fatigue that at my 

Time of Life may prove too much for me, so I sit down to write to 

a few Friends by way of Farewell.‖
469

  Clearly, Franklin believed he would not make it 

out of Canada alive.  Curiously, he found no time to write his estranged son, his sister or 

any other family member to say good bye.   

After another couple of weeks of tough sledding through icy waters on makeshift 

flatboats, coming ashore only to eat, warm and sleep, the crew finally made it to Montreal 

April 29
th

. Once at the American fort, they met with General Benedict Arnold, who 

replaced Montgomery, and were treated with decent lodgings at the house of Thomas 

Walker, as well as with the company of ―friendly ladies and gentlemen, with decent mirth 
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and the singing of the ladies.‖
470

  The next day they had a formal dinner where they were 

given the bad news that ―the general apprehension [is] that we shall be driven out of the 

Province as soon as the King‘s troops can arrive.‖  The group reported back to Congress 

that the Canadians considered ―the Congress as bankrupt and their cause as desperate‖ 

and that not without a 20,000 dollar investment would they consider supporting the 

American cause.
471

 

Franklin‘s arduous journey to Canada solidified his belief that the American cause 

was growing desperate.  He reported to General Schuyler that American soldiers ―must 

starve, plunder, or surrender.‖
472

  However, Franklin‘s journey had taken a heavy toll on 

his seventy-year-old body and he felt powerless to further assist his floundering new 

country.  He wrote George Washington in June of 1776 that he was ―just recovering from 

a severe Fit of the Gout, which has kept me from Congress and Company almost ever 

since you left us, so that I know little of what has pass‘d there, except that a Declaration 

of Independence is preparing.‖
473

  While Franklin was in Canada, Richard Henry Lee 

made his famous resolution that the colonies ought to be free and independent states. This 

resolution set the colonial assemblies abuzz with talk of independence. The northern 

colonies all approved the Philadelphia resolution instructing their Congressional 

representatives to vote in favor of it . All of Northern and Middle colonies were in favor 

of the motion except for Maryland and New York who still prohibited from joining the 

growing majority. The southern colonies less enthusiastically followed Virginia‘s lead in 
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supporting the cause of independence.
474

 After a significant majority had been reached, 

on June 7, 1776, Lee officially submitted his resolution to the Continental Congress for a 

vote to be held on July 1.
475

   

With New York and Maryland dragging their feet on the subject of independence, 

the Congress saw fit to form a committee to draft an official document should Lee‘s 

resolution fail at its scheduled July 1 vote or should the colonies need more reasons as to 

its necessity.  Within two weeks of Franklin‘s return from Canada, he was assigned to the 

five member team along with John Adams, Thomas Jefferson, Roger Sherman, and 

Robert Livingston to write a declaration of independence. One would assume that 

Franklin would have been the logical choice to draft such an important document as he 

had been championing independence since his arrival in Congress. However, considering 

his long absence from the Congress and his deteriorating physical condition, his 

authorship was not realistic.  Adams was certainly verbose enough to draft the document.  

He had gone over the merits of independence countless times as he tried to persuade 

Samuel Chase of Maryland to alter his colony‘s position. But Adams felt the committee 

was unimportant as he believed the passing of the resolution was a foregone conclusion.  

He wrote on June 9 that ―we are on the very midst of a revolution.‖
476

 Adams claimed in 

his Autobiography that Jefferson was only added to the committee because Richard Lee 

was not well liked. Adams believed Jefferson was an unlikely member having ―never 
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heard him utter three sentences together in public‖
 477

  Adams also remembered that the 

committee wanted Jefferson and Adams to co-write the document saying they ―then 

appointed Mr. Jefferson and me to draw them up in form, and clothe them in a proper 

dress.‖  Adams claimed that Jefferson‘s requested that the pair of them would combine 

―to them [their notes] to my lodgings, and make the draught.‖  He claimed he declined 

Jefferson‘s offer of co-authorship saying:  

1. That he was a Virginian, and I a Massachusettensian. 2. That he was a 
southern man, and I a northern one. 3. That I had been so obnoxious for my early 

and constant zeal in promoting the measure, that any draught of mine would 

undergo a more severe scrutiny and criticism in Congress, than one of his 
composition. 4. and lastly, and that would be reason enough if there were no 

other, I had a great opinion of the elegance of his pen, and none at all of my 

own.‖
478

   

According to Adams‘s version of the story, he urged Jefferson to pen the 

declaration alone and Adams could not recall whether ―I made or suggested any 

correction.‖
479

   

Most historians take exception with Adams‘s memory of the inner workings of 

the committee.  Carl Becker argues that the Declaration was solely Jefferson‘s 

penmanship because of the felicity of the languages. ―Having something to say, he says 

it, with as much art as may be, yet not solely for the art‘s sake, aiming rather at the ease, 

the simplicity, the genial urbanity of cultivated conversation. The grace and felicity of his 

style have distinctly personal flavor, something Jeffersonian in the implication of the 
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idea, or in the beat and measure of the words.‖
480

  In an extremely detailed analysis of the 

original drafts of the document, Becker gives some insight as to the level of contributions 

by the individual members.  He says that a total of twenty-six changes were made to the 

rough draft and of those ―two [were] in Adams‘s hand, five in Franklin‘s, and sixteen 

apparently in Jefferson‘s.‖
481

  Beard argues that not only did Adams not co-write the 

document; his involvement in the revision process was minimalistic at best. Livingston‘s 

and Sherman‘s contributions to the committee were almost nonexistent. Hogeland 

explains they busied themselves on other committees.
482

  Beard also points out that the 

Declaration did carry the importance in 1776 that we place on it today.  The Declaration 

was meant to be an explanatory devise to tell the world why they choose to separate from 

England.  The actual rebellion would come in the passing of Lee‘s proposed resolution, 

which as Beard points out passed on July 2, the real American Independence Day.
483

 

The only primary sources that recount the discussion to select Jefferson as the 

sole author come from Adams‘s Autobiography, which is less than reliable, and the 

memory of Jefferson himself.  Jefferson remembered:  

―I was sitting by Dr. Franklin, who perceived that I was not insensible to these 

mutilations. ‗I have made it a rule,‘ said he, ‗whenever in my power, to avoid 

becoming the draftsman of papers to be reviewed by a public body. I took my 
lesson from an incident which I will relate to you. When I was a journeyman 

printer one of my companions, an apprentice hatter, having served out his time 

was about to open shop for himself. His first concern was to have a handsome 
signboard with a proper inscription. He composed it in these words: ‗John 

Thompson, hatter, makes and sells hats for ready money,‘ with a figure of a hat 

subjoined. But he thought he would submit it to his friends for their amendments. 

The first he showed it to a friend who thought the word ―hatter‖ tautologous, 
because followed by the words ‗make hats‘ which show he was a hatter.  It was 
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not struck out. The next observed that the word ―makes‖ might as well be 

omitted, because the customers would not care who made the hats. If good and to 
their mind, they would buy, by whomever made. He struck it out. A third said he 

thought the words ―for ready money‖ were useless, as it was not the custom of 

the place to sell on credit. Everyone who purchased expected to pay. They were 

parted with, and the inscription now stood: ―John Thompson sells hats.‖ ―Sells 
hats?‖ says his next friend. ―Why, nobody will expect you to give them away. 

What then is the use of that word?‖ It was stricken out; and ―hats‖ followed it, 

the rather as there was one painted on the board. So his inscription was reduced 
ultimately to ―John Thompson‖ with the figure of a hat subjoined.‘‖

484
  

 This humorous story may have been Franklin‘s greatest contribution to the 

document.
485

 The story also gives us insight into the most plausible explanation of 

Jefferson lone authorship; he was the member on the committee that had the time.  He 

was not involved in other committees or not trying to wrangle votes for Lee‘s resolutions.  

As it turned out, Jefferson was the perfect man for the job.  Jefferson wrote its first draft 

in mid June and on June 21 sent a copy to Franklin for him ―to peruse it and suggest such 

alterations as his more enlarged view of the subject will dictate.‖
486

  

It must have done Franklin‘s self identity good to be so useful in these days 

leading up to Independence.  However, in order to make independence a reality, more 

work was required of him.  Not all of the Pennsylvania delegation was on board with a 

permanent separation from England.  John Dickinson, one of the Congress‘ eldest 

members stood on July 1, the day the vote was to be cast, and gave a stirring speech 

against independence.  He argued that if the colonies formed a nation before settling their 

vast differences (mainly over the issue of slavery) than foreign countries could easily 

drive them to civil war.  The speech enraged John Adams who felt certain the motion 
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would easily carry now that Maryland had orders from their Assembly to vote in favor of 

independence.  Now it appeared that Franklin‘s own caucus from Pennsylvania stood in 

the way as a majority of their delegates voted no.  Pennsylvania‘s boldness gave way to 

South Carolina and Massachusetts to vote no, Delaware split their votes nullifying them 

and New York, as usually abstained.  At day‘s end on July 1 only nine of the thirteen 

colonies stood in favor of independence.
487

 

A ferocious storm rolled into Philadelphia that night and soaked the town steadily 

on July 2
nd

. The delegates were faced with the possibility of a split decision that, if 

carried, would lead to certain civil war.  Only a unanimous decision would solidify the 

country enough to avoid catastrophe.  Mr. Rutledge of South Carolina said they may be 

persuaded to join the majority if given a day to consider the matter.  New York likewise 

seemed agreeable.  Only Delaware, which was locked in a two person stalemate, and 

Franklin‘s colony of Pennsylvania remained in the no column.  Delaware‘s tie broke as 

the late arrival of Caesar Rodney, who gravely ill with cancer, rode through the stormy 

night to cast his vote in the affirmative.
488

  

Whether or not Franklin had anything to do with the decision or not is still in 

debate. Regardless of Franklin‘s influence, or because of, John Dickinson, the final 

dissenting voice in the cause of American independence chose to stay home on July 2.
489

  

Dickinson along with Robert Morris, a wealthy Pennsylvania merchant, removed 

themselves from the opposition by refusing to take their seat at the delegation.  The final 
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vote tallied: Delaware 2-1 in favor, Pennsylvania 3-2 in favor, South Carolina voted with 

the majority and New York once again abstained.
490

  The measure passed.  America was 

born.   

Despite the widely held belief that the Declaration was signed by the members on 

the day of its passing, July 4, 1776, the members did not sign the document until August 

2 after it was ―engrossed‖ July 19 with a new title ―The Unanimous Declaration of the 13 

United States of America‖ which is the title as appears on display in the National 

Archives today.
491

  A popular part of Franklin lore says that after the President of the 

Congress, John Hancock signed the document he said, ―We must be unanimous; there 

must be no pulling different ways; we must all hang together.‖ To which Franklin replied, 

―Yes, we must indeed all hang together, or most assuredly we shall all hang separately.‖  

While making a joke of this nature in such an intense moment was certainly in Franklin‘s 

character, it is doubtful whether or not this conversation actually happened.  The story 

was not included in the earliest Franklin biographies—Parson Weems (1815, 1821) and 

Peter Parley (1832). Furthermore, there would be no reason for Hancock to spur the 

delegates to hang together at the document‘s signing as the crucial moment took place a 

month prior.  Nevertheless, the story gained legitimacy by appearing in Jared Sparks 

multi volume collection of Franklin‘s works.
492

  

For the young country, the Declaration was only the beginning in a long process 

of carving a new nation.  There was a war to be won; a government to be created; a 
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constitution to be written; and a president to elect. Of course in 1776, Franklin knew none 

of this.  All he could see was the war in front him, but he could also see that he was once 

again a major player in world politics.  Franklin went on to serve the Continental 

Congress as America‘s ambassador to France from 1778-1785.  There he was once again 

surrounded by a crowd of adoring fans vying for the good doctor‘s attention.  For 

Franklin, the American Revolution was a success even though it was not yet won.  That 

success gave Franklin a purpose, a reason to live, the ability to call himself a man. 

Franklin also experienced success in creating his empire, not an Anglo/American empire, 

but an American empire.  His long time dream of a great America was becoming a reality 

and Franklin swelled with pride.  He knew he was not totally responsible for its 

existence, but he played a significant role in its inception.  Whatever part of himself he 

lost at the Cockpit was regained tenfold with the birth of the new nation.  Franklin was 

once again a statesman. He was once again an Atlantic figure.  He was once again proud 

to be a gentleman; and prouder still to be an American.      
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Chapter VII 

Epilogue: Father and Son 

We are Men, all subject to Errors. Our Opinions are not in our Power; they are form‘d 

and govern‘d much by Circumstances that are often as inexplicable as they are 

irresistible. Your Situation was such that few would have censured your remaining 

Neuter, tho‘ there are Natural Duties Which precede political Ones, and cannot be 

extinguish’d by them. This is a disagreable Subject. I drop it. And we will endeavour as 

you propose mutually to forget what has happened relating to it, as well as we can.  

Benjamin Franklin to William Franklin 1787 

 

 There was no prouder moment in a eighteenth century man‘s life than the birth of 

his son. In a patriarchal society, sons were particularly important to the familial economy. 

A male heir, in most cases, extends the family line and guarantees that the family name 

carries on to another generation. In the creation of an Atlantic gentry identity, the birth of 

a son was essential. No doubt, these same thoughts ran through the mind of Benjamin 

Franklin the night his son William was born.  Although the circumstances of the birth 

may not have been ideal, Franklin genuinely loved his son. History does not reveal 

William‘s mother, although much ink has been wasted in speculation. The general 

consensus it that she was one of the low women from Franklin‘s past.
493

  Even though 

William was an illegitimate son, Franklin and Deborah raised him in their house together.  

  The historiography on the relationship between Benjamin and William Franklin is 

surprisingly very limited.  While most of the biographies of Franklin mention William a 

great deal, almost none place emphasis on the father/son relationship, especially in regard 

to Benjamin‘s political conversion.  Books that deal directly with the personal side of 
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Benjamin and Williams relationship include Claude-Anne Lopez and Eugenia Herbert‘s 

1975 work titled The Private Franklin: The Man and His Family.
494

  There is also 

Willard S. Randall‘s A Little Revenge: Benjamin Franklin and His Son published in 1984 

which is more of a popular history than the work of a seasoned historian.
495

  A much 

more scholarly attempt was made by Sheila L. Skemp who has two works on the subject, 

the second borrowing heavily from the first. It is Skemp‘s model of the Franklins as a 

self-made men that best examines the father/son relationship in terms of identity.
496

 

Franklin was a doting father doing his best to give his son every advantage in life 

his father failed to give him.  After all, if Franklin was to play the role of a gentleman, his 

would have to play the part as well.  As per his new gentry status, Franklin advertised for 

a tutor for his son when he was only four. By age eight, he enrolled William into school 

under the tutelage of Theopholis Grew and then the classical school of Alexander 

Annand.
497

 When William found life as a printer‘s son in Philadelphia unbearable, 

Franklin allowed his son to join the King‘s navy to see the world.  Franklin hoped 

William would tire of the sea as he had, but alas he had not. He further supported his 

military ambitions by requesting maps on and works of Polybius from William Strahan 

so his ―soldier son‖ could advance his military career.
498

  When William was no longer 

needed in the service of his Majesty‘s military, Franklin enabled William to join him in 

politics and arranged for him to take his seat as Pennsylvania Assembly‘s clerk. He also 

directed William to study law with his good friend and future loyalist Joseph Galloway.  
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Franklin knew firsthand the difficulty of growing up without a proper education and 

would not let his son suffer the same hardships.      

Both men were stubborn, self-made men that preferred to succeed on their own 

terms. ―Father and son grew increasingly close throughout the 1750s as their interests 

converged and their paths crossed frequently.  They joined the same clubs, contributed to 

the same charities, and genuinely enjoyed one another‘s company.‖
499

  Franklin grew 

quite fond of William and included him in his scientific work. For example, William was 

the only witness of Franklin‘s kite experiment.  William also shared his father‘s interest 

in politics.  In 1754, he became the Comptroller of the Post Office.  In 1757, he 

accompanied his father to England and studied law at Middle Temple.  No doubt Franklin 

helped his son procure the governorship of New Jersey, a position he held until the 

Revolutionary War.   

William had two marriages, one to Elizabeth Downes in 1762 and the other Mary 

D‘Evelin in 1788.  There was one surviving letter addressed to Franklin from Elizabeth 

Downes Franklin.  She asked Franklin to write a letter of parole giving permission for 

William to return home to America after the American Revolution.  William, as the royal 

governor of New Jersey, was arrested during the Revolution and fled to England.  

Elizabeth wanted Franklin to assure safe passage for her beloved back to America.  

Franklin did not respond.
500

  There was no correspondence between Mary D‘Evelin and 
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Benjamin Franklin.  It was quite likely the two never met because the marriage occurred 

while Franklin and William were no longer amicable.       

Before Franklin‘s conversion, Franklin and William were extremely close; he 

even addressed his Autobiography to him.  There are over 113 pieces of correspondence 

between father and son from 1742 to 1775.  Franklin confided warmly in William over 

matters touching on every subject imaginable showing often his love and affection for his 

son. Skemp argues that the tension between Franklin and William began building shortly 

after the repeal of the Stamp Act in 1766.
501

  However, the relationship between father 

and son did not completely break until shortly after Franklin‘s embarrassing encounter 

with the King‘s Privy Council in 1774.
502

 It was through that horrific experience and a 

second embarrassing encounter in front of the Parliament that ultimately caused Franklin 

to support the Patriotic cause.   

On Franklin‘s return voyage to America, he penned a 96 page letter to his son 

detailing the experiences that led him to conversion.
503

  The night the two were to meet, 

Franklin was eager to meet his close friend and William‘s law tutor, Joseph Galloway.  

For the ten years Franklin was in London, he kept close correspondence with both 

Galloway and William.  Galloway was tremendously helpful during Franklin‘s long fight 

with Thomas Penn.  This seemed like ancient history as the men sat down to discuss the 

events of the past few months. Franklin sought out Galloway first hoping to ―open his 

mind.‖ Instead Galloway countered Franklin‘s call for independence with a charge to 
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―promote reconciliation.‖  Franklin then read to Galloway ―three fourths of his Journal 

while he was in England,‖ and the two agreed to continue their conversation at Trevose, 

Galloway‘s country estate where William could join them.  The only surviving record of 

this meeting comes from the diary of Thomas Hutchinson who heard it from Galloway in 

England three years later.
504

 The three men met at Galloway‘s estate in Trevose.  William 

angrily told Galloway prior to the meeting that if his father planned to set this country 

aflame by war, ―he would take care to run away by the light of it.‖
505

    

The three men began cordially catching up via small talk as they carefully 

―avoided any conversation….upon the subject of the colonies.‖ As the night grew long, 

―the glass having gone about freely‖ began to loosen the tongues of the three men.  

Franklin told Galloway that every American should be ―in favour of measures for 

attaining to Independence‖ and stand ―against the corruption and dissipation of the 

Kingdom.‖ Franklin added that due to the strength of the opposition and the ―great 

resources in the Colonies, they would prevail.‖  He urged Galloway to come with him to 

Congress and give up on the notion of returning to a pre-1763 state.
 506

    

He then turned to his son pleading with William to follow the cause for 

independence as he had followed him in so many adventures. For the years leading up to 

this moment, William had been one of his closest confidants and friends.  Franklin must 

have felt that friendship slip away with every passing hour. Franklin most likely delivered 

and read the long letter he wrote his son while crossing the Atlantic.  The letter detailed 
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his secret negotiations with Lord Howe and Lord Chatham and their unsuccessful 

outcome.  He also would have given him a firsthand account of his embarrassment at the 

Cockpit and in front of Parliament.  William would have heard the voice of a defeated 

father, a dejected public servant, and an ardent patriot. 

William may have explained to his father that the King gave him everything, his 

wife, his livelihood, his title, and his identity.
507

 The two were the same men, minus the 

events at the Cockpit.  Both owed their self identity to England, and William saw no 

reason to give up that identity simply because his father told him to.  He may have very 

well given his father the same argument he gave the New Jersey Assembly, that there are 

essentially two paths, ―one leading to Peace, Happiness, and a Restoration of the Public 

Tranquility—the other inevitably conducting you to Anarchy, Misery and all the Horrors 

of Civil War.‖
508

 Franklin had already known that war was inevitable at this point.  He 

was trying to enlist his militarily trained son to his side of the war.  William could not 

betray his commander in chief.  Firmly and finally, William told his father he would 

remain a loyalist and take up arms against the colonists to put down the revolt.  From that 

moment forward, the founding father disowned his only son.   

For all intents and purposes the relationship between Benjamin and William 

ended that night. While the two saw each other intermittently over the course of 1775, 

they were not pleasant encounters.  One such meeting caused such a ruckus from the 

violent shouting that it awoke the neighbors.
509

  The two men could not practically 
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eliminate all communication because they shared a sort of joint custody of William‘s 

illegitimate son, Temple.  Whereas Franklin claimed William as his own from birth, 

William, as a government man concerned with his public image, chose to conceal 

Temple‘s true identity from the public.  For most of Temple‘s life he grew under the care 

of his grandfather who raised him as if he where the son of a distant relative.  Temple‘s 

identity was hidden even from family members such as Franklin‘s sister Jane and 

possibly William‘s wife, Elizabeth Franklin.
510

  In a letter Franklin wrote from London, 

Franklin told his sister ―I brought over a Grandson with me, a fine Lad of about 15.‖ 

However, Jane never received the letter as Franklin mistakenly sent it to ―New England, 

and I suppose your being not found there, occasion‘d its being forwarded to me.‖
511

  

Despite Franklin‘s attempt to reveal his grandson to the family, Temple‘s appearance on 

the Philadelphia docks must have been a shock to the family.  Regardless of his father‘s 

dishonesty in hiding Temple, upon his arrival in American William became an ―indulgent 

Father‖ but at the same time resisted the temptation to buy his son‘s affection.
512

   

Franklin jealously guarded Temple‘s time and insisted he attend the University of 

Pennsylvania in the school he helped create in Philadelphia so that he could keep an eye 

on him, but also that he could keep him away from his father‘s loyalist influences.  

Franklin remained concerned with Temple‘s acquaintances as he wrote his son in 1784 

that ―I trust that you will prudently avoid introducing him to Company that it may be 
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improper for him to be seen with.‖
513

 For years, Temple played the role of mediator 

between father and son.    

Nine years after the night at Trevose, William attempted to ―endeavour to revive 

that affectionate Intercourse and Connexion which till the Commencement of the late 

Troubles had been the Pride and Happiness of my Life.‖ William wondered aloud 

whether their estrangement was the ―decided and active Part I took in Opposition to the 

Measures you thought proper to adopt, might not have left some unfavorable Impressions 

on your Mind.‖ He sheepishly left room for the possibility their long silence was the 

result of a political strategy ―while you retained your present Employ under the 

Congress.‖  While William‘s desire for reconciliation seemed genuine, he was 

unapologetic in his statements about his decision to join the British forces saying that ―I 

have uniformly acted from a strong Sense of what I conceived my Duty to my King, and 

Regard to my Country, required.‖  He was simply obeying his King. In typical Franklin 

stubbornness, William wrote, ―It is an Error of Judgment that the maturest Reflection I 

am capable of cannot rectify; and I verily believe were the same Circumstances to occur 

again Tomorrow, my Conduct would be exactly similar to what it was heretofore.‖ He 

ended the letter by asking for a face to face meeting with his father to discuss ―private 

Family Affairs, of a very important Nature.‖
514

 

It was in Franklin‘s response that one learns the true cost of  his decision to 

support the patriot cause.  Franklin began the letter cordially saying he was ―glad to find 

that you desire to revive the affectionate Intercourse that formerly existed between us. It 
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will be very agreable to me.‖  He then immediately began digging up the hurt he felt at 

Trevose by saying ―nothing has ever hurt me so much and affected me with such keen 

Sensations, as to find myself deserted in my old Age by my only Son; and not only 

deserted, but to find him taking up Arms against me, in a Cause wherein my good Fame, 

Fortune and Life were all at Stake.‖  He then dissected each of William reasons for a 

remaining loyalist boiling it down to ―Duty to your King.‖ Franklin‘s new self identity 

was once again on display as he seemingly dismissed William‘s betrayal as an error he 

was powerless to control but at the same time berated him saying ―tho‘ there are Natural 

Duties Which precede political Ones, and cannot be extinguish’d by them. This is a 

disagreable Subject. I drop it. And we will endeavour as you propose mutually to forget 

what has happened relating to it, as well as we can.‖
515

   

Franklin agreed that reconciliation would be agreeable but did not agree to meet 

with his son face to face at that time.  It was clear by the tone of the letter, which was 

businesslike and not warm and loving like many of his other letters to William, that 

William‘s defection to Britain during the American Revolution still bothered Franklin a 

great deal.  He went on to say that he would not grant the personal meeting at this time as 

―Congress, instead of giving me Leave to do so, have sent me another Commission, 

which will keep me here at least a Year longer‖ and that any future correspondence must 

go through Temple.
516

  Clearly one can see the cost of Franklin‘s political conversion was 

catastrophic; consequently, the conversion was indeed genuine.  A conversion of such a 
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personal nature having such personal consequences could have only been brought about 

by a personal blow to the heart of who Benjamin Franklin was as a person.   

The two Franklins had one final meeting in person at the dock in Paris as Franklin 

was preparing to make his final voyage to America in 1785.  Franklin was surrounded by 

Temple, his nephew Jonathan Williams and his other grandson Benjamin Franklin Bache.  

William had been soliciting a meeting for months and finally made the trip himself to 

Paris.  William, penniless and in exile approached Franklin with his most pressing needs.  

Franklin pretended to have time only for William‘s most urgent requests.  Instead of 

hearing William‘s appeal, Franklin presented his son with a list of debts he had amassed 

over the many years.  William was taken aback by the demand and was not in a financial 

or emotional state to counter.  Franklin‘s alternative plan was equally mean spirited.  He 

proposed instead of the payment that he sell Temple his land left in New Jersey for 

2000lbs, considerably less than its value.  He also forced William to liquidate his New 

York estates to pay the remainder of the debt.
517

  Clearly Franklin had not forgotten the 

betrayal or forgiven his son. By remaining a loyalist, William had sided with those who 

had mocked, belittled, and embarrassed Benjamin Franklin at Whitehall.  As a changed 

man, Franklin could no sooner forgive his son for the betrayal than he could the King 

himself.  Franklin‘s new self identity had room to welcome a new nation, a new 

government, and a new set of challenges, but there was no room left in his heart for his 

only son.     
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Oliver (Boston/London: JM Butler, 1860); The same quote appears in George Bancroft‘s, 

History of the United States published 1879. 

 
Joseph Morgan to Ben Franklin, October 11, 1738, als: The Royal Society 

Samuel Preston Moore and Hannah Moore: Deeds: American Philosophical Society; also 

transcript: Department of Records, Recorder of Deeds, City of Philadelphia. PBF 4:295;  

 

The Final Hearing before the Privy Council Committee for Plantation Affairs on the 

Petition from the Massachusetts House of Representatives for the Removal of Hutchinson 

and Oliver: I, Wedderburn's Speech before the Privy Council. Printed in [Israel 

Mauduit,] The Letters of Governor Hutchinson, and Lieut. Governor Oliver...with...the 

Proceedings of the Lords Committee of Council. Together with the Substance of Mr. 

Wedderburn’s Speech Relating to Those Letters: beginning of speech from 2nd ed. 

London, 1774), pp. 83-5, and remainder from 1st issue of 1st ed. (London, 1774), pp. 77-

113 of 2nd pagination, Yale University Library; several paragraphs of a different version 

printed in [Benjamin Vaughan, ed.,] Political, Miscellaneous, and Philosophical 

Pieces...Written by Benj. Franklin ... (London, 1779), p. 341. PBF 21:37 
 

The Committee of Secret Correspondence: Instructions to Silas Deane, Copy: 

Connecticut Historical Society; copy: Yale University Library; copy: South Carolina 

Historical Society, Philadelphia March 3rd. [i.e., 2,] 1776 PBF 22:369 

 

The Committee of Conference: Report to Congress DS: National Archives Cambridge 

Octo 24. 1775 PBF 22:246 

 

The Commissioners to Canada to John Hancock, LS: National Archives Montreal 1st. 

May 1776 PBF 22:413 

 

The Royal Society, Certificate of Nomination to the Royal Society, London 29 January 

1756, PBF 6:375 
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